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This thesis describes the development of GAMA, (Gun Automatic Multiple 

Ammunition), a unique, multi calibre, rapid firing weapon with the aid of 

simulation and testing. Simulation at the time did not fully support the 

contemporary sophisticated tool sets, and therefore a method was designed 

to use simulation and experimental development interactively. Simulation 

models were generated modularly whilst phasing it with the acquirement of 

experimental test data. 

Successes in the cross correlation of results progressively supported 

simulation over the extensive use of testing experimental hardware. 

Nevertheless, the knowledgeable use of simulation combined with 

experimental processes supported the practice of calibrating models before 

use. This prevented time wastage since unnecessary detail did not need to 

be simulated. 

Authenticated base line models provided an accredited tool throughout the 

development of GAMA. 

Using simulation judiciously and interactively with testing resulted in a 

foundation for the expansion of GAMA, thus optimising its performance and 

reliability whilst reducing time and cost. 

The uniqueness in this project consists of the fact that no similar, multi- 

calibre gun has existed in the world at the time, nor does it exist today. I n  

addition, many of the simulation techniques used were novel and specifically 

designed for this project against the background of the world-wide arms 

embargo against South Africa. 
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OPSOMMING 

Hierdie tesis beskrywe die ontwikkeling en toetsing van GAMA, ("Gun 

Automatic Multiple Ammunition") 'n veeldoelige kaliber snelvuur wapen 

d.m.v. die gebrui k van simulasie en toetsing. Destydse simulasie sagteware 

het nie oor al die hedendaagse gesofistikeerde hulpmiddels beskik nie en 

dienooreenkomstige beperkings op die gebied het die ontwikkelingsvermoe 

aan bande geE. 

Ontwikkeling van hierdie wapen is bewerkstellig deur die interaktiewe 

gebruik van simulasie en toetsing. Die skepping van simulasie modelle was 

modul6r gestruktureer waarvan elke module 'n sekere fase in die wapen se 

vuursiklus verteenwoordig het. Die modelle is deurentyd vergelyk met die 

eksperimentele data wat verkry is. 

Die wedersydse gebruik, en die kruis korrelasie tussen, simulasie en toets 

data het gelei tot die spoedige ontwikkeling en die sukses van GAMA. Die 

oordeelkundige gebruik van simulasie modelle het dus verseker dat tyd nie 

verkwis is deur die modellering van onbenullige detail nie. Dit het derhalwe 

verseker dat detail wat geen bydrae gelewer het tot die ontwikkeling van die 

wapen nie, gereduseer sou word tot meetbare fenomene waarteen die 

modelle gekalibreer is. Dit is bekend dat die implementering van detail en 

die gebruik van komplekse randvoorwaardes die beheer van 'n model 

onnodig kan bemoeilik. 

Hierdie geakkrediteerde modelle was die fondasie waarop die ontwikkeling 

van GAMA berus het. Dit is ook die grondlegger tot die verdere ontwikkeling 

en die uitbreiding van GAMA, waarmee die modifikasie en optimalisering van 

die wapen effektief en maklik geevalueer kan word. 

Die uniekheid van hierdie tesis I6 daarin dat ten tye van die projek geen 

soortgelyke multi-kaliber wapen bestaan het nie, en trouens nog steeds nie 

elders in die wereld bestaan nie. Ook moes baie van die tegnieke en 



simulasiemodelle ontwikkel word teen die agtergrond van die algehele 

wapenverbod teen Suid-Afrika, wat enersyds tegnologiese ontwikkeling 

gestrem het, maar andersyds innovasie aangemoedig het. 



PREFACE 

Armament is a commodity that provides its owner with the ability to secure 

its boundaries, properties and lives, against threats. The competitive drive in 

the armaments industry resulted in the development of a superior product 

for the South African National Defence Force (SANDF), which provided the 

security forces with a product able to compete with the best in the world. At 

the same time, the processes used, demonstrated that the local industry can 

be rated to be on the leading edge of technology. 

Vektor was approached to develop a Multi Calibre Rapid Firing Gun, 

addressing the need to the firing of 20x102 mm ammunition. The primary 

focus was to develop a weapon capable of firing a range of ammunition 

which would be fitted to the South African Air-Force (SAAF) new Light Utility 

Helicopter (LUH). The secondary purpose resided in the marketing of such a 

product internationally. 

Such a weapon would provide the SANDF LUH with the capability of being 

deployed anywhere in the world for peacekeeping purposes, enabling the 

firing of foreign ammunition without intensive use of logistical support. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Often a request is received for a weapon system capable of firing foreign 

ammunition which is calibre related. Ammunition usage greatly depends on 

the scenario for which the weapon is to be utilized. Typically, when a request 

for a weapon system does not match the current inventory, one of the 

following actions is taken by the weapons supplier: 

a) Since the client's needs do not match the product line, the request is 

rejected. 

b) The customer is persuaded to use an alternative weapon system within 

existing inventory. 

c) A new weapon system is designed that will address the customer's 

specific needs. 

Options "b and c" would be preferable for overall business strategy. 

However, related issues such as cost and time frame together, with the 

complexity of the request, have to be addressed whenever a new weapon 

system is developed. 

Traditionally, development relies on the Standard Systems Engineering 

approach for the development of new products, and this by its very nature 

can be a time consuming process. This process is clearly defined as a work 

instruction. [OOI] Such an approach guides the project through all its 

development phases, forming a part of the total life cycle of the system. 

Each phase has its unique requirement with built in checks, reducing the risk 

of failure. 

During the initiation phase the client's User Requirement Statement (URS) or 

Operational Requirement Statement (ORS) and Request for Proposal (RFP), 

calls for the preparation of specifications for which all the answers are not 



yet known. The life cycle of any system is schematically summarized in

Figure 1.
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Figure 1: System Life Cycle

It is evident that these Systems Engineering processes consist of the

building of a few hardware models before it eventually leads to the

production of the final product. This hardware is used to develop the

relevant phased specifications.

Laboratory and field tests are performed on the hardware and the results are

used as a system design feedback. The Experimental Development Model

(XDM), the Advanced Development Model (ADM), the Engineering

Development Model (EDM) and the Pre-Production Model (PPM) are

hardware models that are used for evaluation and the obtaining of answers

to questions as the project progresses.
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Building these hardware models is a costly and time consuming business.

The results obtained frequently lead to the amendment of specifications, the

requesting of concessions, or the processing of Engineering Change

Proposals (ECP). Often design changes and further improvements are

unnecessary time and cost consuming processes. However, the development

of GAMAby means of simulation and testing reduced the need for ECPs.

Design flaws are invariably revealed by processes such as Failure Review

Analysis and Corrective ActionSystem (FRACAS)and corrected through the

implementation of Corrective Action Requests (CAR).Such embarrassment

could be avoided by using the power of simulation.

Technology today introduces advanced methods in the developing of

systems. Simulation can and should form the basis for the development of
new systems.

The extensive use of dedicated virtual prototyping simulation software

packages and its ability to reflect reality is today actively promoted. Figure 2

illustrates the fact that the increasing availability of information reduces risk,

which enhances competitiveness. [002]

SIMULATION REDUCES RISK
GRAPH CROSSING POINT SHIFTS TOWARDS THE LEFT

Information

Figure 2: Correlation between Information and Risk

Risk

- 3 -



Laboratory and field test results are used as optional inputs for the 

simulation models. Simulation is an iterative process, which produces a 

scientifically matured system that enables the manufacture of a prototype 

that satisfactorily conforms to the client's request. 

The development by simulation results in the rapid production of mature, 

reliable and safe systems. It can also be said that the longer it takes to 

make the correct decisions, the more costly it is to implement such changes. 

Simulation helps to make better decisions earlier in the development cycle of 

a project. Simulation therefore reduces the time line in the design cycle, and 

this in turn limits the production of prototypes, which results in the lowering 

of development costs. Simulation models now provide proper traceability 

throughout the development process, and are easily communicated across 

the various disciplines and departments. This addresses the question of 

archiving and save keeping as well. 

The complexity in the development of a unique multi calibre weapon system, 

urges us to follow the route of development by means of simulation and 

testing. The reason is that the foreign 20x102 mml ammunition was not 

available within the RSA and development could not be stalled awaiting the 

arrival of the new purchased ammunition. The importing of foreign 

ammunition requires the approval and the subsequent issue of End User 

Certificates. 

The complexity in the development of the multi calibre weapon can best be 

appreciated when referring to Figure 3. This figure clearly illustrates the 

variance in shape and size of each round, each having its own unique 

performance. 

20 mm Calibre with a cartridge case length of 102 mm 

- 4 -  



R.1R: 20 x110 nm, 20 x 102 nm, 145 x 114 nm, 20 x 82 nm, 127x 108 nm, 127 x 99 nm

Figure 3: Ammunition Requirement

Although the need was for the development of a weapon system capable of

firing multiple types of ammunition, it was decided to shift the focus

temporally away from the Soviet 12.7x108 mm calibre, due the present

existence of the locally manufactured 12.7x99 mm North Atlantic Treaty

Organization (NATO)approved ammunition within Denel's own inventory.

The life expectancy of a weapons system in general is also limited to the

availability and the life expectancy of the specific ammunition it utilizes.

Weapon systems designed to grow toward alternative or new types of

ammunition are definitely an advantage. New ammunition may now through
the agency of simulation be masterfully evaluated.

Adaptive procedures in ammunition handling, weapon maintenance and

control procedures would be required, but the logisticalsupport and training

of personnel will only need to be limited to the amended procedures

resulting from the incorporation of the new calibres.[003] Simulation as a

medium also contributes towards the reduction of the time requiredto train

- 5 -



personnel. The development of GAMA establishes a process whereby the 

growth of any weapon towards the use of alternative ammunition can be 

evaluated. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

To design, manufacture and evaluate a new and novel weapon system that 

is capable of effectively operating within a specified range of ammunition. 

ARMSCOR requested Vektor to develop a multi calibre, rapid firing weapon 

system that would be able to utilize 20x82 mm, 12 .7~99 mm, 20x102 mm, 

14 .5~114 mm, 20x110 mm types of ammunition. [ o o ~ ]  

The weapon had to be easy to maintain with minimum ground support 

equipment and special tools. The primary aim was for it to be fitted onto a 

Light Utility Helicopter for self defence purposes in air to air and air to 

ground scenarios. [oos] [006] [ o o ~ ]  [008] 

The ammunition requirements were the neutralizing of and the protection 

against personnel, soft skin vehicles, buildings, helicopters and fixed wing 

aircraft. This protection was aimed at counteracting or stabilizing any 

situation forthcoming whilst performing civil support and military operations. 

I n  addition, it was stated that it would be an advantage for this weapon 

system to be a replacement of the existing Gun Aircraft One (GA1) weapon 

and therefore be able to be successfully mounted on existing Air-, Naval- 

and Ground vehicles presently utilized by the SANDF. [oog] [oio] [ o i l ]  

Before commencement of this study a thorough investigation established 

that a single rapid firing weapon system that could fire all the 

aforementioned ammunition, did not exist. [ o I ~ ]  



1.3 Objectives 

The design, development, manufacturing and the testing of a single weapon 

system that could: 

Fire multiple types of ammunition available throughout the world. 

Establish a design philosophy and process for the development of 

other weapon systems where design changes and ammunition 

expansions must be easily accommodated. 

Prove that simulation and testing methodologies can be used as a 

means to minimize the building of experimental hardware. 

I n  addition, interfacing this weapon system with existing platforms was 

considered to be an advantage, and existing building blocks should be used 

as far as possible. 

Information obtained during the development of the GAMA was readily 

available for the parallel development of the Vektor's Unique Intelligent 

GAMA Soft-Mount (Cradle). [013] The soft mount addressed the goal in 

dramatically reducing the system recoil forces, optimizing the dynamic 

behaviour of the gun, by automatically compensating for the variety of 

ammunition being fired. The advantage of having a soft recoil system is 

already being widely published. [oI~] 



1.4 Contribution of this Study

This study resulted in the production of a weapon system capable of being

deployed anywhere in the world utilizing either local or foreign ammunition.

Figure 4: GAMA Illustrating its Full Capability

The uniqueness of the development of the GAMA can be underlined by the

following achievements:

. The GAMA itself is unique in that no weapon with its ability has ever

existed before. The literature study carried out by an independent

information specialist confirms this statement (Annexure C). This

weapon fulfils the role it was invented for, i.e. firing various types of

ammunition, which no other weapon has been able to do up to now.

. During the time when GAMA was developed, simulation was not as

advanced as it is today. Consequently, prototype hardware had to be

subjected to both laboratory and field tests in order to facilitate the

proper development of any system such as GAMA. The modus

operandi disclosed by this study effectively demonstrates the

competent interaction accomplished through simulation and testing.

- 8 -



Simulation models were created that enabled future development with 

respect to any further changes in client requests. Behavioural changes 

within the weapon, with respect to the laid down constraints, can now 

be evaluated. 

The complexities of the situation prior to 1998 resulted in a 

development programme that was unique in the world for this kind of 

product. 

o Data manipulation had at times to be effected through the usage 

of unconventional methods which involved the customization of 

available software packages. Obtaining simulation software for 

the development of armament was accomplished under duress 

for obvious reasons. I n  order to circumvent the problems 

experienced in obtaining either software or ordnance, 

unorthodox methods were invariably used. 

o The development of the GAMA proceeded regardless of the fact 

that limited variants of ammunition were available at the time. A 

prototype of the weapon was manufactured and scheduled for 

field tests. Foreign ammunition was only delivered during the 

course of the field test and was fired with satisfactory results. 

The successful completion of GAMA can be directly attributed to 

the usage of simulation, which was unique at the time. 

The successful development of the GAMA was based on unique 

structural and motion analytical procedures that were actually 

developed by the author for another high profile technological project 

which preceded GAMA. [015] These procedures were so new that they 

resulted in a marketing drive by both LIW as well as Denel, who used 

them to promote their ability to address commercial needs for the 

future (Annexure E). 



1.5 Brief Overview of Dissertation 

1.5.1 Introduction 

Chapter 1 of  this dissertation deals with the Background to  the project and 

the Problem Statement, as well as describing the unique contribution of this 

project. 

1.5.2 Literature Study 

Chapter 2 describes the Literature survey that  was carried out t o  ascertain 

the state of the ar t  in  the industry as far as this weapon was concerned, as 

well as the scientific and technological processes that were in  practice 

internationally. A part  of this investigation was carried out by an 

independent contractor. 

This Chapter also describes the background t o  the use of simulation 

methodology. 

1.5.3 Characterizing of Baseline Weapon System 

Chapter 3 describes the characterization of the baseline weapon, which was 

the GA1. 

The GA1 was chosen as a suitable baseline weapon system on which the 

development of a mult i  calibre rapid firing weapon system could be based. 

20x82 m m  ammunition does not have the capabilities that newer generation 

ammunition has, and the GA1 is l imited to  utilizing such ammunition. The 

GA1 lends itself t o  the GAMA project by virtue of  a number of factors: 

Simplicity of  the weapon. 

Few operating parts. 

Availability o f  the weapon within the current inventory. 

Significant growth and expansion potential. 



The GA1 weapon system was instrumented using various transducers to  

provide the required test information. The data was captured while firing the 

weapon system under normal operating conditions. The accumulated data 

facilitated the construction and the evaluation of simulation models. 

The G A l  weapon was also fired rigidly obtaining data which is equally 

important for the parallel development of the GAMA soft-mount (cradle). 

1.5.4 Modelling of Baseline Weapon System 

This is described in  Chapter 4. 

Sophisticated virtual prototyping simulation packages such as Nastran, 

Mechanica and Adams were used throughout this development. These 

simulation packages, which interface with the available three dimensional 

(3D) parametric Computer Aided Design (CAD) packages, were used to  

simulate the existing weapon's structural and dynamical behaviours. The 

modelling process iterated between measured -, Finite Element - and 

Dynamic Analysis results. 

Simulation model results were compared t o  the measurements of the actual 

weapon's performance. Models must behave in  accordance with the actual 

hardware. Minor calibration adjustments were required t o  adjust the 

numerical models t o  follow the measured structural and dynamical behaviour 

of the baseline weapon system. Once the simulation produced a true 

representation, the design of the new weapon system commenced. 

1.5.5 Design and Construction of New Weapon System 

After the baseline weapon was successfully simulated, this information was 

used t o  design the new GAMA. This is described in  Chapter 5. 



The calibrated simulation models were stimulated, simulating the effect of 

firing the new ammunition. The design process, again, was an iterative 

process that included the utilization of Finite Element and Dynamic Analysis. 

The operation of the new weapon system was simulated against the 

established boundaries in which the weapon had to be operated. 

Building a prototype system and subjecting it to live firing tests verified the 

development of the new weapon system. I t  was gratifying to see that the 

results obtained authenticated the design of the various simulation models 

with a view to addressing aspects such as future expansion or additional 

requests. The degree of flexibility attained can only serve to  extend the life 

span of the weapon system. 

1.5.6 Conclusion 

I n  Chapter 6 the conclusions of this research and development are given. 

This chapter also gives a brief historical overview of the entire project, as 

well as making recommendations for further actions that are required. 



CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE STUDY 

Upon receiving the request for the development of a Multi Calibre Weapon 

System from ARMSCOR, literature available within Vektor was studied to 

establish whether such a weapon existed anywhere in the world. 

Vektor (a Division of  Denel) is currently South Africa's main developer and 

manufacturer of small to  medium calibre military weapon systems. Vektor 

was previously a business unit o f  LIW~ and is in  the possession of literature 

for the development and manufacturer of  small, medium and large calibre 

weapon systems. This literature not only covers established development 

processes, bu t  also contains academic textbooks which assist the 

development engineer in performing his duties to his full capacity. 

Vektor's Information Centre is also a subscriber of many magazines, 

booklets and books that are related t o  the armament industry worldwide. 

However, this literature search was not  limited t o  paper copies only, and 

included the electronic media to i ts fullest extent. 

2.1 Research for a Multiple Calibre Rapid Firing Weapon 

Systems 

The author subcontracted Erna Meyer, an Information Specialist f rom the 

CSIR, as an independent researcher to assist in the scrutinisation of the 

media for the possible existence of such a weapon system (Annexure C). 

Searches were performed exploring the paper and electronic media covering 

the development of any mult i  calibre rapid firing weapon system by means 

of simulation and testing. 

LIW and Vektor merged in April 2005 to become DLS Lyttelton 
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Various databases and advanced search engines were used in the search for 

the existence of such a development. During the search, keywords in  various 

combinations were used. The variation in  spelling of certain key words was 

also introduced t o  broaden the search field. International academic, inter- 

disciplinary, military and patent databases were covered. Due t o  the level of 

the study, local and international dissertation databases were also searched 

to  verify if this unique topic was not  already registered as a PhD Thesis. 

Subsequent publications of the work covered by this dissertation ensured 

that the successes of the GAMA project have been disseminated throughout 

the world (Annexure D). The uniqueness of  this project was confirmed by 

the fact that  no similar project has since been found in  any other 

publication. 

2.2 Existing Development Methods 

The development of weapon systems may vary dependant on the 

infrastructure, tools and equipment available to  develop weapon systems 

conforming to  international standards. 

Key constraints in  the GAMA project related t o  weapon mass, recoil force 

and recoil distance. These phenomena have t o  be kept t o  a minimum in 

order t o  optimise a level o f  flexibility which is acceptable t o  all end users. 

The weapon needs t o  have few components, be easily maintainable and be 

capable of  delivering acceptable dispersion and accuracy for marine, air and 

field operations. 

Development processes within the armament arena seem t o  be a trade 

secret which can not always be obtained from literature and electronic 

media. Since marketing information does not  divulge the differences in  the 

developmental processes, comparative studies were unfortunately no t  

possible as far as that was concerned. 



The competitive market for weapons abroad has evolved a traditional design 

philosophy which has contributed to the successes obtained in the past. This 

has served to stultify any experimentation into the direction of simulation as 

a design process, since little of this has been known to date. 

It has been noted by the author that often individuals that are responsible 

for defining or performing System Engineering duties, adopt only certain 

aspects of this process to the exclusion of others, and develop personal 

preferences as to what offers overall project success. For example, 

frequently the building of hardware prototypes is over-emphasised at the 

expense of simulation. Unfortunately, in the author's experience, when such 

engineers are questioned about their practices, the response is typically one 

of evasiveness. For example, the following arguments are usually offered: 

The philosophy of simulation is brought into question. 

It is stated that "the client's needs are the focal point of every 

project". However, sometimes a request from a client will be accepted 

for execution, whereas simulation could have shown that the request 

is not feasible. 

The importance of "total life cycle design" is emphasised, but this does 

not include simulation as a part of System Engineering. However, it 

can be demonstrated that simulation could contribute significantly to 

the identification of necessary logistical support (such as provision of 

spares, and need for maintenance) throughout the life cycle of the 

product. [016] 

The introduction of simulation methodology within a developmental facility is 

more often than not complicated by subtle factors such as the following: 

a) Job security of personnel. Production personnel, who are always 

closely involved in the manufacturing of development hardware 

(mock-ups), feel threatened. It is invariably found that with simulation 

costs are cut due to a reduction in the production of prototypes that 

are required for the manufacture of a final product for example: the 

Airbus 380. [oii'] 



b) Management is too concerned about the high initial cost of these 

simulation packages, without realising the benefit that these packages 

could offer with regard to important issues such as cost reduction and 

time management. Management tends not to see it as a part of the 

infrastructure (tools and equipment), when in fact the purchasing of 

these multi-functional simulation packages will advance development 

in general. At present the tendency is to divert costs to individual 

projects. This is unreasonable. Utilizing the software for extensive 

periods on a project is more important than needing the software for 

short periods to produce the required results. A change in perception 

needs to occur with regard to the acquisition of software packages, in 

that: 

They will be readily available for other projects 

Productivity will be enhanced by virtue of time saved and not time 

used. 

Results attained in projects will be available for usage in a multi - 

disciplinary environment. 

The traditional way of development involves the parcelling out of tasks 

to individuals focussing on their fields of expertise. Simulation on the 

other hand will stimulate the broadening of knowledge within the 

development environment that will result in a more flexible work force. 

c) Often the manufacture of developmental hardware takes precedence 

over simulation, whereas a useful result can just as well be achieved 

through the usage of simulation software. This would result in a 

significant reduction in costs across the board. Simulation, for some 

reason or other, is likened to playing computer games. This result in 

inadequate time being set aside for simulation, whereas manufacturing 

always enjoys predominance as far as time is concerned. Progress is 

invariably assessed by tangible means, and unfortunately this 

relegates simulation to an unacceptable level. It is easy to lose sight of 



the fact that often the hardware has to be reworked to achieve an 

acceptable result. Education with respect to the power of simulation 

needs to be emphasized and hopefully this will result in a different 

management style as far as contract planning is concerned. 

Simulation is software dependent where models / programs are generated to 

predict system performances and responses. A cautionary statement is 

appropriate: "Reliance solely on numerical values of simulation and analysis 

should be avoided. Based on the past history, software development is often 

a high risk area. Among the causes of performance, schedule and cost 

deficiencies have been : - 
Imperfect understanding of operational requirements and its 

translation into source instruction. 

Risk tracking and handling. 

Insufficient comprehension of interface constraints. 

Lack of sufficient qualified personnel". [ois] 

The development of products follows the process of Systems Engineering 

Management that consists basically of three activities known as: 

Development Phasing 

System Engineering Process 

Life Cycle Integration. 

Development Phasing addresses a flow of activities covering concept studies, 

system definition, preliminary and detail design. 

System Engineering, in theory, describes a process that will ensure success 

by illuminating risks that manifest themselves unexpectedly as unknowns 

that were not previously catered for. These risks are incidences which 

always lead to unfavourable consequences. The knowledge of risks reduces 

the negative results with respect to the progress and performance of a 

project. Much has been said regarding risk management which emphasizes 

the Planning, the Monitoring, Accessing and the Handling of risks. Currently, 



the identification of a risk, depends greatly on testing and not enough 

emphasis is placed on simulation, which, if used, would identify and 

eradicate these risks well in advance. 

Life Cycle Integration ensures that the design solution is feasible throughout 

the total life of a system. 

2.3 Available Design and Simulation Approaches 

2.3.1 The General Simulation Environment 

At present it is found that the use of Finite Element Analysis (FEA), Dynamic 

Analysis, manufacturing and the execution of laboratory and field tests are 

distributed among different individuals who are managed by different 

departments. Development involves the scheduling of these departments, 

each of whom has their own skills priorities and agendas. Ensuring the 

success of the project therefore often requires a project manager on an 

executive level to manage the project schedule across various departments. 

Although it is known that Finite Element Analysis, Dynamic Analysis and 

Experimental Testing are powerful tools when utilized independently, a 

superb foundation for simulation is offered by a knowledgeable individual 

whose skills include:- 

A full understanding of testing and its environmental constraints. 

The metallurgical behaviours of materials. 

An in-depth knowledge of other engineering disciplines. 

One single simulation model can now be used to evaluate the modular 

designs with respect to the structural behaviour of a system, its dynamical 

response and the control algorithm. Once this design for each module (e.g. 

cannon, radar etc.) is successfully evaluated, the prototypes can be 

manufactured. 



Figure 5: Graphical Representation of Simulation and Testing 

The entire simulated system can now be physically assembled by 

systematically replacing each simulated subsystem or module with its 

distinctive hardware ("hardware in  the loop"). Reduction in  the risk of failure 



is significantly reduced by the systematic replacement of modular hardware. 

Through this process a mature system can be delivered. 

The development of GAMA was enhanced by the fact that an individual (the 

author) possessed multi - disciplinary credentials. This created an 

environment where personnel from different disciplines were able to interact 

with him freely thus enhancing the overall developmental process. 

Typically the modular interaction between simulation and testing during 

development is visually represented in Figure 5. 

2.3.2 Finite Element Analysis 

Finite Element Analysis is a predictive Engineering approach, simulating the 

performance characteristics of any design before it is manufactured or even 

before a prototype system is physically developed. Structural and Thermal 

evaluation and optimization are made possible when interfacing within the 

CAD environment. FEA enables the engineer to accurately identify stress 

distributions, reaction forces and structural deformations through Static-, 

Transient- and Dynamical Analysis. The theoretical evaluation of a structure 

or components with regard to their modal behaviour, frequencies and shapes 

is also easily attained. 

The environment can also be adjusted to enable the evaluation of structural 

behaviour within different scenarios. FEA is widely used to resolve basic 

problems in structures. 

To use FEA to its fullest extent requires the inclusion of knowledge from 

other disciplines. For example, the incorporation of electrical/electronic-, 

metallurgical- and chemical engineering would result in better and more 

useful simulations. 



The combination of FEA (with the practical evaluation of structural stresses 

and frequencies when applying strain gage technology), with Modal Analysis 

software (using a spectrum analyser, signal generator and shaker) as well as 

other measuring techniques, not only confirms theoretical results but also 

assists in the calibration of models for the development of critical and 

dangerous equipment. 

The Photoelastic Test Procedures are also used to determine stresses:- 

Photostress method 

Two Dimensional Model method 

Three Dimensional Model method [019] [020] 

The surface coating method provides a test technique where surface strains 

are measured when the structure is statically or dynamically loaded. The 

strain sensitive plastic coating is bonded to the component. While loaded the 

coating is illuminated by polarized light from the reflection polariscope. 

Colourful strain patterns are visible when viewing the test piece through the 

polariscope which reveals all the highly stressed areas. [ o ~ I ]  

The 2D and 3D model method refers to a process when a part that is 

normally fabricated from a homogeneous material (e.g. most metals 

including steel and aluminium, rubber, glass and most plastics) is modelled 

from photoelastic material. 

As before, the model/test piece is loaded while the polariscope is used to 

identify the stresses. [022] Figure 6 illustrates the latter method performed 

in DLS Lyttelton Laboratory, evaluating a component under development. 

Stress concentration in terms of its location and magnitude is clearly visible 

using the polariscope. [023] 



Figure 6: Photo-Elastic Stress Analysis

Preference is given for use of FEAmethods when resolving linear and non

linear systems. Motion Analysis interfaces interactively with FEASoftware

Packages and Control Software packages.

2.3.3 Motion Analysis

Any mechanical system with various masses can be mathematically

assembled using predefined interfaces, such as couplings, cams, slots,

springs etc. A simulation model can then be used for the accurate evaluation

and optimisation of the dynamic and kinematic behaviour of such a system.

This is called Motion Analysis. This simulation method, although new, is

currently being used in the development of new systems. Flexible bodies can

also form part of the dynamic solution of the system. System control

algorithms which interface with Matlab can also form part of the design and

optimisation. This method of design allows the engineer to alter design

variables, including environmental conditions. It is a powerful simulation
tool.
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The interactive utilization of Motion Analysis, Finite Element Analysis, 

laboratory and field tests can result in enhancing the process of simulation. 

This allows the engineer to  calibrate models before they are used as a 

blueprint for the development and resolution of dynamic structures. 

The concept of interactively using FEA and MA together with Test and 

Evaluation methodologies will be illustrated during this project. The 

development of the unique multi calibre weapon system is initiated by 

characterizing a baseline weapon system, from which simulation models are 

generated and calibrated. The success of the GAMA is demonstrated by the 

very fact that it was built and fired successfully. This dissertation covers all 

the developmental phases used to  achieve success. 



CHAPTER 3 CHARACTERIZING THE BASELINE WEAPON 

SYSTEM 

Before any simulation model can be designed, a full understanding of typical 

hardware behaviour is essential. It is no use performing a numerical exercise 

when the theory and the practice do not conform with each other. It also 

helps the developmental engineer, in that it prevents him simulating in the 

finest detail something that cannot always be verified. This culminates in 

unnecessary time consumption on trivial issues that really do not have any 

effect on the performance of the hardware. 

3.1 Description of Weapon 

The unit chosen as the baseline weapon for the GAMA project was the GAl. 

This weapon system was originally based on a weapon called MG151. 

I n  1935 the Mauser Company was given the assignment to develop an 

automatic gun capable of firing a 15-mm high velocity cartridge. The main 

purpose of this gun was to have an intermediate weapon which could be 

used by the German Air Force. This newly developed aircraft gun was a short 

recoil, air cooled system having a rotating bolt head for locking. [oz4] 

The weapon developed a firing rate of approximately 700 rounds per minute 

utilizing a metal disintegrating push-out type supply link. The Mauser 

Company designated this new development as a MG-1513. Although great 

successes were achieved with the mechanism of the weapon, problems were 

experienced with its rifling. The size of the projectile also made it difficult to 

accommodate a fuse for a high explosive charge. 

- - - 

"MGr' Represents Maschinen Gewehr or Machine Gun the "15" for the bore diameter and 
the "1" represent the first model. 



This resulted in a decision by the German Ordinance Department to put 

every effort into increasing the 15-mm bore to 20-mm bore, which put this 

weapon into the automatic cannon class. Although the preferable 

designation of the later decision would change the "MG" status to "MK" 

(Cannon) status, it was universally known as MG-151 20-mm aircraft 

cannon. The weapon is equipped with a quick change barrel and electric 

ignition. A driving spring in the cover group actuated the breech bolt 

assembly that can be completely removed when the cover is raised. A push 

out type link with a snap action at the rear prevents misalignment. These 

are some of the outstanding features of this weapon system. [o25] 

The MG151 cannon, firing percussion type primer ammunition, was later 

manufactured as the GAl by Vektor, which is the main manufacturer of 

small to medium calibre weapons for the South African National Defence 

Force. This weapon was mainly utilized on the Allouette Gun Ship Helicopters 

and later deployed on Infantry and Naval combat vehicles. 

The GAl is a recoil-operated weapon system. A recoil-operated system 

implies that the barrel and the breech, which are initially a locked entity, are 

driven back by the gas pressure during launching of the projectile. [026] 

[ o x ]  The initial recoil motion of the barrel and breech assembly is solely 

responsible for the cycling of the weapon system during firing. 

Figure 7 shows that the weapon consists of 5 major groups: 

Barrel assembly, 

Feeder housing cover group, 

Receiver group, 

Breech bolt mechanism group 

Feed chute. 



20mm AUTOMATIC CANNON

BARIU!L

FEED HOUSING COVER GROUP

BREECH BOLT MECHANISM GROUP

FEED CHUTI!

RECEIVER GROUP

Figure 7: Weapon Description

The barrel (Figure 8) directs the discharged projectile. The knurling on the

barrel is to facilitate turning during replacement. The rear enlarged fluted

bearing section makes contact with the barrel buffer thrust collar stopping
its recoil.

20mm AUTOMATIC CANNON

BARREL

INTERRUPTED SCREW THREAD

Figure 8: Barrel Assembly
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Multiple buttress lugs at the end of the barrel - also knownas interrupted

screw thread or comparties - mate with the receiver bushing assembly

within the barrel extension assembly. The barrel catch prevents rotation

thus preventing accidental disengagement during operation.

The projectile is spun by rifling in the barrel, ensuring adequate stability

during launch. The projectile spinning action also arms the nose and base

fuses of the projectiles that containing explosive charges, as seen in Figure
9.

TPT~

A - Nose Fuse B - Base Fuse C - Penetrator D - Cap E - Explosive F - Shell
G - Case H - Propellant I - Primer J - Tracer

Nose Fuse
Detail

Base Fuse
Detail

Figure 9: Sectional Views of 20x82 mm Ammunition

Ammunition types (Figure 10) that is fired during operations and training is

High Explosive Incendiary (HEI), High Explosive Incendiary with Tracer

(HEIT), Semi-Armour Piercing High Explosive Incendiary (SAPHEI), Amour

Piercing (AP), Target Practice (TP) and Target Practice with Tracer (TPT).

Reference and High Pressure (HP) Proof rounds are used during proof and
commissioning of systems.
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Figure 10: Typical Ammunition Fired

An additional safety feature is achieved by the small projections at the end

of the barrel. These projections prevent the proper engagement of the

breech bolt head within the receiver bushing assembly when the barrel is not

properly secured.

The multi functional hinged cover group contains the electrical trigger control

interface, ammunition feed system (Figure 11) and the recoil mechanism

(Figure 12).

The front hinge of the cover is secured to the receiver with a removable pin

while the cover locking catch secures the cover at the back of the receiver in

the closed position.

The electrical control interface enables the gunner to activate the trigger by

means of a solenoid. This solenoid is activated by 28 V DC. Directing the
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weapon, however, is dependant on whether it is manually or remotely

controlled.

20mm AUTOMATIC CANNON

FEED SUDE ASSEMBt V

FEED TRAY

RECOIL MECHANISM

SOLENOID

-'

CARTRIDGE STOP

FEED CHUTE

I

FEED HOUSING COVER

Figure 11: Ammunition Feed System

20mm AUTOMATIC CANNON

RECOIL MECHANISM SLEEVE
I

I SPRING RETAINER

COCKING HANDLE

OVER LOCKING CATCH

i
RECOIL MECHAMSM LOCJI[INa CATCH

Figure 12: Recoil Mechanism
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At present the South African Air Force Allouette Gun-ships are equipped with 

manually controlled pintle door mount systems. These helicopters are in the 

process of being replaced by Augusta helicopters on which remotely 

controlled chin mounts are proposed. Directing the chin mount system would 

be made possible by using a helmet sight which supplies the gun system 

controller with the direction algorithm. The gun system controller, after 

selecting the ammunition type, performs external ballistic calculations which 

ensure that the proper super elevation and the leading angles are acquired 

in order that first hit probability is attained. 

The ammunition feed system conveys belted ammunition from the feed 

chute to the weapon. The feed tray consists of a feed way, ejector and 

cartridge stop. The cartridge stop stabilises the round enabling the breech 

bolt to drive it into the chamber where it is fired. A loaded belt must be 

preceded by five empty links to facilitate loading. 

The toothed tube of the recoil mechanism sleeve interfaces with the slide 

rack of the feed assembly. The rotational movement drives the feed slide 

assembly back and forth in a sideways direction, pushing the linked 

ammunition along the feed tray, past the ammunition belt pawl assembly, 

and up against the cartridge stop. The pawl assembly secures each linked 

round firmly against the cartridge stop during stripping. 

Replacing the recoil sleeve, which has a helical slot, allows ammunition to be 

fed from either the left or the right of the weapon. Rotational movement of 

the recoil sleeve is accomplished by having the spring retainer stud interface 

with the recoil sleeve helical slot. This stud duly interfaces with the breech 

carrier. 

Translational movement of the breech assembly is directly converted into 

rotational movement of the spring retainer as a result of their direct 

interface. 



Manual cocking of the weapon is obtained by pulling the cocking T-handle at 

the back of the cover. Cocking of the weapon drives the following round 

against the cartridge stop. Translational movement of the spring retainer 

compresses the recoil spring, which moves the breech assembly backwards, 

positioning the breech assembly firmly against the back of the sear from 

where the firing of the first round commences. A helical spring inside the 

chain guide ensures the retraction of the chain roller and T-handle when 

cocking is accomplished. 

The discharged pressure of the propellant drives the breech assembly 

rearwards ultimately resulting in actuating the feed system. 

The recoil spring within the recoil mechanism provides the forward motion to 

the retainer which drives the breech assembly in the firing cycle, 

accomplishing the stripping, the chambering and the firing of each round. 

The momentum achieved during the firing of the first round is solely 

dependant on this recoil spring's performance. Thereafter propellant gas is 

mainly responsible for the recoil motion of the breech assembly. The impact 

against the breech buffer, in conjunction with the recoil spring, now deflects 

it forward resulting in the subsequent rounds being fired. This motion drives 

the feed slide assembly, positioning the pawls behind the next belted round. 

The receiver group (Figure 13) contains the sear, which when activated, 

allows the forward motion of the breech assembly to proceed without 

interruption achieving the completion of the firing cycle. 

The barrel extension housing contains both the barrel's buffer and recoil 

mechanisms. 



20mm AUTOMAllC CANNON

BARREL EXTENSION

I
UNLOCKING GUIDE RING

RECEIVER

SEAR ASSEMBLY

\

\
RECEIVER BUSHING

\

I
I
I
I
RECEIVER BUSHING SPRING

TRIGGER

BUFFER BLOCK

I
I

SUPPORT BEARING

BUFFER HOUSING NUT

Figure 13: Receiver Group

The coercing recoil motion of the barrel and receiver bushing terminates

during the unlocking action which is achieved by adequate rotation,

disengaging the comparties of the breech bolt head from the receiver

bushing. After separation the recoil of the barrel and receiver bushing is

stopped by the barrel buffer, allowing the receiver bushing spring to return

the barrel to its battery position.

The main function of the breech assembly (Figure 14) is to strip each round

from the belt, convey it to the barrel chamber, fire the round and discard the

empty cartridge case. Stripping is achieved when the round is forced forward

by the breech bolt. During the stripping, the empty link is retained and

secured by the belt holding pawls.

The round while being pushed forward is guided simultaneously by the

cartridge ramp and feed tray feed-way towards the barrel chamber
entrance.
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20mm At1TOMATICCANNON

ROLLERS

BREECH BOLT HEAD

EJECTOR
BREECH BOLT CARRIER

EXTRACTOR

tJ---
'

/; LOCKINGPIN
v:

BALANCE WEIGHT SPRING

FIRING PIN
BALANCE WEIGHT

Figure 14: Breech Assembly

During this motion the cartridge case rear face progressively positions itself

against the breech bolt head's bullet face until the cartridge case rear rim

engages with the extractor.

Although the extractor is holding the round firmly against the bolt's bullet

face, inadequate turning of the breech bolt head will prevent the extended

breech mechanism assembly from collapsing. This in turn will disable the

weapon from firing as it would be prevent the firing pin from striking the

primer of the cartridge. Firing will only be possible when the bolt head is

stopped by a fully chambered round, during which adequate case crush is

obtained. Prior to firing the breech bolt head is rotated into a locked

chamber configuration.

Rotation of the bolt head is achieved by having the side rollers of the bolt

head wedged, resulting in a vertical motion by cam surfaces of the forward

moving breech bolt carrier. The telescopic compressive motion between the
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breech bolt head and breech bolt carrier is also made possible by the 

receiver bushing, allowing the bolt head to rotate approximately 30' in a 

clockwise direction while engaging with it's mating comparties in the receiver 

bushing into the full lock chamber configuration. 

The tip of the firing pin is only exposed when the breech assembly is in its 

collapsed state. The difference in length causes the firing pin to protrude the 

percussion gap by a calculated amount, with the resultant activation of the 

primer, which sets the propellant alight. 

The build up in pressure caused by the burning propellant launches the 

projectile along the rifling of the barrel. Simultaneously the counter reaction 

forces the interlocked barrel, the receiver bushing and the breech 

mechanism backwards. 

Unlocking the breech bolt head from the receiver bushing is achieved by 

allowing the unlocking ring's cam surfaces to interface with the bolt head 

side rollers during the rearward motion. The unlocking ring induces an anti- 

clock rotational motion on the bolt head allowing the bolt head comparties to 

disengage from the receiver bushing. Simultaneously the bolt head side 

rollers pressing against the carrier's front nose cams extend the telescopic 

length resulting in the firing pin being withdrawn from the bullet face, 

disengaging from the now empty cartridge case. 

The empty cartridge case remains firm against bullet face and is only 

discarded when the bolt head passes below the rear end of the feed tray. 

The feed tray ejector pushes against the breech bolt head cartridge ejector. 

A downward hinged action of the cartridge ejector pushes down the cartridge 

case to hinge downwards over the extractor, ejecting it through the lower 

opening in the gun. 



3.2 Functionality of the Weapon 

The functionality of  the weapon is illustrated in  Figure 15. Understanding the 

sequential flow of events enables the understanding of the weapon's 

dynamic behaviour. The GA1 consisted of roughly 218 parts. All the 

components were weighed, spring characteristics measured, while cross 

correlation between measured data and designer's data-pack data was 

continuously monitored. Measured data took precedence over data pack data 

when deviations were noted. 

System identification started by dismantling and assembling the weapon 

during which the interaction of all components were noted. Dry cycling the 

weapon by hand, utilising belted dummy rounds, assisted in  determining the 

true static behaviour of  the weapon throughout the firing cycle. 

Simultaneously, the relative and absolute displacements among all parts 

within a reference Global Cartesian Coordinate System were also measured. 

Intermediate position such as sear contact, buffer contact etc. was also 

noted. The foundation for the assembly of a simulation motion model is 

dependent on the information accumulated. 
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Thetrlggeris activated 
rnechanlcally by pushlngthe 
TrlggerCantl-IeverHandle 

down oractlvatlng i t  
electrically by powerlngthe 
solenold whlc h pushes the 
trlggercantl-IeverHandle 

down 

[The tlme duration of which the 
thecant l - lever Handleis held 

down,wlll length]. control the burst 

Weapon Behavioue 
TheTrlggerCantl-IeverHandle 

motion, forces the sear down 
out of the way ofthe breech 
assembly.Thecarrlerreturn 

sprlng drlves the breech 
carrlerassembly forward. 

I 

CARRIER - SEAR 
IMERLOU<ING PHASE 

The slldlng gmup 
Contlnuws I ts fonvard 

motlon to engage wlth the 
sear 

Weapon Behaviow: 
The Breech carrler wlth 

rotary breech bolt (slldlng 
grwp) contlnuws I ts 

forward motlon whkh wll l  
enable the lower surface of 
the carrler to engage wlth 

the sear I n  a stopped/ 
locked Dm/t/on. 

BUFFER IMPACT PHASE 
Bolt Head and Carrler 

assembly ccmpresslng the 
the buffer. 

Weapon Behaviour: 
The breech assembly 

contlnuws the rearward 
motlon. The Inherent 

momentum of the slldlng 
group, ccmpresslng the 

buffer. The spring lmded 
buffers t~opplngtheslldlng 
grwps rearward motlon. 

The ccmpressed buffer now 
applylng a force onto the 

slldlng group thus 
acceleratlng It forward 

towards the sear. 

BREECH A 
RECOIL 

Bolt Head a 
moves rearwal 

theempty s 
downwar 

atrnosl 

Weapon E 
The breec h 
contlnue It! 

motion rotatlr 
tube, whlch 

feeder pawl, 
next round In 

ready for i t  tc 
horn the link. ' 

rnotioncontlr 
(presslng dow 

the carrlerr 
recoll buffer a 

of the w 

- 

Figure 15: Functional Flow 



running forward 
towards the 

CHAMBER APPROACH PHASE 
BoItHead pushes thestripped 

round toward chamber 

Weapon Behaviour: 
The rotary bolthead pushes 
the stripped round forward, 
along the bullet lead whlch 

gulded the round's projectile 
and shell towards the barrel 

chamber. 

I 

DE-LINKING PHASE 
ech Bolt Headstrlp round 

from link 

Weapon Behavlour. 
?ech drlves the bolt head 
~rward sllding the round 
lorward out of  the Ilnk. 
lltaneously the torquetube 
mtlnueltsanti-clockwlse 
3tlonal motlon.drivlng the 

CHAMBERING PHASE 
3oltHead continue pushingthe 

life round firmly into the 
chamber 

Weapon Behaviour: 
The breech carriercontinue 
drlvlng the rotary bolt head 

forward. 

contlnue as aresul tof l ts 
Inherent momentum,crushlng 

the cartrldge case by an 
:ontrolled amount. Al l  the free 
play is removed whlle applying 

a supportlvecompresslve 
pressureon casesurroundlng 
surfaces prior ignltlon.Thls 

phenomeno I' Is known as 
headspacewhichis 

ammunltiondependable. 

While the rotary bolt head 
enterlng thereceiver bushlng, 
the bolt's bulletface pushes 

:he round flrmly lnto the barrel 
chamber. Thls forward motlon i 

CHAMBER CLOSE-UP AND 
LO= PHASE 

Bolt Head is rotated tolock the 
charnberlna closedposlt lon. 

:der pawls further, t o r e -  
s i t i on  I t  behind the next 
sdy round,which Is to be 
~bbed durlng the following 

cycle. 

BARREL RETURN TO 
BAlTERY P O S m O N  
Barrel sprlng drlve the 

barrel and receiverbushlng 
forward, back lnto the 

barrel's batteryposltlon 

I awaltlng the next round to  
be chambered 

rrier 
:arding 
:ase 
0 

CARTRIDGE CASE 
EJECTION PHASE 

Bolt Head and Carrler 
rearward motlondlscarding 

theempty spentcase 
downwards lnto 

atmosphere 

Weapon Behaviour: 
lour: During the rearward motion 
nbly of the breech assembly, the 
~a rd rotary bolt headpasses 
feeder < through below the base 
i the plate, allowlngthe base 
ng the plate ta l l  to  drlve the 
;Ition, hinged rotary bolt ejector 
ripped downwards, wedglng the 
?a rwa rd spentcartrldge caseaway 
~ss lng from bullet face wlth a 
seart i l l  rotatlng motlonabout the 
*s the spring-loadedextractor. 
ear end Thls enablesthecartrldge 
I. case to  tumble down and 

away from the weapon. 

CHAMBER UNLOCKING 
PHASE 

Barrel,RecelverBushlng and 
Bolt Head moves rearwards 

agalnst the unlocking rlng to  
unlock thechamber 

Weapon Behaviour. 
During thls motlon ofthe 

barrel, recelver bus hlng and 
breechbolt assembly,the 
rotary bolt head come In 

:ontactwiththe unlocklngrlng. 
The unlocklns rlnglnduced a 

Weapon Behavlour: 
The breechcarderassembly's 
telescopicallyforwardmotlon 
towards the bolt head, forces 
the bolt head to rotate,enable 
i ts compartles to engagewith 

the receiverbus hlng's 
compartles.Thecarrlerstops 
i ts forward motlon when the 

I chamberlockedconfiguratlon 
I ~saccompllshed. 

IGNITION PHASE 
Flrlng plnprotrudes the 

percussloncap toignitethe 
roundspropellant. 

Weapon Behaviour: 
Due to  the momentum 

contained by the breech 
carrlerassembly,a sudden 

stop ofthe carrlerresulted In 
themec hanlcal flring pin's 
Inertia to retaln I ts forward 

motlon againsta hellcalsprlng. 
The relatlve movement 

between bolt head, breech 
carrler and flrlng pln,allows 

the flring pln tlp, protruding the 
ammunltlon'spercussloncap, 

sett lng theammunltion 
propellantallght.Thechamber 

pressure starts to  bulldup. 

forced rotat lo ia l  motlon of  the 
rotary bolt head enabling the 

bolthead compartles to  
disengage from the recelver 

Sushing'scompartles,lnltlatlng - 
:he separatlon of the bolt head 

from the barrel. 
Slmultaneouslytherotatlonal 
motion of  the bolt head Induce 

a relatlve telescopically 
extension motlon of the breech 
assembly,releaslng theflrlng 
plnfrorn cartrldgepercusslon 

cap. 
Durlngseparatlon thespdng 

loaded extractor pulls the 
empty cartrldge case from 

barrel chamber. 

ROUND FIRED PHASE 
Pressure is bulldlng uprapldly 
within the round.The pressure 
build-up pushesthe shellfrom 
Itscase,acceleratlngltalong 

the barrel,launchlng It lnto the 
atmosphere. 

Weapon Behaviour: 
Reachlngcrltlcal pressurethe 

shell separates from the 
cartridgecase,acceleratlngit 
along the rlfllng of  the barrel 

tube.Slmultaneouslythe 
cartrldgecase Is forced 

rearwards oushlna the breech 
boltbreech'asse6bly,receiver 
bushlna and barrel towards the 

re& buffer ~ h l s  motion 
lnitlates thecompresslonof 

barrel sprlng around the 
recelverbushlngand the 

breech return sprlng withln the 
feeder tube. 

ock Diagram of a GAl Weapon 
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3.3 Testing of the Baseline Weapon 

During the testing process data was captured manually and electronically 

using sophisticated transducers. The combined results allowed for the proper 

definition of the structural and dynamic behaviour of  the weapon. 

Gathering of information was not limited by some of the shortcomings that 

are often experienced during system identification (such as the shortage of 

data-acquisition channels, the lack of accessibility, transducer availability 

etc.). These invariably create problems, which will ultimately affect the 

performance of the model. 

When such problems were encountered, sufficient corrective measurements 

were always taken to  enable the exploration of the true behaviour of  the 

weapon throughout each firing cycle. The basis for testing was to  ensure 

that the data captured was usable within the simulation environment. 

Development, benchmarking, calibration and verification were then achieved 

through the agency of laboratory and field testing. 

The author's experience in the field of structural and dynamical simulation, 

coupled with in depth involvement in field and laboratory testing, 

contributed to  the proper definition of test specifications and procedures. 

The acquisition of sophisticated testing equipment, ammunition consumption 

during testing, the usage of dedicated range facilities all contribute to  the 

escalation of firing trial costs. These range facilities provide adequate 

infrastructure and logistical support necessary for development. 

The equipment was always kept a t  optimum performance levels, by ensuring 

that it was regularly maintained and calibrated. By this means the integrity 

of data was kept at  a level of  credence that justified the confidence that was 

eventually put into it. 



The volume of data generated during firing trials necessitates the usage of a 

comprehensive data base in order to be able to track or reconstruct events. 

An illustrative reflection of a typical data base is annotated hereunder: 

Unique test number- for traceability and archiving purposes 

Weapons configuration 

Record of rounds fired 

Type of ammunition used 

Instrumentation usage, serial numbers and calibration 

Serial numbers related to weapon hardware and replacement spares 

Stoppages and corrective actions performed 

Mode of firing - reflecting firing rate and MV when applicable 

An accurate management of such a data base, (in this case a Microsoft Exel 

Spreadsheet), was maintained. (Annexure L l ) .  

The GAl, as seen in Annexure A, was instrumented using various types of 

transducers. The weapon, its interfacing structures and environment, were 

instrumented to obtain data reflecting a true representation of events 

(Figure 16). 
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A - Target: Dispersion & Accuracy; a - Target Location; B - Chronograph: Projectile Muzzle Velocity;

C - Strain Gauges: Cradle Input Load (Gun Recoil); D - LVDT: Yoke Movement;

E - LVDT: Feeder Slide Movement; F & G - LASER: Breech Assembly Movement;

F & G - LASER: Recoil Spring Retainer Movement; H - Strain Gauge: Breech Buffer Nut Loading;

I - Load Cell: Structure Recoil Loading; J - Solenoid: Trigger Sensing;

K - Load Cells: Structure Loading; L - LVDT: Barrel and Receiver Bush Movement;

M - Piezo Electric Sensor: Barrel Discharge Pressure Profiles; N - LVDT Breech Movement

Figure 16: GAl Identification of Test Sensors

It should be noted that the capturing of real time data contributed to not

only a better understanding of the behaviour of the weapon and its

components, it also provided information which was essential to verify and
calibrate future simulation models.

Table 1 summarized all the measurements taken, which provided enough

information to model the motion behaviour of the weapon.
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Table 1: G A l  Instrumentation Cross Reference Table 

SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION 

Barrel Group 

Reference: 

Figure 8 

Feed Housing Cover Group 

Reference: 

Figure 1 1 

Feed Housing Cover Group 

Reference: 

Figure 11 

Feed Housing Recoil Group 

Reference: 

Figure 12 

Receiver Group 

Reference: 

Figure 13 

Receiver Group 

Reference: 

Figure 13 

Receiver Group 

Reference: 

Figure 13 

Breech Assembly 

Reference: 

Figure 14 

Soft Mount 

Soft Mount 

Mounting Structure 

I Mounting Structure 

Target 

Blasting Pressure Profiles 

PARAMETER TRANSDUCERS 

3arrel movement 
LVDT 

[see also Receiver Group) 

Feeder slide assembly movement LVDT I 
Trigger sensing 

Sensing : Solenoid 

Switch Activation 

Recoil spring retainer movement 
LVDT & LASER 

(see also Breech Assembly) 

Receiver bushing movement 
LVDT 

(see also Barrel Group) 

Casing structural loadings I Strain Gauges 

Breech buffer housing nut recoil 
Strain Gauges 

loading 

Breech movement I LASER & LVDT 

Cradle Yoke movement LVDT 
I 

Cradle - Soft Mount Input Load I Strain Gauges 
I 

Structural Loadings Weapon Load Cells & Strain 

mounted in soft mount (Cradle) I Gauges 

Structural Loadings Weapon I Load Cells & Strain 

Rigidly mounted 1 Gauges 
I 

Muzzle velocity 1 Chronograph 

Target Template & 
Dispersion & Accuracy 

Projectile colour coding 

I Piezo Electric Blasting 

Barrel discharge pressure profiles Probes & Visual sign in I I soft sand - Camera 



A good example of the instrumentation required to measure behaviour, is

that applied to the wide variety of springs and dampers that were included in

the system. Some of these are shown in Figure 17 and are presently used

within the GAl weapon system. Combinations of all these springs were

available during the development of the GAMA.

For example, the coil spring with its various cross sectional shapes and sizes,

plays a major role in the dynamical behaviour of a weapon system. This

must be differentiated from multi-stranded springs, disc springs, friction

springs, polyurethane elastomers sections and the implementation of

variable orifice pressurised damper actuators and buffers. Measurements

taken must be sufficient to fully describe a component's individual behaviour

within the system, as it needs to be formulated correctly within the

simulation packages.

Disc springs
(Stacked)

[030][031]

I
Continuous Disc Helical Coli Spring
Spring Pack (Square Section)

[032]

Multi-Stranded Friction Springs
Helical Coli Spring Rlngfeders

[033] [034]

Flbroflex Springs/Spacers
Polyurethane Elastomers

[035]

Figure 17: Various Spring Types

- --

It is important to ensure that all data acquisition measuring equipment has

adequate capacity for sensing the intended behaviour. Besides the sampling

frequency of the data acquisition system and channel saturation, the

frequency response of all the equipment used must be adequate to ensure
that no data is lost.

The sampling frequency of the data acquisition system was set as high as

possible after which raw data was subjected to the necessary filtering.
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Constraints for filtering data channels are greatly dependent on the purpose 

for which the data is to be used. An example for filtering is as follows:- 

Raw data filtered with a pre-designed KLPass Filter (Kaiser Low Pass FIR 

Filter Design - Cut off Freq. (Fc) = 120 Hz; Stop Band Edge = 125 Hz, Stop 

Band Attenuation. = 40 dB, Sampling Rate 4.065 kHz.). Fc being based on 

the average weapon operating frequency:- Fc. = ( l / tmt  cycle) *10 or the 

shortest rise time measure during a tests:- Fc = I/ (t ,is, time * 0.25)] 

Transducer frequency response inadequacy can cause the capture of 

incorrect data. An example of this occurred when the breech movement was 

firstly captured using an inductive type Linear Voltage Differential 

Transducer (LVDT) with an undesirable frequency response. Results 

indicated that the frequency response was too low. Due to the displacement 

rate change, i.e. velocity and accelerations during turn around time, the 

inductive field strength did not collapse rapidly enough. Besides incorrect 

total travel measurements, displacement readings were not a true 

representation of the breech turn around motion during breech buffer 

contact and breech at chamber lock position. The use of LASER technology 

was introduced as an overlay to the LVDT data. The maximum travel with 

the existing Lasers was 20 mm. This solved the problem and resulted in the 

capture of the correct data. 

Cognisance of any phase shift between recorded channels was also being 

taken, especially when exploration of weapon behaviour was examined by 

overlaying recorded channels. Normally these phase shift between channels 

can be related to sampling procedure of the data acquisition equipment. 

However, the equipment used during the firing trials made use of a sample- 

and-hold instead of channel sweep. This prevented any relative phase shifts 

between recorded channels. 



The launching of the projectile and the cimultaneous initiation of motion of 

the barrel, are directly related to the pressure build-up in the chamber due 

to the burning propellant. 

s = Reduction in size of the granule 

t = Time in seconds 

B = Burning rate of the propellant composition 

P = Gas pressure in the region of the granule 

a = The pressure index of the propellant composition 

The projectile is driven along the rifling of the barrel by the expanding 

gasses simultaneously forcing the barrel and its interfacing components 

rearwards, as predicted by Newton's laws for motion. 

Simulating the detail of the aforementioned phenomena would increase the 

complexity of the model. However, by simply measuring the motion of the 

barrel and the breech assembly, the calibration of a motion model was 

possible with a much reduced complexity. I n  this way the discharged 

pressures due to the burning rate of the propellant and the uncontrolled 

leakages of the expanding gasses between the projectile driving band and 

barrel rifling, could be incorporated into the model indirectly but effectively. 

The barrel motion was obtained using a LVDT. The cycling of the barrel is 

directly related to the ammunition being fired. The amplitude vs. time of the 

barrel motion was one of the key factors for calibration of the simulation 

model. This motion of the barrel is the main cycling driver for the simulation 

of the hardware during each firing cycle. 

I n  Figure 18, the FEA results on the receiver casing rear end indicated the 

best position for the application of the Rosette Strain Gauge for motion 



model calibration purposes. Initially a unit load of 1 Newton was applied to

determine the best location for the strain gauges.

Figure 18: Receiver's Strain Gauge Position

Real time strain measurements during firing were used to calculate stresses.

[037]

E = Strain

E = Young's Modulus of Elasticity in Pascal

~ = Poisson's Ratio

(] = Stress in Pascal

Stress measurements were not only used for the verification of motion and

structural simulation models, but were also used as a design parameter,

which have to be taken into consideration when safety related issues are
addressed during weapon design.

Ninety degrees (90°) rosette strain gauges were applied to the recoil buffer

housing nut and the cradle yoke. The orientation and connectivity of the

active gauges, as seen in Figure 19, allows for the measurement of

compressive and tension loading outputs while eliminating the effect of

temperature, bending and torsion (Annexure J). [038][039][040][041]
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F 
and a=- 

A 

E = Strain (Active Strain Gauges: RI, R2, R3, %) 

a = Stress in Pa 

p = Poisson's Ratio 

k = Gauge factor of strain gauge 

UA = Output Voltage of Wheatstone Bridge in Volts 

UE = Excitation Voltage of Wheatstone Bridge in Volts 

E = Young's Modulus of Elasticity in Pascal 

A = Area in square metres 

P = Pressure in Pascal 

F = Load in Newton 

Figure 19: Wheatstone Bridge Configuration 

Besides the traditional way of setting up the data-acquisition system, all 

transducers together with the self instrumented recoil buffer housing nut 

and cradle yoke, were subjected to an absolute calibration check procedure. 

Strain indicator boxes are traditionally utilised to represent transducers 

during the calibration of the data acquisition system. 

The strain indicator was used to set-up / calibrates data capturing 

equipment especially over long distances. Accuracy was ensured by 

signalling a predefined transducer output with the strain indicator, whilst the 

capturing equipment was set to measure the precise reading. Data was 

captured by adjusting the output from the strain box to represent the 

normal transducer output between zero and full scale. The absolute 

calibration of sensors was also conducted. 



During the absolute calibration checks, amplifiers gain settings were verified
for correctness. Verification was achieved by subjecting all sensor /

transducers to a predefined known input, typically shown in Figure 20, while

reading the outputs. The outputs were plotted while the inputs were

incrementally changed.

The individual loading of the recoil buffer housing nut and cradle yoke was

accomplished using a hydraulic actuator in series with the referenced load

cell. The nut represents the buffer output force and the yoke, the cradle

input force. Two data channels were monitored, the reference load cell and

"new manufactured load cell" respectively. The amplifier calibration settings

for both the channels can be calculated as follows:-

FS = U A = UE .Gain. LoadCel/Sensitivity [044]

FS = Required FullScale Reading within the Capacity of Load Cell

VA =Amplifier FullScale Output sensing Load Cell in Volts

UE = ExcitationVoltagefromAmplifierto LoadCell
Gain =Amplifier Gain Setting

LoadCellSensitivity = Load Cell's Design Sensitivity [mV/V]
(Normally Load Cell sensitivity is 2xlO-3 Volts Output / Volts Input)

..... . ''''.' . '.' .
"

,.;J. ..

.
;. '

.'....

Figure 20: Typical Calibration Checks of Transducers

On completion of the loaded and unloaded cycle, the results were subjected

to a linear curve fit simultaneously requesting a regression of this data. The

curve fit equation through the output data will give the relevant calibration.

-46-
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The calibration equation's regression was only accepted for use when fits 

were as close as possible to  100°/o. Similarly, LVDT's and LASERS were also 

verified. 

A further check was to  perform a dynamic dry cycling cycle test where all 

data channels were verified. 

The live firing tests were then performed according to  a fixed firing test 

procedure covering single shot, snap shot and bursts firing. 

3.4 Results 

Captured data was examined using DADISP signal processing software and 

MATLAB. An analysis of the data captured during live firing tests revealed 

the following results, while 20x82 m m  PRAC ammunition was used. [ o ~ s ]  

Ignition @ 0.0 ms (Start) 

Time to  reach Max Breech Travel = 34 ms 

Max Breech Travel = 297.7 m m  

Max Buffer Compression = 7.7 m m  

Max Buffer Recoil Force = 18.504 kN 

Time for Breech to  reach Sear Position = 37 ms (279 mm) 

Max Barrel Recoil = 23 m m  

Time for Breech to  reach Barrel Chamber = 82 ms 

Rate of Fire = 732 rpm(I3reech Total Cycle Time 0.082 sec.) 

The stress measurements on the receiver were:- 

Von Mises Stress = 109.7 MPa 

Max Principal Stress = 116.9 MPa 

Max Shear Stress = 50.27 MPa. 



The chronograph revealed an average muzzle velocity, for the GAl firing

20x82 mm ammunition, of 720 m/s.

Although the weapon is known to be an area weapon, target data

(Figure 21) was obtained for reference purposes. These results could be

used to compare dispersion and Mean Point of Impact (MPI) measurements

with the new design that was to follow.

TARGET DISPERSION DATA

HORIZONTAl DISPLACEMENT (X) [mils]

Figure 21: GAl Target Data

Although the structural behaviour of a weapon influences that weapon's

performance with respect to its dispersion and accuracy , (especially when

firing a burst), the barrel condition near the end of its life cycle also

influences this performance. To establish a barrel's behavioural pattern,

projectiles were colour coded to determine the sequential impact on the

target during firing.

Yawing of a projectile during launch not only influences the flight time of the

projectile due to drag, but has an effect on the terminal accuracy of the
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weapon itself. Yawingpatterns, if any, are normally measured at a distance

of seven meters using a template overlay (Figure 22). No yawing was,

however, evident during the characterising phase of the GAl weapon

system.

Figure 22: Typical Yawing template for 70

The blasting profile of the GAl weapon was also measured using a

predefined grid around the weapon (Figure 23). This information was a

supplement to the dynamic and structural measurements, as it would only

be used to evaluate the environmental impact of the weapon when

comparing it to the subsequent GAMAdesign become necessary.

PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AROUND MUZZLE EXIT
PLAN VIEW

20X82mmAmunltlon

g
...
z
w
~
w
(.)
:5
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C
..J

~
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::I
t::
C)z
o
..J

- Max Press3.6 psi

- - - Max Press 1.8 psi

Max Press 0.8 psi

-. -. Max Press0.7 psi

- . . - Max Press 0.6 psi

-'-'-5

SIDEDISPLACEMENT[m]

Figure 23: Blasting Profile of the GAl Mounted on a M3 Tripod
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The peak sound

equation -
p2

Lp =lOLog2 dB
Po

pressure levels were also calculated using the following

Po = 20 IJpa [046]

3.5 Conclusion

Many tests were performed and various methods used to obtain data

(Figure 24). Cross correlation between these tests results proved to be

useful during simulation.

Figure 24: Test Setup to Measure Recoil Force in X-Y-Z Directions

From time to time retests were performed to verify certain scenarios that

were required by the simulation process. These also confirmed that the data

used in the model was reliable.
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CHAPTER 4 Sl MULATING THE BASELINE WEAPON SYSTEM 

The base line weapon system was simulated using structural and dynamic 

simulation packages. As mentioned before, a full understanding of  the 

hardware motion behaviour pattern of  this weapon in  the finest detail was 

essential before commencing with the generation of  the simulation models. 

[047] [048] 

4.1 Simulation Models 

Virtual reality is the simulation o f  the weapon hardware within a defined 

environment. 

The constraints for each component not only define the degrees of  freedom 

encountered, bu t  also relate to  relative interfaces of  components with each 

other. Interface definition was very important as it ensured that  the correct 

sequential flow of  events was catered for. 

The simulation of the base line weapon laid the foundation for the 

development of the new rapid fire multi calibre weapon system. The proper 

definition of structural and motion models for the G A l  resulted in a 

reduction in  t ime when developing GAMA later. 

The weapon hardware was constructed using the latest 3D CAD software. 

Variable dimensions were effortlessly accommodated using the philosophy of  

parametric design. Automatic regeneration of the 3D CAD models was 

therefore possible when design changes were implemented. Inherent flaws, 

so frequently experienced during manual regeneration of  models, are 

eliminated by utilising the automatic regeneration method within the CAD 

environment. During this process an appreciable saving in t ime was 

experienced. 



Utilizing CAD, the weapon was drawn in intricate detail. This enabled both 

the analysis, as well as the later automatic production of components using 

existing CAD/CAM interfaces. Rapid prototyping of components was possible 

using Central Navigation Computer (CNC) Machines. This also allowed for 

any design changes that were still deemed to be necessary. 

It should be noted that the data pack of the GAl  baseline weapon consisted 

only of paper and CPI drawings, due to the fact that CAD was not available 

at that time. It became evident that the development of a project such as 

GAMA, by means of simulation, would not be possible without a three 

dimensional data pack in an electronic format. 

During the reproduction of this GA l  data pack, various checks were 

performed, and corrective action was instituted where necessary. 

Traditionally, it was acceptable to produce prototype hardware from a basic 

design. During a process of trial and error, test results were used to modify 

hardware until adequate results were obtained. This prototype hardware was 

then used as an input to generate and finalise the formal manufacturing 

data-pack. This does not necessarily mean that proper design calculations 

were not made, it only confirms the fact that the mathematical tools of 

today were not available then to do design refinements utilizing simulation 

software. 

At times errors were unintentionally captured during the generation of the 

GA1 data-pack. Rectification of these was, however, possible, as discussed 

in Chapter 2.3. During the process of transposing data manually into 

electronic format, errors were picked up and rectified. This ensured a high 

integrity of design. The data-pack formed the basis of the simulation process 

which progressively advanced from the GA l  stage through to GAMA. Using 

this accredited electronic data-pack, queries such as Centre of Gravity (COG) 

position, inertia's, mass and geometry details could now easily be obtained. 



Throughout the development process, electronic queries were frequently
used to:-

. Verifyhardware against CADmodels.

. Facilitate the calculation and the implementation of environmental

constraints withinthe FEAand MotionAnalysis (MA) design phase.

The formal release of the 3D CAD data pack was only effected after

meticulous checks against the existing hardware and the paper/CPI data-

pack were carried out. On completion, the electronic data pack was exported

to the FEAand MAsoftware packages.

Using 3D CADgeometry (Figure 25), mass -, material - and geometrical

properties were automatically conveyed to the simulation software as an

integral part of the transferring process. Besides analysing major / critical

components, FEA and MA results were used to identify the need for

ana lysing additional interfacing components.

Figure 25: 3D CAD Model of the GAt Receiver

Simulation models sometime ran continuously for a week before results were

obtained. Since the science and practice of simulation was not as advanced

then as it is today, the physical test results that were obtained were used to

verify and calibrate the simulation models.
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Although both structural and motion simulations were used, this was limited 

to defining the ultimate environmental constraints. Simulating the total 

weapon's motion behaviour was only possible by breaking it up into various 

phases. 

Each module represented a specific phase in the total firing cycle of the 

weapon. Checkpoints in the models were introduced to ensure numerical 

stability. It was not possible to set up a motion model that could run 

continuously throughout the firing cycle. The initial conditions for each 

consecutive phase were therefore defined from data obtained from the 

previous phase. Test data was also used extensively to verify the definition 

and the initiation of each consecutive phase. 

4.1.1 Structural Analysis 

The processes involved in FEA are repetitive, and for this reason only the 

circumstances surrounding special cases arising out of the development will 

be emphasised in this thesis. 

Although the intrinsic detail incorporated in CAD is necessary for 

manufacturing, it is not always essential for the analytical process. It is 

therefore at times important to suppress trivial details since these generally 

only serve to increase the complexity of the analysis, without having any 

real effect on the results being obtained. A typical example is the chamfering 

of the outer edges of the receiver, which serves to improve its geometrical 

appearance and also prevents possible injury to personnel. Such trivia are 

not important for analysis purposes. 

On the other hand, sharp edges and corners could result in stress 

concentration which needed to be explored and properly analysed. Examples 

of this are the interfacing comparties on the barrel, receiver bushing and 



breech bolt head. These needed to be analysed for stress concentration
areas due to their interfacing role in containing the rapid increase in barrel

chamber pressures due to the burning propellant.

The complexities of the models were increased or decreased dependant on
the intrinsic detail that was included or omitted. This was an iterative

process that was based on the experience of the author and served to fast-

track the process.

In addition, the complexity of detail within CAD models is also directly

related to the size of the elements and the quantities of nodes used per

element. The total number of nodes, and the degrees of freedom of each

node, dictated the size of the simulation model. (CPUtime consumed for

analysis is directly related to the size of the model).

FEAconsists of Pre-processing, Analysis and Post-processing. Pre-Processing

is the preparation of the model and Post Processing is the exploration of the

results in various formats. Figure 26 illustrates all the basic tasks identified

by the author to be performed during the FEAprocess.
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Figure 26: Graphical Representation of the FEA Process
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Initially the CAD model geometry has to be properly prepared and 

manipulated. This is followed by meshing the geometry manually or 

automatically, using various types of elements. A brief description of the 

different types of elements available can be found in Annexure F. Sometimes 

it is necessary to use a combination of these elements together to achieve a 

proper representation of the CAD model. 

Overlaying nodes are merged in a proper manner to ensure that continuity is 

correctly managed. The technique of constraining the model at various 

surface and edge nodes was employed to ensure that the behavioural 

pattern of hardware was correctly simulated. Partial simulation was also an 

option when the designs were symmetrical. This made it possible to reduce 

the size of the models being generated. 

Although the existing weapon was a fully qualified weapon system, analysis 

of all the critical components was essential, as stresses within these 

components were to be used as a reference during the subsequent 

development of the GAMA. During the FEA, special care was taken when 

modelling the barrel, receiver bushing, breech bolt head and the receiver. 

Before any analysis could commence, it was necessary to obtain crucial 

20x82 mm ammunition pressure test data from PMP (Annexure H). This is 

the pressure that is generated by the burning propellant during the firing of 

the rounds, as measured against time. (Ammunition pressures and muzzle 

velocities are normally measured during the commissioning of ammunition). 

The projectile's dynamic behaviour, together with the pressure inside the 

barrel, are presented as a function of time in Figure 27A and displacement in 

Figure 278. [049] 
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Figure 27: Typical Graphical Presentations of Internal Ballistic Results 

The friction force that results from the rifling along the barrel on the driving 

band of the projectile, is also graphically presented in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28: Typical Friction Force During Firing 

The proof pressure profile, which is obtained when firing high pressure 

rounds, is used as a design driver when analysing the structural and 

dynamic behaviour of the weapon with respect to safety. The standard 

ammunition pressure profile, on the other hand, is used to characterize the 

normal dynamic behaviour of the weapon. 

Utilizing the aforementioned internal ballistic theory, the pressure 

distribution along the barrel can be conservatively calculated as follows:- 



= Pressure at point A of bore [Pa] 

= Chamber pressure [Pa] 

= Weight of propellant charge [kg] 

= Weight of projectile 

= Distance from breech of equivalent chamber to point A 

= Distance from breech of equivalent chamber to base of projectile 

A more precise method of computing the internal ballistic behaviour of 

armament is also covered in the Rheinmetall Handbook on Weaponry. [026] 

The pressure distribution along the barrel is calculated as a function of the 

pressure generated by the burning propellant and the projectile's dynamic 

behaviour inside the barrel. 

An LIW internal report predicts the internal -, intermediate - and external 

ballistic behaviours of projectiles. The author used the internal ballistic 

programme module of this report to calculate the projectile dynamics 

together with the pressure distribution profiles inside the barrel [os i ]  [os2] 

This verified programme automated the calculating process for small to 

medium calibre weapons. The program is initiated through the reading of an 

input file, while the results are captured in an output file. 

The input file, Annexure I, contained typically the following barrel and 

ammunition information:- 

Projectile Mass [kg] 

Projectile Mass moment of inertia - IZZ [kg m2] 

Charge Mass [kg] 

Bore Diameter [m] 

Shot Travel [m] 

Rifling Angle (along the shot travel) [ O ]  

Coefficient of friction 

Pt - Chamber Pressure against Time [Pa] 



The output data, Annexure I, could be manipulated and presented in various 

XY-Plots. During the GAMA development the two most important plots used 

were: - 
Projectile's pressure along the length of the barrel 

Projectile's velocity along the length of the barrel 

A polynomial fit was used to smooth the results obtained for the shot travel 

along the barrel and the maximum pressure was applied to the barrel 

chamber. 

During FEA, the forces and pressures profiles used are based on maximum 

proof pressures that can be encountered at any time, which is also a 

property of the high pressure ammunition (proof ammunition) that was 

used. 

Before a system is certified as safe for use, the firing of high pressure proof 

rounds is compulsory. Proof ammunition is a major design variable and 

pressures profiles are therefore specified. 

These pressure profile (Figure 29) are entered into the FEA model as a 

design driver for the barrel. Results are used to determine the minimum 

required wall thickness of the barrel. The total barrel design, with the 

inclusion of muzzle brakes and supportive interface structures, must be used 

when evaluating the barrel frequency. 



INTERNAL BALLISTIC RESULTS
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ALONG SHOT TRAVEL OF BARREL

20x82mmAMMUNITION
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Figure 29: Internal Pressure Distribution Inside the 20x82 mm Barrel

The maximum chambers pressure was also applied to the bolt head bullet

face, while constraining the translational and rotational movement of the

bolt (Figure 30). These constrains are a true representation of the

environment in which it operates.
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Figure 30: FEA Results on the Breech Bolt Head and Receiver Bushing
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The receiver bushing was analysed in the same manner, by applying a

uniform pressure along the breech bolt interfacing comparties area while

constraining its movement at the barrel interfacing comparties.

4.1.2 Motion Analysis

MA was performed in parallel with FEA. The motion results obtained

represented the dynamic behaviour of the weapon. This had an impact on

the forces being induced in the weapon structure and affected the FEA. The

interactive, but independent, usage of FEA and MA software resulted in the

overall evaluation of the GAl weapon (Figure 31).

The use of Mechanica software (since Adams was not yet available at the

time), allowed the author to analyse the total motion behaviour of the

weapon as rigid bodies interacting with each other. However, although this

was a close approximation, it did not cater for the flexibility of the

structures. Therefore correlation checks with physical measurements were

carried out to improve the integrity of the simulation models.

Figure 31: Motion Analysis and FEA used Interactively
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Although a geometry generation interface is provided with most motion 

simulation packages, the option of rather importing the CAD models was 

chosen. All components were imported and displayed as wire-frame 

structures within the motion analysis package. Care was taken to ensure 

that the reference coordinate system coincided with the generated CAD 

model. 

Components were also grouped into various defined layers within the motion 

simulation package, to facilitate the assembly of the model (Annexure GI).  

The use of such layers, (which can be activated or deactivated), speeded up 

the development of GAMA, in that structures and components could be 

replaced or altered frequently. The mass and inertia properties were entered 

manually onto the Centre of Gravity (COG) point of each component. 

Additional user defined points and markers on components and 

environmental structures were also used to define the motion behaviour of 

the weapon. Two dimensional curves were used as an overlay to obtain 

three dimensional movements relative to the various components and the 

environmental structures. 

The motion models were initiated by driving the breech backwards with a 

force which is representative of the pressure available as a result of the 

burning propellant. All forces representing the chamber pressure, springs, 

buffers and dampers were applied to user defined points on the various 

components and environmental structures of the model (Annexure G2). 

Today, the importing of solid bodies into Adams, enables the Adams Flex 

module to analyse the motion behaviour of a weapon while taking structural 

behaviour into account. Structural behaviour under dynamic loadings now 

forms an integral part of the motion solution. It also provides numerous 

improvements towards the definition of models with respect to the inter- 

connectivity of components, within a three dimensional environment. The 



usage of structural edges and surfaces together with free body movement 

form part of the solution toolbox for motion analysis (Annexure G3). 

Unfortunately, this tool was not available during this project. 

Time consumption is very important during simulation. The importation of 

3D components, in order to visualise surfaces, is a feature that can consume 

a lot of memory, resulting in lengthening the analytical process. 

Computational power is not only used by the solver, but is also required to 

update the models graphical appearance in so far as each time step is 

concerned. The regenerating of graphics should therefore be suppressed 

until the run is accomplished, in order to reduce the analytical process time. 

Since the GA1 was already an operational weapon, no design effort was put 

into optimizing it. The focus was primarily on the compilation of simulation 

models to launch the development of the GAMA. The availability of these 

software packages provided the designer with the opportunity to optimise 

the GA1, but the development of new GAMA as a replacement for the GA1 

took precedence. 

During motion analysis, the main objective was to calibrate the dynamic 

behaviour of the weapon against the physical hardware performance. Only 

when this behavioural pattern coincided with the hardware behaviour, could 

it be said that the motion models were a true representation for the 

development of GAMA. 

The main objective was therefore to produce a simulation model, with a 

reduction in complexity providing easy access and alteration capabilities for 

developmental purposes, while still representing the hardware performance 

in its present format. Simulation results proved to be closely related to the 

hardware performance. 



4.2 Simulation Results 

The following simulation results were extracted from the GAl  model firing 

20x82 mm Ammunition. [045] 

Ignition @ 0.0 ms (Starting Reference) 

Tme to reach Max Breech Travel = 33 ms 

Max Breech Travel = 297.9 mm 

Max Buffer Compression = 7.9 mm 

Max Buffer Recoil Force = 18.442 kN 

Time for Breech to reach sear = 36 ms (279 mm) 

Max Barrel Recoil = 25 mm 

Rate of Fire = 732 rpm 

Time for Bolt to reach Chamber = 60 ms - 51 mm 

(Theoretical check - No stripping of a new round thus no Inertia & 

Stripping force) 

The FEA Von Mises stresses were:- 

Receiver = 104 MPa 

Receiver Bushing (20x82 mm) = 236 MPa 

Preliminary theoretical hand calculation was performed on the receiver 

bushing centre section firing 20x82 mm ammunition-: 

Receiver Bushing ( 2 0 ~ 8 2  mm) = 237 MPa 



4.3 Comparing Test and Simulation Results 

When comparing the test and simulated results the following minimum 

deviations were acknowledged: - 
Primary parameters 

Ignition @ 0.0 ms (Starting Reference) 

Rate of Fire = 0.0% Goal 

Time to  reach Max Breech Travel = 2.9% 

Max Breech Travel = 0.07% 

Max Buffer Compression = 2.6% 

Max Buffer Recoil Force = 0.3% 

Time for Breech to  reach sear = 2.7% 

Secondary parameter 

Max Barrel Recoil 

Von Mises Stress in Receiver 

Primary parameters were used to  calibrate and evaluate the motion models. 

Acceptance to  proceed with the development of the GAMA was promulgated 

by the author when acceptable correlations between measured and 

simulated results were noted. [OW] 



CHAPTER 5 DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEW WEAPON SYSTEM 

5.1 Requirements of the New Weapon System 

The verified GA1 simulation models as described in Chapter 4, were now 

used to develop the GAMA. 

The specification of the new weapon was given in detail in Chapter 1. The 

reader is reminded that the primary and unique characteristic of this weapon 

was the ability to fire a specified range of ammunition, each having its own 

unique performance and geometrical properties, which included either 

percussion type or electrical type primers. [004] 

The design of any weapon is not only dependent on its own internal 

requirements, but also of those of external interfacing platforms. These 

constraints represent often opposing requirements that need to be resolved 

by means of compromises. Without the aid of simulation, such trade-offs are 

extremely difficult. 

For example, limiting the mass, recoil force, recoil displacement and 

acquiring a safe rapid firing multi calibre weapon conforming to tough 

performance criteria, was only possible by means of simulation. [on] 

The design and performance requirement specifications for the GAMA were 

presented to ARMSCOR for approval. [053] [ow] Although the GAMA was 

primarily developed for the SAAF new Light Utility Helicopter, it was felt that 

it should be able to interface with all existing GA1 platforms. The rationale 

behind this strategy was that this weapon had to replace the existing GA1 

for the foreseeable future. 

Due to the high costs of test range facilities, development hardware and 

ammunition, ARMSCOR agreed to supply facilities, ammunition, platforms 



and old GAl  weapons as a standard Client Furnish Equipment (CFE). [oss] 

10561 

5.2 Analysis and Design 

Due to the fact that the simulation process in general is very repetitious, 

only prominent aspects are covered in this chapter. 

The new requirements and constraints provided in the final specification 

dictated the design of GAMA with respect to its fit, form. Maximum recoil 

force, travel and overall mass were kept to a minimum, with the specified 

firing rate of the various types of rounds being the design driver. 

The two major properties of the ammunition were:- 

Geometrical properties 

Performance properties 

The overall length of the round dictated the ammunition feed interface of the 

weapon. The lower surface and rim of the cartridge case interfaced with the 

bolt head bullet face, the extractor and the ejector. The shape and size of 

the barrel chamber, together with the bolt's bullet face position, was 

determined by the cartridge case. This ensured that the head-space was 

correct as recommended by the ammunition manufacturer. 

The correct head space for each type of round is a function of the ramming 

action of the round into the barrel chamber, after which the chamber is 

locked prior to ignition. This ramming of the round into the chamber results 

in the case being compressed into a predefined headspace, also known as 

case crush. The two important parameters are therefore headspace and 

firing pin protrusion. 



I n  order to comply with good configuration control, the GAMA project was 

registered to have a unique product ccde "747". The Master Record Index 

(MRI) with this product code reflect. all design drawings, documentation, 

tooling etc. associated with the GAMA project. When GA1 MRI items were 

found to be compatible with the GAMA design, these items were included as 

standardised items, maintaining their original "376" product identification 

code. [057] Once simulation authenticated the design of a particular 

component, it was released for the compilation of drawings for 

manufacturing. 

The longest round in the series (which was the 20x110 mm round) 

determined the total length (Geometrical Properties) of the weapon. This 

was therefore used as the starting point of the development of the GAMA. All 

the motion control parameters were based on the new absolute and relative 

positions of the breech bolt mechanism group, ammunition feed system 

group, recoil mechanism group, barrel group and the receiver group. 

The Performance Properties of the weapon, however, were determined by 

the ammunition with the most severe pressure profile. This was the 20x102 

mm round Consequently this dictated the development of the breech buffer, 

breech bolt mechanism group, receiver bushing, unlocking ring, barrels, 

springs, buffer and recoil mechanisms. 

The whole range of the ammunition between these two extremes (geometry 

and pressure) could now be easily accommodated as well. 

I n  order to design other support components, such as the feed tray, the 

cartridge stop, the cover hinge, spacers, and the cartridge ramp (see Figure 

32) the use of simulation and/or motion analysis was not necessary. Basic 

calculations, good gut feel and engineering common sense, together with 

experimental methods, were used here. 



A-Feed Tray B-Cartridge Case Stop C-Recoil Spring D-Cover Hinge E-Spacer F-Cartridge Ramp

Figure 32: GAMA Hardware Layout

Future expansion of GAMAwith the incorporation of additional types of

ammunition is possible utilising contemporary simulation packages

(Annexure G3).

Recoil forces obtained from the simulation models enabled the design of a

new composite buffer (Figure 33). In this design, the experimental data

describing the motion of the breech bolt mechanism group within the

receiver group, was matched with the simulated results (Annexure Ml).
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Figure 33: Composite Breech Buffer Assembly

The stress levels in the breech bolt head and receiver bushing of the GAl

locking configuration was of an unacceptable level when firing the new range

of ammunition.

Simulation steered the design towards a novel concept whereby the locking

of the chamber was accomplished by increasing the rotational angle of the

breech bolt head inside the receiver bushing. In addition, an alternative

material, capable of sustaining excessive loadings, was introduced.

The increase of the rotational angle of the breech bolt expanded the contact

area, thus resulting in a reduction in the stress loadings. The conventional

case hardened material was replaced by SK002 which was subjected to an

Electro Slag Re-melting (ESR) process. (SK002 conforms to the GAMA's

designed stress level requirements).

The increase in the rotational angle of the breech bolt head was achieved by

introducing driving cam surfaces. A telescopic motion between the bolt head

and bolt carrier resulted in a clockwise bolt head rotation and a 900 chamber

locking configuration (Figure 34).
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Figure 34: Rotary Motion of the Breech Bolt Head

Subsequently, improved cam surfaces on both the receiver bushing and the

unlocking ring were introduced to cater for the increase in the breech bolt

head's rotational angle (Figure 35).

CamSurfaces

Figure 35: Receiver Bushing and Unlocking Ring

The cam surfaces on the unlocking ring were designed to drive the bolt head

anti clockwise through 90°, opening the chamber, while sustaining the forces

generated by the rearwards motion of the barrel, receiver bushing, and

breech bolt mechanism group. In addition to the material change (SK002),
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the contact area between the unlocking ring cam surfaces and the breech 

bolt head rollers were optimised to facilitate a reduction in loadings. 

Up to this point, the use of percussion primed ammunition was described. 

However, the 20x102 mm ammunition is equipped with electrical type 

primers and therefore a new method of activating the ammunition was 

introduced. This enabled the GAMA to handle both types of ammunition. 

The GAMA was fitted with an electrical circuit designed to control the weapon 

remotely from a weapon control console. A multi core harness was used as 

an interface between the weapon and its control console. The console was 

equipped with an Armament Master "ON-OFF" switch and a trigger. The 

trigger button dually control the 28 V DC supply to the trigger solenoid and 

160 V DC electrical charge through to the electrical firing pin. 

The detailed design interfaces for GAMA are summarised in an interface 

control document. [058] 

The design of the electrical firing pin and the insulation between it and its 

surrounding structure during motion, proved to be a challenge. The CSIR 

was approached to assist in this matter. They suggested a ceramic coating 

process that has excellent wear resistance and dielectrical strength 

capabilities. This coating was applied using a Metco Flame Spray Process. 

P591 

Unfortunately, the impact loadings between the firing pin and the primer 

caused the ceramic coating to fail in the vicinity of the bullet face. The 

damaged insulation caused an intermittent short circuit between live and 

ground. This problem was resolved when a special mould was designed for 

the firing pin, coating it with a mixture of Ureol 6414A & Ureol 51178 (Figure 

36). 



Figure 36: Breech Bolt Mechanism Group with Electrical Firing Pin

Standard type GAl MG151 links were used to convey ammunition from the

magazines through the flexible chute to the weapon for all the types of

ammunition with the exception of the 20xl02 mm rounds. Accommodating

the 20xl02 mm rounds, a new prototype link was developed. [060]

Prototype links were made available for testing and demonstrating GAMA.

GAl 20x82 mm and 12.7x99 mm barrels could be used with the GAMAas

standard items without alteration. Barrels launching 20xl02 mm, 20x110

mm and 14.5xl14 mm had to be designed to interface with the GAMA.The

facility for rapid removal and replacement of barrels during calibre changes

was one of the features of the new barrel design.

Both the 20xl02 mm long and short barrels together with the 20x110 mm

barrel were equipped with standard muzzle brakes. The geometrical

appearance of the GAMA,when configured for the firing of the various types

of ammunition, is only noticeable in the appearance of the barrel.

The natural frequencies of these barrels were determined to ensure that

they do not coincide with the weapon's structural and firing rate frequencies.
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This would have compromised the weapon's accuracy. Throughout the 

development of GAMA, aspects relating t o  the mass and natural frequencies 

were constantly noted. 

The performance requirements of  springs for the GAMA t o  perform within 

specification were established by simulation. Due to  Rohrs' speciality in  

manufacturing mult i  stranded springs, they were contracted to  design and 

manufacture the recoil springs for GAMA (Annexure M2). Written 

communiques between the author, Cape Manufacturing Engineering (CME) 

and Rohrs regarding the recoil spring's performances were also registered. 

w 1 1  

The product baseline for the GAMA, enables the firing of percussion type 

ammunition ( 1 2 . 7 ~ 9 9  mm; 20x82 mm; 1 4 . 4 ~ 1 1 4  mm; 20x110 mm) and 

electrical primed ammunition (20x102 mm). [062] [063] 

5.3 Manufacturing 

The development of  GAMA required both significant creative engineering 

development skills, as well as an equally important contribution from the 

operations department. Latest technology equipment, such as 4 axes CNC 

machines, electrical discharge machines t o  perform spark - and wire eroding 

processes, were used in  the manufacturing of components according t o  an 

approved GAMA concept base line. [064] 

The challenge, however, was not only t o  manufacture a new GAMA, but also 

to  prove that the old GA1 weapons hardware can be upgraded towards a 

GAMA status. 

I n  this case, skills, tools and control processes required for the 

manufacturing of components were not enough. Metallurgical expertise was 

now also required t o  certify welding processes that  were t o  be used t o  



produce GAMA partially from existing GAl weapons, (as if it was machined 

out of solids). No welding or subsidiary flaws could be tolerated. Non 

Destructive Testing (NDT) inspections were performed on all hardware 

before being released for service. 

Depending on the ammunition firing configuration, the composition of the 

GAMA experimental hardware comprised a combination of any of the 

following: - 
New unique developed hardware 

Standard GAl hardware. 

Sacrificing old GAl hardware to produce new GAMA hardware. 

Standardized hardware. 

For this project, manufacturing was based on the production of low volumes 

of hardware. However, for the life cycle of the product, full scale commercial 

mass production of the GAMA still needs to be preceded by an 

industrialisation process. These processes are still to be evaluated. 

5.4 Testing 

The development of GAMA in a mechanical and electrical configuration 

together with the development of a 20x102 mm link, required that all 

possible technical catastrophic failures, critical issues, operational failures 

and interfaces were well documented. This information is given in the Test 

and Evaluation Master Plans. [065] [066] [ow] 

Many tests and demonstrations were conducted during the development of 

GAMA in its various configurations. Prior to each event, a procedural 

specification was drawn up, covering all proceedings and safety related 

issues. [068] [069] Apart from the numerous specifications covering the 

development of GAMA, there were also additional items such as the 



procedural test specifications covering the development and the integration

of various mounting interfaces. These included i.e. the following:

. Mutuallyinterdependent performance checks

. Various mounting integration checks

. Intelligent cradle development (Soft Recoil)

. Acceptance tests for the cradle development. This also included
scheduled tests on GAMAwhen integrated with 1ST's new chin mount

for the Light Utility Helicopter (Tests were conducted in exactly the

same manner as described in Chapter 3.3.).

. Ad-hocevaluation requests for verification purposes (Chapter 5.2).

Figure 37: Frequency Spectrum Check on a 20xl02 mm Barrel

Prior to each test or demonstration, the weapon was thoroughly examined to

determine the condition of all components. The infrastructure during each

test included a comprehensive coverage of the various disciplines that were

required in the development of GAMA.Real Time Data Acquisition, NDT

methods (e.g. Dye Penetrate as shown in Figure 38) together with Computer

Aided Design, High Integrity Structural FEAand Dynamic simulation (Motion)

packages, were used interactively during development tests. The advantage

of this was that theoretically motivated changes could be predicted,

immediately physically implemented and evaluated on site.

Although dye penetrate was used on the test site, a more intense NDTcrack

tests was performed using a Magnaflux testing unit, together with

ferromagnetic particles (Tiede Fluoflux). Magnetizingwas performedin a
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longitudinal/circular/multidirectionaltechnique. These later crack tests were

performed on all major components and are compulsory for the issue of a

Certificate of Conformance (CaC), releasing the weapon for service.

Figure 38: NDT and FEA Results Interactively Used

These tests were frequently performed throughout the development. They

were conducted in accordance with ASTM E709-8S, where the reference

sample size was obtained from MIL-STD-l0SD Tables I & II.

The performance evaluations earned a significant level of trust from team

members, clients and spectators. Nevertheless, GAMA was always fired

remotely from behind cover to ensure the safety of all personnel and

attendees. Permission was only granted to fire the weapon manually, once it

had been certified as "Qualified".

5.5 Results

Table 2 shows an extract from the simulated and actual results of the GAMA

firing 20x82 mm ammunition.

The GAMA was subjected to extensive field firing tests. Results were

contained in many formal and informal reports that covered the

achievements to date. The formal reports reflect the results that were
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obtained during the system identification trials of the GA1 #1138, and the 

GAMA development and the unique GAMA cradle development for the GAMA. 

[070] [071] 

Table 2: Extract - GAMA Simulation and Test Results 

GAMA: 20x82 m m  Ammunition 

An extract of the results attained in the aforementioned reports are as 

shown in Table 3:- 

Ignition @ 0.0 ms (Starting of Cycle) 

Bolt at sear during recoil motion 

Time to reach maximum breech travel 

Maximum recoil force 

Maximum barrel recoil 

Table 3A: Extract - GAMA Performance Measurements 

RATE OF FIRE MEASUREMENTS 

DIFFERENCE DESCRIPTION 

WEAPON 

IDENTIFICATION 

- 

37.5 ms 

40 ms 

15.8 kN 

22.3 mm 

CONFIGURATION 

TESTS 

RESULTS 

[Rds/min] 

SIMULATION 

37.5 

42 ms 

15.3 kN 

24.6 mm 

- 

0 O/O 

5 O/O 

3.2% 

10.3 O/o 

Table 3B: Extract - GAMA Performance Measurements 

GAMA Mechanical 

GAMA Mechanical 

GAMA Mechanical 

GAMA Electrical 

GAMA Mechanical 

MUZZLE VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS 
I I 

WEAPON 

IDENTIFICATION 

12.7~99 mm Ammunition 

20x82 mm Ammunition 

14.5~114 mm Ammunition 

20x102 mm Ammunition 

20x110 mm Ammunition 

CONFIGURATION 

590 

709 

776 

819 

761 

RESULTS 

[m/s l  
I I 

GAMA Mechanical 

I G*MA Mechanlcal 

I 

20x82 mm Ammunition 

I GAMA Mechanical 

I I 

12.7~99 mm Ammunition 

688 - 704 

14.5~114 mm Ammunition 
I I 

827 - 832 

1003 - 1028 

GAMA Electrical 

1 GAMA Mechanical 

I I 

20x110 mm Ammunition 

20x102 mm Ammunition 

795 - 820 

1007 - 1036 



5.6 Conclusion 

The practical field tests demonstrated that all the design requirements of the 

GAMA weapon were successfully met over the entire range of the intended 

calibres. 



CHAPTER 6 HISTORICAL PROJECT OVERVIEW AND 

CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Overview 

The development of GAMA was for the author a project full of unknowns, 

challenges and successes. As an analyst on numerous projects, his proven 

expertise in field and laboratory testing, his successes in simulation, and the 

comprehensive knowledge of the GAl and other rapid fire weaponry, 

granted him the opportunity to scientifically chair the development of GAMA 

in his capacity as Design and Systems Engineer. 

A brief summary of the highlights is given here so that the reader can 

appreciate the complexities of this project and the uniqueness of its 

contribution. 

During March 1996, the possibility of modifying the GAl weapon to fire 

20x110 mm ammunition was first voiced. On 23 August 1996, after the 

formal approval by Vektor Management for the development of a GAMA, the 

study of the GAl weapon system's behavioural pattern started. An accurate 

test database was opened to capture all events from the GAl system 

identification phase, progressively throughout the development of the GAMA. 

The test data-base was named Gam-dbt1.xlw. It contained a history log of 

test events as well as the following:- 

Weapon Configuration 

Platform/Mount 

Test Date and Time 

Test Number 

Control State of the Weapon 

Ammunition & Link Data (Type, Identification, Consumption (Loaded, 

Fired, Duds)) 



Instrumentation Equipment - Serialized (Type, Position, Description, 

Calibration, Auxiliary Equipment) 

Stoppages 

Remarks 

Table 4 is an extract from this Test Data Base and highlights certain major 

events such as the first firing in South Africa of 20x102 mm rounds and the 

subsequent successful firing of 14.5~114 mm rounds. 

Whereas the development of new weapons usually requires about 25 000 

rounds, in this case (due to the world-wide weapons boycott) only about 

1000 rounds of the 20x102 mm were available. These were purchased via 

third parties amidst great secrecy. Of these, only about 600 rounds were 

actually fired in the development of the GAMA. This fact further 

demonstrated the power of simulation, and the new techniques developed 

by the author in this project. 

By October 1996 simulation models of the GA1 were completed and verified 

against test data. GAMA simulation models, and the firing of 20x102 mm 

ammunition as part of the range, followed. 

The unavailability of 20x102 mm, 14.5~114 mm 12,7x108 ammunition and 

the replenishment of 20x110 mm ammunition was a reality. Development 

through simulation proceeded using the theoretical data available at the 

time. The progressive evolvement of GAMA simulation models created a data 

base defined as GAl&GAMAl-Data.xls. This incorporated the simulation 

configuration details of both the GA1 and the GAMA simulation models. Both 

these electronic data base files were updated continuously throughout the 

GAMA project and are kept on the company server for traceability and future 

references. 



Table 4: Extract - Test Database Gam-dbtl.xlw 

DATE 

23 Aug 1996 
- 

2 Oct 1997 

2 Oct 1996 

TEST No. WEAPON CONFIGURATION REMARKS 

System Identification 
Dry Cycling and Firing 20x82 rnrn Pracs 

12 .7~99 rnrn Ball 

12 .7~99 rnrn Ball 

20x82 rnrn and 
12 .7~99  rnrn 

System Identification 
Dry Cycling and Firinq 

22 Oct 1996 

21 Jan 1997 
GA1 #I138 

& 
Ammunition 

G A M A ~ M ~  

Laboratory Tests: 
Weapon Mechanisms & 
Strippinq Forces 
System identification 
tests. Weapon & Cradle 
interface evaluation. 
Dampers (cradle) 
adjustrnents/chanqes 
System identification 
tests. Verify weapon 
behaviour when firing 
copper and steel 
cartridqe cases 

System identification 
tests. 

20x110 rnrn 
20x82 rnrn 10 March 1997 

- 
13 March 1997 

20x82 rnrn 
13 March 1997 

- 
18 March 1997 

R009tl 
- 
R012tl 

R O l l t l  

R012t2 
- 
R012t3 

R013tl 

20x82 rnrn 
20x110 rnrn 
12 .7~99 rnrn 

18 March 1997 GAMAlM 

Static Test 
20x102 mm 
Ammunition Arrival 
Verify first round's 
ignition voltage 
Electrically 160V DC 
(Figure 40) 

18 March 1997 

20x82 rnrn 
20x110 rnrn 
12 .7~99 rnrn 

System identification 
tests 

Fire 20x102 mm 
round for the first 

19 March 1997 GAMAlM 

19 March 1997 GAMAlE 
time ever in the RSA 
GAMA fire 14.5~114 

12 November 1997 mm round for the 
first time 

Imported ammunition only arrived during the course of the tests at 

Pietersburg (Figure 39). The detonation voltage was verified (Figure 40) and 

shortly afterwards the GAMA fired 20x102 mm with resounding success 

(Figure 41). 

ROO1 is the Test Configuration and t l  the Test Number 
GAMA in a Mechanical Configuration 
GAMA in a Electrical Configuration 
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Figure 39: Ammunition Arrived on Tuesday 18 March 1997

Figure 40: Cartridge Case after Static Test # R011t1

Figure 41: Author, Colleagues and Friends Celebrate 19 March 1997

The resultant publicity generated by the successful firing of the 20xl02 mm

was gratifying. Despite the firing of 12.7x99 mm, 20x82 mm, 20xll0 mm
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and 20x102 mm (electrical primed ammunition), the drive was now on to 

fire the remaining 14.5~114 mm ammunition with success. 

The Project GAMA drew a significant amount of attention throughout its 

development. The uniqueness of the weapon and what it offered was soon 

acknowledged by all. The rapid progression of the project due to the 

intensive use of simulation and testing (which was novel at the time) 

resulted in worldwide interest in GAMA. 

Clients explored the possibility of obtaining and integrating the GAMA as part 

of their own inventory, covering Air-, Naval- and Land armament platforms. 

The successes also stimulated spontaneous participation and involvement by 

3rd party ammunition and platform manufacturers. Joint ventures would 

definitely have resulted in an expansion into various markets, but was not 

considered by Vektor as a market strategy at that time. 

The following extracts are highlights from the author's diary, illustrating the 

pace at which this project advanced:- 

> August 1996: GAMA development initiated by exploring GAl  

behaviour and generating comparative simulation models. 

> October 1996: Accredited simulation models of the GAl  were 

completed. The generation of simulation models on the GAMA started. 

Results were used to manufacture a GAMA capable of firing electrically 

primed 20x102 mm ammunition. 

> March 1997: First firing of 20x102 mm ammunition. 

Data captured during the firing of 12x99 mm, 20x82 mm, 20x110 mm 

and now 20x102 mm is extensively used as verification for the GAMA 

simulation models. 



» May 1997: GAMA Presentation at Vektor for ARMSCORand the SAAF

Light Utility Helicopter turret project team.
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A109 LUH
South African Team

AGUSTA

Figure 42: Photo showing the new Augusta Al09 LU Helicopter

Figure 42 is a photo that was taken during the Defence Exhibition

South Africa (DEXSA'98) show at Air-Force Base Waterkloof where the

chosen LUHfor the SAAFwas announced and shown for the first time.

A mock-up of the chin mounted turret with the GAMAwas also shown.

» July 1997: Firing Demonstration at Harley Valley, South Wales for the

United KingdomArmed Forces.

Figure 43: Photo of the Test South Wales Test Site
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During this live firing demonstration, Vektor's machine guns, 40 mm 

Automatic Grenade Launcher (AGL), Gun Infantry Two (GI2) , Gun 

Aircraft One (GAl) and the GAMA in adion firing 20xl02mm 

ammunition were successfully demonstrated (Annexure Kl) .  

> July 1997: Firing Demonstration at SAAF Roodewal Bombing Range 

Pietersburg for the Brazilians (Annexure K2). 

Members of SAAF also participated in the demonstration by explaining 

the history behind the GAl  and the role it played on the present 

Allouette Helicopter Gun Ships, which are to be phased out in the near 

future. The replacement will be the new Light Utility Helicopters which 

are to be equipped with a GAMA. The role of the GAMA when fitted on 

the LUH was also briefly explained. 

> July 1997 & August 1997: Two separate contracts were placed by 

SAAF URS (Project Officer Lt P.D Wroegemann) & ARMSCOR 

LMH/S/302/6/P02797 (Program Manager G.F.S. Hattingh) [oo~] 

These were: 

Vektor for the development of GAMA 

IST for the development of a chin mounted turret similar to what 

has been fitted to the Rooivalk Attack Helicopter. 

> November 1997: GAMA fired first 14.5~114 mm ammunition. 

> June 1998: The SANDF provided ammunition for development. 

The requirement for 12.7~108 mm and 14.5~114 mm ammunition was 

solved when the SANDF provided ample ammunition as a CFE to assist 

in proceeding with the GAMA devolvement. 

> July 1998: Demonstration. GAMA firing 14.5~114 mm ammunition. 



> September 1998: Infantry Symposium-Infantry School Oudtshoorn

Figure 44: Infantry Symposium Exhibit Area Presenting the GAMA

The GAMA, together with other armament, was exhibited and

successfully demonstrated.

> October 1998: FiringDemonstration at Paardefontein

The GAMAtogether with the 40 mm AGLwas demonstrating their

firing power to ARMSCORand the SAAF'sLUHproject team.

> November 1998: Drafting an International Press Release for the

GAMAand its versatility (Annexure K3).

> November 1998: DEXSA'98International Armament show at Air

Force Base Waterkloofand Firingtrial at Paardefontein (Annexure D)

Figure 45: GAMA,Vektor's Prime Attraction
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The GAMAand its versatility draw a lot of international attention. Its

simplicity in logistical support made a positive contribution.

~ November 1998 - May 1999: Negotiations with International

ammunition manufacturers to become sole suppliers of ammunition for

the GAMA(Annexure K4).

~ December 1998: Milestone - GAMAFiring Test Report and Simulation

report on the newly developed intelligent soft mount.

~ March 1999: GAMAIntegration with 1ST turret. Live firing tests at

Roodewal Bombing Range Pietersburg.

Figure 46: GAMAFired when Integrated with the Chin Mount

~ April 1999: GAMAIntegrated into 1ST's Chin Mount Turret and

Kentron's Helmet Sight. Live firing trials at Paardefontein, Pretoria.

Figure 47: GAMAFired from the Remote Controlled Chin Mount
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~ June 1999: Presentation at Vektor for the SANDFLand Forces.

~ June 1999: Program Manager Guided Missiles Systems ARMSCOR

arrange for more ammunition to be made available for GAMA

SANDFprovided the ammunition from De Aar, Naboomspruit and Jan

Kempdorp.

Figure 48 illustrate the trip undertaken where the author and his team

personally transported 12.7xl08 mm, 20x82 mm, 14.5xl14 mm and

20xll0 mm ammunition from the military bases De Aar, Jan

Kempdorp and Naboomspruit to PMP.

Figure 48: SAMIL100 Transported Ammunition
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~ July 1999: Integration of GAMAwith AMS (Aerospace Monitoring

System) Overhead Weapon System (OWS) platform performing live

firing demonstration to the SANDF(Annexure KS).

GUE OWS With GAM~=-,~

Figure 49: GAMA Mounted on Servo-Controlled and Observation System

During this demonstration superb accuracy was encountered when

firing the weapon at a prescribed 4.7 Hz firing frequency. This

frequency was prescribed to ensure that it was outside the structural-,

weapon control frequencies.

~ August 1999: Demonstration to Tanzania firing the GAMAfrom the

OWS platform (Annexure KG).

~ February 2000: Presenting GAMA at EUROSATORYInternational

Armament Show (Annexure K7).

~ May 2000: Request for Quotation GAMAwith conversions 12.7x99

mm and 20xl02 mm Ammunition for the Black Hawk UH-60

(Annexure K8).
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~ February 2002: Directorate Air Force Division requesting the status

of the GAMAto be fitted on the Augusta A109 Helicopter (Annexure

K9).

~ May 2004: Embraer requested the status of the GAMAin a Gun Pod

for exported aircraft (Annexure K10).

~ April 2005: The editor of book "Rapid Fire" suggested the expansion

of GAMAtowards the utilization of 23x115 mm ammunition (Chapter

6.4 &Annexure D11).

6.2 Overall Results

Results obtained were of a high standard and were constantly being

requested by 3rd parties so that they could proceed with development in

their own field of expertise (Annexure B).

Within its various configurations the GAMAwas always compared favourably

with other competitive weaponry.

Calibre conversions on GAMAcan be performed in the field within 10

minutes without the use of special tools and skills. (See Table 5) Alldata

and photos were extracted from Jane's Infantry Weapons. [072]

Table 5: Weaponry Reference Table
WEAPON

IDENTIFICAnON
AMMUNITION

TYPE

MASS

[kg]

MUZZLE VELOCITY

[m/s]

FIRING RATE

[rds/mln]

12.7x99 mm

(0.50 Browning)
38.5 893 450 - 500

Manroy 0.50 M2CB Machine Gun on a

M3 tripod
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WEAPON

IDENTIFICATION

12.7 mm DShK-38 Heavy Machine

Gun on a Sokolov Mount

GAl

-
14.5 mm KPVT Heavy Machine Gun

for Armoured Vehicles

Giat Industries 20 mm M621 Cannon

mounted on a Land Rover

Lockheed Martin 20 mm M168 Six-

barrelled Cannon is the M61A1 Vulcan

Aircraft Gun

AMMUNmON

TYPE

FIRING RATE

[rds/mln]

MASS

[kg]

MUZZLE VELOCITY

[m/s]

12.7x108 mm 35.7 575 - 600860

20x82 mm 650 - 75039 720

14.5x1l4 mm 49.1 1000 600

20x102 mm 49 990 - 1025 800

20x102 mm 136 1036 1000 -3000
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12.7x99 mm 47 820 500 - 600

20x82 mm 48 720 600 - 700

14.5x1l4 mm 50 1030 750 - 850

20x102 mm 50 1030 700 - 800

20x110 mm 53 850 600 - 700

I
GAMA



In addition to Chapter 6.1, the GAMA was demonstrated and fired

successfully from various local and 3rd party platforms including a M3Tripod

(Figure 50).

Figure 50: GAMA20x102 mm Mounted on a M3 Tripod

Although the GAMAwas not fired from the standard GAl Helicopter door

mount (Figure 51), it was fired remotely from the replacement cradle.

Figure 51: Helicopter Door Mount and Laser Cradle

The next phase would have been to integrate the GAMAinto the Fixed Wing

Gunpod that was developed, manufactured and tested by Vektor (Figure

52). This Gunpod was already being subjected to stringent qualification and

flight clearance tests. [073]
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Figure 52: Illustration of the GAt Gunpod

6.3 Conclusions

This study has shown that the development of a rapid firing, multi-calibre

gun with the aid of simulation is possible. Simulation also ensures that

future growth capabilities are catered for.

This thesis also successfully demonstrated that simulation and testing

methodologies can be used interactively in order to minimise the building of

experimental hardware, and in so doing reduce time scales and costs.

This philosophy introduces a mind shift in development engineers towards

the definite use of simulation in any project that is tightly bound to cost and

time constraints. Simulation opens the way for the generation and

conceptualising of new ideas, and allows more options to be tested rapidly

with great success.
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During the life of this project, a trend towards an acceptance of the value of 

simulation, and its increasing use, was evident. The foundation has now 

been laid for the extensive and appropriate use of simulation. 

6.4 Recommendations 

As stated in Chapter 5.3 the GAMA still needs to be subjected to full scale 

qualification and industrialisation phase before commercial deployment can 

result. I n  view of the intense market interest, it is recommended that this is 

initiated speedily. 

I n  the first quarter of 2005, Vektor migrated with LIW to form a new 

company called DLS Lyttelton. This merger thus provides favourable 

conditions to  proceed with GAMA to  address the requests frequently 

received. (Annexures K8; Kg; K10). [074] [075] [076] 

Further expansion of the weapon, with regard to the firing of a diversity of 

ammunition, (including 23x115 m m  calibre) should be considered (Annexure 

D11). [077] 

Development of the intelligent soft mount for the GAMA and its subsidiaries 

should also proceed. 
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B. CSIR GRATITUDE LETTER - PhD TEST DATA 

Defence Technology 

P 0 Box 395, 
PrWPork WIOf 

Mr A van Heerden 
Hoof van Stelsels lngeneurwese 
LIW 

Geagte Mr van Heerden 

RECOIL INLIGTING 

Namens Defencetek: Applied Technology Program en Defence Aeronautics Program 
wil ons opregte dank ukspreek vir die beskikbaarstelling van inligting van 
bogenoemde vir ons projek. 

Die inligting was van ho3 gehatte en het ons h i e  gehelp om ons taak uit te voer. 

U positiewe gesindheid en vriendelike optrede word opreg waardeer. 

Nogmaals dank. 

Die uwe 

N Davids 
CSIR DEFENCETEK: ATPP 



REPORT FROM AN INDEPENDENT RESEARCHER - CSIR 

REPORT of literature review for Andre van Heerden 

TOPIC: The development of an automatic multicalibre weapon system by means of 
simulation and testing 

Searches were done by Ema Meyer (Information Specialist for Crime Prevention at 
the CSIR) on a variety of databases and search engines. Because of the very 
specifrc topic it was necessary to use several keywords in different cdmbinations. 
With the background information received from Andre van Heerden it was possible to 
find suitable keywords to cover the research field. Variationsin spelling of certain 
keywords were necessary to find relevant information. It was important to use search 
engines that cover a broad spectrum, but to employ advanced search methods in 
order to narrow certain aspects and get the most relevant information. It was 
important to cover international academic as well as interdisciplinary South African 
databases. Because of the topic it was useful to cover military as well as patent 
databases. And because it is for Phd purposes it was important to search dissertation 
databases - international as well as local - to see if it is an unique topic and not 
already registered as a Phdlthesis. 

Background Information: 

Conversations between information specialist and Andre van Heerden 

Press Releases (Denell) 

International Shows (Idex) 

Articles in newspapers: 

"Beeld (Nov 98) 
"Pretoria News 
"Armada International (99) 
"Soldiers of fortune (Feb 99) 
"Press Middle East (Nov 98) 

Photos 

KEYWORDS: 

Multiplelmulti calibrelcaliber 
Multi~lelmulti calibrelcaliber weapon systems 
~ e d i h  calibrelcaliber weapon systems 
Duet calibrelcaliber 
Calibrelcaliber conversion 
Weapon systems 
Development of multiplelmulti calibrelcaliber weapon systems 
Multiple/multi calibrelcaliber firing systems 
GAMA 
Gun Automatic Multiple Ammunition 
Simulation 



Zebra 
(no results) 

Aardvark 
(no results) 

Ananzi 
(no results) 

CONCLUSION 

Found results on some of the databases, but only information that is already worked 
into the Phd (see file for commentary). 

Found articles in Daily News and Jane's Defence ( van Heerden's own 
development) 

Apart from results from databases and search engines covered, and the commentary 
of Andre van Heerden on the results, nothing new was found. 

For more detail on results see file. 

Erna Meyer 
Information Specialist at CSIR: Crime Prevention Unit 
Tel: 012 8412792 
Cell: 0832850826 
gmeye@csir.co.za 



D. PUBLICATIONS RELATED TO THE GAMA PROJECT 

The GAMA development was published locally and internationally. Coverage 
was thoroughly covered in the media. 

1) Media Release DENEL (Pty) Ltd 17 November 1998 

Subject 
Author 

Facsimile 

Fax (27-12) 428-0783 

"GAMA" Fires Five Different Calibres. 
Sam J Basch 

D E N E L  

II 
DENEL (Pty) Ltd 

Reg No. 92/01337/07 

Denel Building PO Box 8322 
Jochemus Street Hennopsmeer 0046 

Erasmuskloof South Africa 

Tel (27-12) 428-0704 

FROM SAM J BASCH ISSUE DATE NOVEMBER 1998 
EMBARGO 17 NOVEMBER 1998 

MEDIA RELEASE 
SUBJECT "GAMA" FIRES FIVE DIFFERENT CALIBRES 

A novel multi-calibre weapon system, designated "GAMA" (Gun Automatic Multiple 
Ammunition), is shown for the first time at the DEXSA 98 exhibition, taking place at 
Waterkloof, South Africa, from 17 to 21 November 1998. 

Developed by the South African Denel Group's Vektor division, the GAMA achieved what was 
deemed difficult, if not impossible, to do accommodating different calibres within a single 
weapon system. 

It  is currently chambered to fire five (5) different calibres, i.e. 12.7 x 99; 20 x 82; 14.5 x 
114; 20 x 102; and 20 x 110 HS 4041804. Considerable progress has been made to also 
fire 12.7 x 108 ammunition. These are the most common medium calibres currently in 
service worldwide. 

Added versatility was designed into the system by allowing feed from either left or right hand 

The GAMA weapon system consists of a single baseline weapon with various conversion kits. 
Due to its simplicity of design and ease of interchangeability, converting from one calibre to 
the next is accomplished without any tools. No adjustment for headspace is required. The 
conversion time varies between one and ten minutes only. 

Given its numerous applications, combined with the advantages of a single weapon configured 
to fire different calibres, GAMA provides unparallelled cost savings in operations and logistics. 
...I more gama 



page two of gama 

The GAMA is the only weapon currently available that accommodates both percussion primed 
or electrically primed ammunition in a single weapon. I t  can be either manually or remotely 
activated and controlled. 

The main advantages of GAMA are 

A single weapon can be configured to fire six different calibres, a feature which allows for a 
calibre dedicated to a specific task; 
With a single weapon in inventory, upgrades to a different configuration are accomplished 
by means of a simple calibre conversion kit; 
No tools or special skills are required to execute conversions; 
I t  is not necessary to change headspace when converting; 
Low maintenance and training cost; 
Simplified logistics; 
Controllable firing rate for all calibres to a maximum of 850 rpm (14.5 x 114), electrically 
primed ammunition can be fired from the closed breech if required; 
Remote firing and control only requires 28V DC for any of the given calibres (percussion 
primed or electrically primed ammo). 

The GAMA was designed to interface with all existing Vektor GA-1 platforms, which is an 
advantage for domestic and export clients who have this Vektor product in inventory. 

The versatility of the GAMA system is evident in its wide range of applications, including 

Ground to Ground 
M3 tripod-mounted, Light Utility Vehicles, Special Operations Vehicles, eg. LAV's, turret- 
mounted in MICV's, troop carriers and reconnaissance vehicles. 

Air to Ground / Air to Air (rotary wing aircraft) 
Pod, Door and Chin / Belly-mounted. 

Air to Ground / Air to Air (fixed wing aircraft) 
Wing and Pod-mounted, eg. subsonic and prop-driven trainers and COIN aircraft. 

Naval (typically pintle and pedestal-mounted) 
Special Operations insertion craft, eg. inflatables; Strike Craft; and Coastal Patrol Craft. 

I n  the development of the GAMA, the latest technologies were employed, including Computer 
Aided Design, Structural Analysis (Finite Element Analysis) and Dynamic Motion Analysis. All 
these processes were confirmed and proved to be successful using sophisticated data 
acquisition and data manipulation techniques. 

Qualification of the weapon in 20 x 110; 14.5 x 114; 20 x 82; and 12.7 x 99 is scheduled 
for the first half of 1999. 

NOTE For further details and technical information, visit the Denel stand A4 in 
Hall 8 at DEXSA 98. 

End 
LAV - Light Attack Vehicles 
MICV - Mechanized Infantry Combat Vehicles 
COIN - Counter Insurgency 
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3) IDEX'99

Subject on Page 10
Author

Vektor fields unique weapon.
Brian Walters

~

New commando assault rifle
BY BRIAN WALTERS series. some of which have been

exported to Oulf countries in addi-
tion to other armies. "Thenew rifle
is notable for its light weight and
compact dimension.~. as well as
ease of handling. An ambidexlrous
safety catch. folding butt and three
modes of firing. are some of the
other features that combine 10
make the SO 522 Couunando sim-
ple to handle.

Developed specifically for thi'
rifle. the Hensoldt 6x42 scop.:
includes the facility for rapid
adjustment for windage and ele-

vation. while the reti-
cule includes beta-light
illumination. As an

alternative. a Trijicon
ACOG 3.5x35 combat scope can
be fined to the SO 552 to pro~id~
rapid target acquisition in day an0
night conditions by means of pro-
jecting an aiming dot into the reti-
cule.

A new compact high potential ver.
sion of the SIO S50 series assault

rifle has been introduced by SIO
Anns. Formed through a recent
mganisational restructuring. SIO
Anns fonnerly traded as the
Small Anns Business
Unit of the S]O

Group and displayed
on the company's stand
in the Swiss Pavilion
(Hall 9). is the new 5.56 mm
SO 552 "Conunando". This has

been developed specifically to
meet the requirements of com-
mando. special forces and elite
units that may be confronted with
sudden engagements at short to
medium range.

The weapon is the latest in a
series which began with the SO
550 standard model and was fol-

lowed by the SO 551 SWAT

Vektor
fields.
unique,
weapon

,.

A multi-calibre weapon system that
can fire ammunition of Western.
former Soviet and Chinese origin.
has been developed by !be Vektor
division of Denel writes Brian

ij,blte13'. Funded by the South
African National Defence Force.
the Gama (gun automatic multiple
ammunition) weapon system prom-
ises to make for sub!.1antialsavings
for forces that hold ammunition

stocks from a variety of sources.
Vektor claims that !be Oama is

the only weapon that accommo-
dates percu.~on primed or electri-
cally primed ammunition in a sin-
gle unit It is chambered to fire five
different calibres. ranging from
12.7 II 99. to 20 II 110 HS 4041804.
and the company repons that it is
making progress in adding the for-
mer Soviet 12.7 II 108 ammunition.

Together with 20 x 82. 14.5 x 114
and 20 II 102.. these an: the most
common medium calibres in serv-
ice worldwide.

Afolding butt

nlSGlaeoftM
__ SG 552 CDm-

mando assauIl ri./k

in shon NIl"
engagnnents.

The GczmG

WtIapon system

(aboH) coltsisU

of a single
baseline
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various conver-

sion /du.

The simplieily of /Wign and ease of inunhangeability faeili.

tiJles co_nion from one calihn to the nat without any tools.
COlIl'USion time Paries ~en one andlen minutes Gnd no

tJdjlUl1ltml fM hat/spaee is nquirwl

IDEX '99 10 SHOW DAILY

- 111 -

Van Halteren Metaal BV. one"

the world's leading manufaclUrer.
of anillery gun training simula-
tors. is again exhibiting at IDEX.
Key new developments on show
are the Appended System. capable
of being fitted to the operational
equipment in less than eight
hours. !be ARES monitoring sys-
tem for both training and ope!':\
tional ammunition. which display,
and records all details of fuse.

shell and charge loaded. and itS
road wheels for II'3cked vehicles.
Van Halteren can be found in the
Netherlands P..lvilion. Hall 5.

---
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Subject on Page 53 DEXSA'98 and the Big Six - The Vektor Gama is
flexibility itself.
Author Eric H Biass
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Subject on Page 3 South Africa - Vektor's multi calibre GAMAweapon.
Edited Michael J Gething AMRAeS

~................................
~ -

~n SSNcan send and receive
while raising only one of its BRA-
34 radio mas!$.

The Information received over
the USC.38 or USC-42 Is down.
linked to the submarine's PC.
based Battle Group Information
Exchange (BOIEX)bailie manage-
ment system - Itself another
upgrade being filled on both SSNs
and SSBNs. The BGlEX requires
the high data rates made possible
by the upgraded SSNsatellite com-
munications to link: with other
units of a battle group over the
horizon.

Originally designed for surface-
ship use, the BGlEXsupplements
the earlier Submarine Satellite
Information System. which has a
low transmission rate for receiving
YLF/LF messages_ The BGlEXIs
more suitable for the higher rates
associated with EHF or UHF
transmissions, which the SSN will
receive when co-operatlng with
other ships and aircraft In Uttoral
warfare.

Hawkeye looks
ahead ... again

WhI1ethe £.2C Hawkeye airborne
early warning (AE.W)ailcraft pre-
pares for Its fourth Incarnatfon (as
Hawkeye 2000), Northrop Grum-
man has revealed its plans for a
fifth generatfon, writes E R HOO/OI1.

Beyond Hawkeye 2000, (see
JDUVoll, No 12,pp7-8) the com.
pany Is planning a further
upgrade, Hawkeye 2005.This ver.
slon should achieve initial operat.
Ing capability betWeen 2008 and
2010. No hardware has yet been
assigned to the project, as
Northrop Grumman Is awaiting
the maturation of a number of
technologies, the most Important
being the Surveillance Infrared
Search-and-Track (SfRST). This
would ImpnM! the aIrcr:1ft'searly.
warning ability and might allow
passive operation using Just the
SIRST and its electronic support
measures (ESM) without active
radar transmissions.

Plans exist for Improving the
AN/APS-145radar lise/!, as well as
upgrading the ESMand communI-
cations systems. togetl1er with the
Installation of a new tactical 'glass'
cockpit

~. ""*;.:,~~~\Ct~}.
"~' .Panhard offer

~"::news' "',""

P~part'ofthePe~t re.enginedSagaie
Group, has proposed to the
French DGA that the to FrenchArmyFrench Army upgrades Its fleet of

Panhard ERC90 F4 Sagale (6x6) ....._..................................
armoured cars (fitted with a Giat BYCHRISTOPHERF Foss
Industries 90mm 'fS.9f)turret).

The core of the proposed
upgrade Is the replacement of the
existing Peugeot V~ petrol engine
(developing 132.5hpand coupled
10 a manual transmission) with a
new powerpack. The more fuel.
efficient MTU four-cyllnder diesel
(developing 170hpand coupled to
a Rank fully automatic transmis-
sion with torque converter) would
maintain the vehicle's road speed
at 95km/h while Increasing opera-
tional range from 700km109OO1cm.

A total of 192 Sagales were
delivered to the French Army
between 1984and 1990,following
overseas service in the Middle
East and more recently the /ormer
Yugoslavia. Today these are the
only petrol-engined armoured
fighting vehicles In service with
the French Army. Like many
armies, It Is nOwmoving to a com-
mon diesel fuel policy with Its
logistical and Increased opera-
tional range advantages.

The current vehicle weights 8.3
tonnes and Is luny amphibious,
propelled In water by waterjets
mounted at the rear of the hun.
The upgraded vehicle, with add-

Panhard Is proposing to upgrade French Sagale (6)<6)armoured
cars (here deployed with fFOR In the fanner Yugoslavia) with a
new dlesel-based powerpack. (photo: Richard Strickland).

on armour. weighs 9.5 tonnes but
Is not amphlblous.

If the go-ahead is given next
year, at least one prototype will be
completed for trials. This will be
followed by the award 01 a pro-
ducllon contract, with the first
vehicles expected to enter service
In 2002-

Since entering French service,
the Sagaie has recelV«l a number
of upgrades. These include addi-
tional turret armour; Increased
external stowage; and a roof skare-

. BELGIUM

Army orders CAM
upgrades
Graseby Dynamics of the UK has
been awarded a contract worth in

excess of £150,000(USS240.OOO)to :s])U;TJ:i A~RICA~overhauland upgradethe Chemi- . .. 7 ~

cal Agent Monitors (CAM) used Vektor's multi-calibre
by the BelgianAmy and Air Force. GAMA cannon
This follows on from an existing
CAMmaintenance contract for the
Belgian Navy.

The work, to be spread over
two years, involves Graseby In a
full maintenance programme,
upgrading both hard. and soft.
ware standards. The software will
be upgraded to the latest CAM-

plus configuration, which Incorpo-
rates the ability to detect phos-
gene chlorine and hydrogen
cyanide chemicals plus other
toxic Industrial chemicals.

VeklOr,a division of South Africa's
Denel group, has launched a new
version of its 20mm GAl cannon.
known as the Gun Automatic Mul-
tiple Ammunition (GAMA), writes
7imy J Cander.

PrimarUy In production as a
light-aircraft and helicopter

mount for a 7.62mmmachine gun.
Some vehldes have also been /it.
ted with a rool mounted anti-tank
missile decoy system.

Export sales 01 the ERC90 F4
Sagale and Its variants have been
made to Argentina (12), Chad
(four). Gabon (10). Ivory Coast
(seven), Mexico (120) and Nigeria
(46). Once It has been type classl-
lied by the French Army, the
rePD"'1!J"upgrade will likewise be
offered by Panhard on the export
market.

weapon - the 20mm GAl cannon
has already undergone several
developments. A conversion kit
allows the /iring of relatively low
cost 0,51n(l2.7x99mm) Browning
ammunition during training. and
various alternative vehicle,
marine and ground mountings
have been introduced. The GAMA
introduces further conversion kits,
allowing Ihe cannon to interface
easUy with all existing weapon
plat/onns and mountings. A wide
array of ammunition calibres and
types enables the cannon to suit
varying requirements. Such "exl.
biiity In turn extends service lire
and utility. and spreads potenllal
life cycle costs. ~ ~.............................................................

SPECIAL REPORTS
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~~ The wide selecUon of c:aJj.
bres Is provided by component
kits which can be applied to the
base GAl In Just over a minute
without speclal skills or tools.
These kits cater lor both pele\15-
slon and electrically primed
ammunition types, and Include
components such as the barrel,
breech face and feed.related i:ems.

Since the base caUbre of the
GAl, a design derived from the
German Mauser MG1Sl, Is
2Ox82mm, this option Is Integral In

the GA.\fA.The option of a kit lor
the Browning training ammunition
also remains, with other kits
Including a l2.7xl07mm and
l4.5x1l4mm Eastern Bloc; a
20xl02mm M39, electrically
primed, for both long and short
barrels; and a 2Ox11OmmHS404.

. UNITED STATES
TACOMtakes over
two Depots
The us Army's Tank.automotlve
and Armaments Command
(TACOM) assumed responslblll.
ties lor two major depots - Annis-
ton Army Depot (Annlston,
Alabama) and Red River Army
Depot (Texarkana, Texas) - on

I October, writeS ScoJt R Gourley.
80th depots formerly reported to
the us Army's IndustrIal Opera-
tions Command and have been
Involved with significant defence
upgrade activities In recent years.

TACOM's commanding officer,
Major General Roy E Beauchamp,
said this realignment of the
depots wIUresult ill a more direct
UnkagebetWeenTACOMrequire-
ments and the producllon Door.

The Annlston Army Depot
maintains and overhauls tracked
combat vehicles, their compo.
nents and small arms, and stores
convenllonal and chemical munI-
tions. Red RIverArmy Depot main-
tains and overhauls M2/3 Bradley
fighting vehicles and the MuJ!lpl~
Launch RoclcetSystem and stores
conventional munllJons.

Tthe transfer of responsibUity
for both depots from IOC to
TACOMIs a result of the 1997Qua-
drennial Defense Review (QDR),
sources say. In 1996, Congress
passed the Armed Forces Struc.
tures Review Act. requiring the
Department of De/ense to conduct
a review every four years. QDR Is
a comprehensive examination of
defence strategy, lorce structure
and modernisatlon plans, Inlra.
structure, and other elements 01
the defence programme and pob-
cles. Its aim Is to determine and
express the delence strategy 01
the United States and estab1lsh a
revised programme fo:r2005.

~'~~!Jllndian MiG.21
. GREECE Iupgradeflies
F-4E avioncis well
under way

.....................................
BV MICHAEL J G£THL\'C

During last month's Oefendory
eJthlbltion In Athens (see
pp7-8). Daimler.BenzAerospace
(Dasa) reported that work Is pro-
gressing well on the Initial Hel.
lenic Air Force F-4E Phantom
AUP (Avionics Upgrade Pro.
gramme) prototype, writes
Michael J Gethifl8.

Since the arrival of the first
F-4£ at Dasa's Ottobrun faclllty
in Germany In October 1997, the
protoype has been dismantled
and a trial retrollt made.

The IIrst flight of the upgraded
Phantom Is scheduled for next ~ e first of the 125MiG-21bis
February, with serial retrofits 'F1shbed-N' fighters to have
beginning at the Hellenic Aero- been upgraded for the Indl-
space Industry (HAl) at Tanagra an Air Force made Its maiden
In Greece from April. The 39-air. OIght from the Nlzhny Novgorocl
craft programme Is contracted to air base In Russb on 6 October.
be complete by the end of 2000. The upgrade, based on the
(See JDU.Vol I No.IS. pI) MIG-21.93,was O\'erseen by Rus-

The Greek Phantom AUP is sla's MAP().,\lIG(Mmtary Industrl-
based on the Luftwafle's Phan. ai Group), designed by the
tom IC£ (Improved Combat £ffI. ANPK.MiG design bureau and
clency) programme and undertaken by Sokol alrcralt pro-
Incorporates the Raytheon (for. ductlon plant at Nlzhny Novgorod.
merly Hughl!$) ~ radar, the The upgrade leatures a new
Elblt Modular Multl.Role Com- navigation and ~ns delivery
puler, and a new Inertial navlga- system suppUed by Sextant Avian-
tion system (INS) with an ique ot France. The new avionics
embedded GPS. AdditIonally, system Is built around a 1553data.
new communications, an IFF bus and features the To\.Cmrln~
transponder, an air data comput. laser gyro INS (ilIerllal navigation
er, multJ../unction colour diS.

l

system). It Includes an embedded
plays, a head-up display and a GPS (global positioning system)
radio altimeter will be installed. which is used as the bus con.

Once completed, the F4E AUP troller as well as providing accu-
will allow the aircraft to use mod- rate location and navigation data.
ern air-to-air weapons (Including A liquid crystal dIsplay control
the AIM.120A IRAAM)and alr.to- and display unit from Sextant Is
ground weapons (such as AGM~ used In the axkpit.
Maverick). The systems femo,oed
from the upgraded aIrcraft wUl
serve as spare parts (or non-rnocll-
lied aircraft stili /lying wIth the
Hellenic Air Force.

o MALTA
Second Islander
delivered

The Armed Forces at Malta has
taken delivery ot its second
Britten.Norman Islander. The
aircraft has been completely
refurbished by the manufactUr.
er at Its new Maintenance,
Repair and Overhaul lacillty at
Bembrldge on the Isle of Wight,
UK. The aircraft, a BN2B.26,
underwent a refurbishment
whfch Included Installation of

.. Jane'. DEFEI'ICEUPGRADES VoI.II,No.21(1-15 Nove!rber 1998)

new 260hp Textron Lycomlng
O-S40-£4CSengines, new Interi-
or trim and seatlng, and are.
paint. It wUl be used for a wide
range of maritime patrol mis-
sions, Including surveillance 01
Malta's 25-mlle fishing zone and
pollution control.

. MOROCCO

Radar upgrade
virtually complete

Northrop Grumman has complet.
ed seven out of eight upgrades to
the Royal Moroccan Air Force
Inventory of AN/TP5-63 tactical
radars. The two.dimenslonal,
L.band air defence radars have
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Thefirst
upgraded
MIG-21bfs
for India on
Its maiden
flight.
(photo:
Sextant
Avlonlqus)

i

The cockpit also features a
head-up display, multi-function
displays and HOTAS (hands-on.
throttle-and.stlck) controls. The
radar Is replaced with a Kopyo
multl.function. pulse.Doppler
radar. In addition, a new electron-
ic warlare system - based around
a Dassaull EIectronlque (now part
of Thomson-CSF) EW5-21radar
warning receiver - Is fitted.

The contract was awarded to
MAPO.MIG In May 1994 and
allowed for two prototype
upgrades to be developed In Rus-
sia. The first Is the slngle.seat
MiG.2lbis upgrade discuS$ed
above; the second Is the two-seat
MiG-2IUM'Mongol-B' operational
conversion trainer.

The remaining 123 alrcrafl are
to be upgraded by HAL (Hindus..
tan Aeronautics Umited) in India,
who have manulaCtured the type
under licence In the past. Accord-
Ing to Jane:SAircraft Upgrades,the
cost of tJ1isprogramme Is esllmat.
ed al US$I.33mllUonper aircraft.

been upgraded with new solid-
state transmitters and digital sig-
na! processors.

Morocco Is the first of nine
international customers to take
the upgrade to ~M) configu.
ration. Upgrade kits were dellv.
ered in November 1997 and
installation has been under way
since earHer thIs year. The Unal
system is due lor completion by
the year's end.Accordlng to the
company, thts upgrade provides a
250% Increase In detection range
and significantly enhances relia-
bility, maintainability and logistics
support \\-lth a further 67 radars
in use by eight other countries,
Northrop Grumman Is promoting
this particular upgrade hard.
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Subjecton Page 20 SouthAfricaAugustaA 109s willbe equippedwith
home-grown turrets.
Author AlisonClaytonJWDStaff Reporter
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MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA

LIW and 1STdetail

exportorders
HEL..\tOED.ROMER HEITMAN JDWCorrrsponJ~nl ._
~p.~.'!'.~.1!!~ i........................................

T
wo SouthArrlcan companies took the oppor-
tunity at DEXSA '98 to detail recent export
orders. Denel's LIW division announced an
orderrora batch of new 20mm armed turrets

Bod upgrades Cor 90mm turrets from the
Irish Anoy, forits PanhardAMLannoured vehicles.

The 20mm tum:t is a further development or !hat used
in the Ratel-20 infantry fighting vehicle, and is fitted with
a lItird-generation night sight, willt video monitors for
commander and gunner and an eye-safe laser
nu1gefindcr.EJoptro has supplied bollt subsystems, while
the 20mm is UW's own GI2 2Ox139mm cannon.

The twret also has.an occluded eye gunsight in front of

the commander's cupola to serve as a "putter on" or as

emergency battle sight: The 90trun turret upgrade pack

centres on fining ~e same laser r:angefinder and night

sight. LIW has also developed a new one-man turret
which the JrishAnny wiu test forits future nmnoured per-

sonnel canier (APC). This is a 750kg turret mounting a

I 2.7mm and a 7.62mm, willt 400 and 600 rounds respec-
tively. It has a standard day sight and lite same passive

night sight as is be~g fitted to lite AMI.. turrets.

Alternative weapon lits include lite .. .
2Ox82mm GAl cannon willt 1a.'iCCrangefinder. A stabili-
sation system can also be fitted. It provides protection
against 20mm ammunition frontally and I2.7trun all- ~
round. . ..

ISTDynamics announced tWo major export conttacts:
an order for 30 20trun cannon turrets based on lItat of the

Rooivalk combat helicopter, and anollter for a remotely-

operated twin launcher for the Dragon anti.tank guided

weapon (ATGW) for a western European army. 1ST
could not disclose the names of lite customers or, in the

latter case,lIte number oflaunchcrs. .

The Dragon ATGW is a tripod-mounted system lItat

fits two Dragon launchers on eillter side of a standard

sighting unit, and mounts a night sight and an auto-

tracker. It allows lite gunner to place himself up to 50m

awayfromlitelauncher. .
1ST won lite order in competition against German,

Israeli, Swiss and UK companies. The system has been in

de\'Ciopment for 20 months, and is due for its troop tria1.~
in mid-I999. Some 100 test firings have been carried out
to date, willt a hit rate of over 90%.

'. South'Afrfcan'AgIiSt~iA1:09.8willbe'.,
,..~~-.: "" '~',' ','" .': "

<. equippedwithhome.gr~~.gJurrets'... ,. ,
, : . . .' "'j' .::-.. .

Th~AgustaA 109; which the SouthMrlcan' gove~entsclect'ed ~ '

the preferred plalform to meet the South African Air Force's
(SAAF's) requirement for light.utility helicopters, Is likely to be
fitted with an indigenous chin-mounted turret and cimnon cur.
renlly under development by 1ST DynaIJUCSand Denel subsidiary
Vektor, respectively. .

The 1ST Dynamics utility helicopter turret system has reduced
weight compared to the combat support helicopter variant, about
60kg compared to 175kg, and reduced height, 350mm compared to
875mm.It is also electrically powered as opposed to hydraulic.

Fust flight of lite turret is expected within 12 monllts and full-scale
production wilhin eight monllts after that. It is unclear whellter lite tur.
ret will be fitted to a1l40 A 109s expected to be ordered for lite SAAF.

The proposed Vektor Gun Automatic Multiple Atrununition,
(GA.\1A) was shown forllte fust time at DEXSA '98 and is being mar.
keted as lite first weapon system to be able to fire five different
calibres: 12.7mmx99mm;20mmx82mm; 14.5mmx 114mm;20mm
x 102mm and 20trunx JlOtrun HS 4041804.

The GAMA is expected to be qualified in all calibres except20rrim
x 102 in lite first half of next year and <lCvelopment is al<;o occurring for

the system to be able toflJ"Ca sixllt calibre, 12.7mmx J08mmammuni- -
tion. Different calibres are catered for by removing lite sleeve, barrel
and bolt head with conversion taking place in under 10 minutes.
Demonstrations ha\"Coccurred in Europe and ollter applications could
include ground-to-ground, naval and fixed wing.

Alison Clayton JDW SIQffR~po"u
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7) Jane's Defence Upgrade Vol II No. 24 (16-31 December 1998)

Subject on Page 6 Helicopter gun turrets.
Edited Michael J Gething AMRAeS

~HOW
news

South Africa held Its fourth defence exblbltion
_ DEXSA'98 - at tbe South African Air Force
(SAAF) base at Waterkloof from 17-21 Novem-
ber last.

During the show, tbe selection of many new
Items of defence equipment was announced.
Part of the final deals wlllinvolve technology
transfer to and licence production In Soutb
Afrlc:a. While the major platform designs are
being bought-In, many systems and equipment
will be provided by South AfTlca's own Innova-
tive industry. Helmoed-Romer Heitman reports
on the upgrade highlights of the show.

Helicopter gun turrets

LST Dynamics has announced an
export order to an undisclosed cus-
tomer lor 30 helicopter gun turrets. The
turret is essentially the same as that
de\'eloped (or the Rooivalk and will be
armed with a 20mm cannon with
selectable dual Iced.

The turret weighs 175kg,including the
cannon, leed chutes and the control
unit, and is 900mm long, 600mm wide
and 875111mhigh. It can traverse 110°to
either side. while the cannon elevates
(rom +15° to -55°, with slew rates 01
100o/secand iSo/see respectively. It can
mount the 20mm GIATF2 or similar can.
non. Turnaround is claimed to be less
than eight minutes. and the turret has
(ully integrated built.in test equipment
and is hydraulically powered.

LST Is also developing a lightweight
turret for light utility helicopters. It
hopes that some 01these turrets will be
acquired by the SAAFlor Its new A109s.

This will weigh between 50kg and

weapon 01 similar dimensions and
weight. The GAMA can be supplied in
12.irnm, 14.5mm, 20mmx82 and
20mmx102 versions. TIte turret can tra-
verse 110° to either side of the centre-
line and the cannon can elevate Irom

+10°10 -500, with slew rages of 8Oo/sec
and 500/sec respectively.

This model shows '

A
i

the 20mm LST' 'Y
lightweight turret -

.

" J
mounted on the ! _ .,;;iI
A109helicopter. . 4? .
(photo: Rupert -~ "

PengelleyIJane's) " ~

70kg, not including the weapon. and
depending on the weapon used. it is
800mm long, 470mm wide and only
350mm high, allowing lor the low
ground clearance of the A109aircralt It
is designed to take LlW's new GAMA
cannon (see JDU, Vol 11No 21 p3) or a

ATE Mi-25upgrade

Advanced Technologies and Engineer-
ing (ATE) is developing a low-cost
upgrade lor the Russian Mil Mi.24/25/35
'Hind' series 01attack helicopters. The

upgrade is being developed as a 'mar.
keting demonstrator' on the basis of
ATE's experience with the Rooivalk.
The system is modular to allow 3 client
to match the level 01an upgrade to the
threat and the available lundlng.

The 0\-er311upgrade package com.
prises a night.vision goggle (:->VG)com-
patible cockpit a new da~'injght sight
system, 3 new 20111111cannon turret and
a new anti.tank guided weapon iATGW)
system, ATE has not rele3sed details o(
the sub-systems. but it is likely that
most will be derived Irom those devel.

oped lor the Rooi"alk. A similar pack.
age could a!so be developed lor armed
Mil MI-7/li 'Hip' variants.

The decision to develop this was
taken to show ATE's capability to

upgrade attack helicopters. The
upgrade package is being tria lied on an
Mj-25 which ATE acquired for that pur-
pose. This will also allow potential
clients to line.tune their system on an
actual alr/rame before committing a
fleet to conversion.

Tellumat IFF

Tellumat, ,,,hich was formerly part 01
P/essey SA, has developed a new IFF
(Interrogation, Friend or Foe) Mode S
transponder, designated PT-2000.The
PT.2000 follows previous IFF systems
and provides lull Mode 1, 2, 3/A and C
Interrogation/reply, as well as Secure
Mode (Mode 4 or customised national
Secure mode) with an automatic code
changing lacllity.

It also oilers Mode S minimum
data-link tr3nsponder capability, with a
soltware upgrade to the (ull Mode S
extended length message (ELM)
capablJity. Soltware and firmware
upgrading and access to maintenance
In (ormation is via a Iront pane!
connector.

The unit is a 3jgth ATR box, that has
an externally accessible secure mode
cryptographic computer. It uses 28V
DC power and has no special cooling
requirements.

Control and data interfacing is
through dual.redundant MIL-STD.1553B
or ARINC-429 digital databus. The
TCAS computer interlace is via a high.
speed ARINC429link. 0..................

Advertise your upgrade products or services in this space
for only £350/DS$585

(millimum of 6 cOllsecutive iSSlIes)'"

Contact the Jane's Advertisement Sales team in the UK: Tel: +~ (0) 181 700 3855/ Fax: +~ (0) 181 7003859
or J'OUf local Jane's representath'e for details

6 Jane's DEFENCE UPGRADES VoJII No 24 (16-31 Deca"'oer 1998)
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8) Soldiers Fortune - February 1999

Subject on Page 24 The GAMA Solution.
Author Peter G Kokalis

The GAMASolution

The world's defense markets are generally in what can best be
described as a '"belt tightening" posture. With the collapse of
the Evil Empire at the start of the 19905, world opinion took

a relaxed sigh of relief as the perceived threat seemed to disappear
ovemight. That this is not really true is apparent[yof no conse-
quence, since worldwidedefense budgetshave continued to spiral
downward. To survive in this shrinking environment. arms makers
must develop and offu products that provide client states with
weapon systems that cIeMly demonstrate substantial cost savings in
one area or another.

One of the most brilliant examples of this concept is the GAMA
(Gun Automatic Multi-Ammunition) project developed by Vektor, a
division of Denel (Pty) Ltd. (Dept. SOF, 368 Selboume Avenue,
Lyttelton, Gauteng, P.O. Box 5445, Pretoria 0001, South Africa;
phone: 011-27-12-620-2387; fax: 011-27-12-620-2407). The suc-
cessful objective was to field a 20mm automatic cannon that could
be instantly convened to fire more cost-effective smaller caliber
ammunition for training, or even other
20mm rounds that a country might already
inventory in substantial quantity.

The GAMA system stans with the
dependable South African GAl cannon
which is normally chambered for the
20x82mm round. This ammunition is
manufactured only in South Africa and to

a limited extent in France. Furthermore, some authorities believe
that the 20x82mm is marginal in some applications. Researeh
commenced with the 20xllOmm Hispano HS-404 shell, which
was the longest round anticipated, and was also readily available.
The GAMA project envisioned a caliber changc to the weapon
only. not the entire gun pod. The mounting points thus would
remain the same.

The GA I itself is a vastly improved and updated version of the
German MG 151120aircraft cannon, which was designed in 1934115
a 15mm weapon but was scaled up to 2001ln during World War II at
the request of the Luftwaffe. The MG 151120 was also adopted by
the Japanese and used 115a "flexible" gun ill bombers. Subsequent
to World War II. it was emplo)-ed by the French air force.

The method of operation is roller-locked short-recoil with firing
from the open-bolt position. The cyclic rate is 650 to 750 rpm. Belt-
fed, the GA 1uses push.through disintegrating steel links. The head-
space is tixed. The bolt is a two-piece asscmbly with three lugs on

the bolt hc.ld (similar in appear-
IInce to interrupted threads) that
rotate slightly more than 57
dcgrees clockwise to lock within
recesses in a receiver bushing.
The bolt head also contains the
two locking rollers, which run
on cam tracks in an unlocking
ring inside the receiver body.

The front end of Ihe receivcr

bushing holds the barrel by
mcans of interrupted threads. A
spring-loaded. anti-bounce de-
vice that consists of a steel bal.

ance weight with a multi-strand
spring - both riding inside the
bolt carrier - serves as a stabi-

lizer for the reciprocating com-
ponents. There is a heavy com-
pression spring between the
l\.'CCiverbushing and the un[ock-
ing ring. When the barre] moves

:.1,"1 rearward in recoil, it drives the
bolt head rearward against the
cams on the unlocking ring to
rotate the bolt anti-clockwise out

of battery. A multi-strand spring
butTer at the rear of the recciver

absorbs some of the systcms
ll'Coil energy.

The principal distinction
between heavy machine guns and
automatic cllllnons lies in the
area of their ammunition. There

is often very litt]e diffcrence
between dteir cases. Propellants
and charge weights also differ
very lilllc. The primer caps on
ammunition designed for auto-
matic cannons may be of eidlcr

(right) GA1 automatic cannon cham-
bered for Ihe 20x82mm round, mount-
ed In tandem with an SS77 GPMG In
caliber 7.62x51mm NATO, on a South
Afrlcan Buffel, a mlne-protected per-
sonnel carrier. (below) GA1 converted
to fire the 12.7x99mm (.50 cal. Brown-
Ing) heavy machine gun round.

'.
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the percussion or electrical types.
The greatest difference between heavy

machine guns and cannon ammunition is
therefore in their respective projectile
types. Most cannon projectiles are shells
(i.e.. hollow projectiles which contain
explosive material that is initiated by an
impact fuze at the target or at some earlier
point during the trajectory by a time-delay
mechanism). Most, but not all, heavy
machine-gun projectiles are of Ihe solid-
ball type wilh lead or steel cores, which
sometimes have hollowed-oul areas at the
base or nose Ihat contain lracer or incendi-

ary elements. respeclively.
The GAMA project objective was 10

provide for conver&ion 10 six calibers. In
addition 10 the original 20x82mm. they are
the 20xl02mrn (US M39. mOSI often elec-
trically primed) and 20xllOmm cannon
rounds and the following heavy machine
gun cartridges: 12.7x99mm (.50 cal.
Browning), 12.7x108mm (Russian) and
14.5x1l4mm (also Russian). The US
20xl02mm is considerably more powerful
than Ihe 20x I 10mm. with a muzzJe velocity
close 10Ihal of Ihe 20x 139mm Hispano. The
design challenge was Ihe longer overall
length of the 20x II Omm round and the larg-
er rim diameter of Ihe US 20xl02mm car-
tridge (29.5 mm ver&us 25.1 mm for the
20x82mm. At first a telescoping boll carrier
was Iried, but eventually the receiver was
lengthened. The larger rim diameter
required the feed mechanism 10 be lifted.

The same link, with plastic inserts for the
smaller calibers. was used for all six cal-
ibers. The original GA I cyclic rate, 650 to
750 rpm, was relained for all calibers.

The following changes were made to
the GA I: I) The receiver body was length-
ened and is 72 mrn longer Ihan the original.
2) To get the bolt head behind the longest
round (20xIIOmm). the feed tray was
lengthened by 36 mm. There are spacers
for use with shoner rounds. 3) The car-
tridge SlOP was also lengthent."<Iby 36 mm
and thus Ihe pick-up point. where rounds
are slripped from Ihe links, remains the
same for all calibers. 4) The bolt carrier
was also lengthened by 36 mm. 5) The lOp
cover was also lengthened by 36 mm al the
fronl end to move the feed mechanism

backward in posilion over the links. 6) The
bullel lead (guide) was modified. 7) The
buffer assembly was redesigned and the
barrel spring removed. 8) And, of course,
each caliber has its own barrel. The barrels
for higher energy rounds have muzzle
breaks designed by malhemalical model-
ing. With regard 10 Ihe eleclrically-primed
US 20xl02mm case, lhe round is fully
chambered before the electric impulse
strikes the primer. This method of dis-
charge is also employed in Vektor's 30mm
DEFA 55C5 cannon.

Muzzle velocities of the various conver-

sion rounds vary considerably. The South
African 20x82mrn cannon shell leaves the

muzzle at 2,362 fps. while the 201t!IOmm

FJ.R.E. System for AR15/M16
Fully Integrated Rifle Enhancement (F.I.R.E.)

SLIC Mount
Sling and Flashlight

Attachment

round reaches 2,723 fps. Botl) Ihe US
20xl02mm canridge and the Russian
14.5x1l4 heavy machine gun round have a
muzz]e velocity of 3,380 fps.

The GAMA design forecast was done
using dynamic motion analysis.
Structural behavior was examined by
means of finile clement analysis. And,
the entire system was designed by CAD
(Computer Aided Design).

I have personally witnessed the GA 1 -
mounted on the Caspir Mk 2 Mine
Protected Vehicle (MPV) - employed with
deadly effect by Koevoet (a police coun-
terinsurgency unit) in the former South
West Africa (now Namibia) on dIe border
with Angola.

It's salient fealures are the simplicity of
il~ design, which provides for ease of main-
tenance and cleaning. its compactness and
a relatively light weight. With a 20x82mm
barrel, but without a mount, the GAl
weighs only 39 kilograms (approximalely
86 pounds), empty. This compares with 84
pounds for the 50 caliber Browning M2
HB machine gun and with 106.5 pounds for
the caliber 12.7x108mm Russian Deg-
tyarev PekJrotnyy(DP) Model 38/46 heavy
machine gun.

. The GA.\IIA projecl adds even funher
versatility to what is without queslion one of
the finest 20mm automatic cannons in the
world. The GA I can be mounted on a tripod,
in an aircraft pod, or on mounts designed for
helicopters, boats or vehicles. )i(

Multiple Aperture Device (MAD) A2 Integrated Rear Iron Sight Front Flip Up Sight

Scout F.I.R.E. Rail

CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR NEW BROCHURE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR THE LA TEST PRODUCT INFORMA TlON

GG&G
Manufacturer of Fine Mounting Systems and
Professional Tactical Weapon AccessoriesVisitOur Web Site

www.999az.com
Emall us at

99gazOaol.com

FEBRUARY 1999 ~ SOLDIER OF FORTUNE

3602 East 42nd Stravenue
Tucson, Arizona 85713 .

Phone: 520.748.7167 Fax: 520-748-7583
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9) Beeld Tuesday 27 April 1999 - SANDF,Annexure
Subject on Page 12 GAMA(Gun Automatic MultipleAmmunition).
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10) Jane's Infantry Weapons Twenty Sixth Edition 2001 - 2002

Subject on Page 366 South Africa -Vektor Gun Automatic Multiple
Ammunition (GAMA).
Edited Terry J Gander

Vektor 20 mm GA1 cannon

Description
The Veldor 20 mm GA1 cannon is chambered ror

20 .. 82 mm ammunlllon and was developed primarily
as a relatively lightweight, mull>1>tJtpose automatic
cannon for air. land and marine appliCations.

The GA1 is a gaa-assisled blowCack weapon. Firing
from an open breech. the boll is locJ<edin place by two
side flaps; after finng. gas pressure drlV8Stwo pistons
back 10 rotale these flaps and unlock the bolt. after
which resk!uaI chamber pressure forces the bolt
backwards to complete the functionIng cycle. There IS
e dual feed facility. with ammunition feed possible from
lhe 18ftor right. Rnng may be manual or etecIncaL

For aiming. lhe Armaon Ocduded Eye "'" dot
guMSlgnl is recommended. although other optical
sights can be used to suit customer requirements.

Ammunrtion typeS available include HEI. HE~T.
SAPHEI. APe. TP end Tp. T.MUZZ1evelOcttyis 720 mlS.

Vektor.produced mourrtlRgS for the GA1 include the
Veldor CVM20 tor the Casspir APe or _ 1/IIhicles.
the GVM20 Gemini vehicle mourrt with one GA1

Vektor Gun Automatic Multiple
Ammunition (GAMA)
Development
While the Veldor 20 mm GA1 cannon (see pr"",ous
errtry) has the facility to utij,se low cost 12.7/0.50
Browning ammunition for training or other purposes,
Vektor hew decoded to expend this capability SliI!
further by further modifyII'Q the concept irrto the Gun
Autom8lic Multiple AmmuniVOn (GAMA). ThiS Is
capable ot aPewing the one base cannon. the GAI, to
accommodate a variety of ammuMion caiibres and
types with a m'nimum ot associated componerrts and

cannon located over the other. the AP20 fIXed wing
gunpod. a helicopter mount. the SMM20 single marine
mcunt and the GMM20 Gemini \win manne mount A

ground tripod mounting for use by infamry is under
considenrtion.

Vektor have d_loped a CO/1V8IIionkft to provide
relatively 10WoCO$ttraining by permitting the GA 1 to fire
12.7" 99 mm 10.50 Browning) ammunition 81a cycl1C
rate ot 500 to 600 idS/min. The conversion can be
accomphshed within minutes wrthout recoulS8 to tools
and I/1\IOIvesonly a few componentS. such as changing
the barrel and bolt heed and adding a feed plate and
barrel jacket. and the introduction of ammuMion link
adaptors.

Variant
20 mm Game cannon

See rollowing errtry.

Spec:\flcatlons
CartrIdge: 20 x 82 mm
OperatIon: gas.essisted blowback
locking: flaps

--

conve~on time. According to Vektor. this allows all
calibre COnverSIons to intet1ace w~h exosting weapon
platforms and permits weapon upgrades with minimum
cost. The concept also offers considerable weapon I~e
cycle cost reduCllons and can considerably ellpand the
servica lives of exISting il1-<l8MCeweapons. In add~ion,
local ammun~jon supplies can be readily utiliSed by
rapid deployment forces.

Description
The Vektor GAMA is based on the 20 mm GA1 cannon

and has been developed to the stage where ~ can be
converted to fire the following types or ammunrtion:

Feed: diS&ntegrating link t>eIts. lell. or right-hand feed
Weight: weapon assembly with barrel. 39 kg; _.
10kg
Length: 1.77 m
Barr8I: 1.102 m

Rming: 8 grooves. rtI
Muzzle veIoc:i1y:720 m!s
Rate of fire: cycliC. 650-750 ldS/min
RecoIl force: 3.500 N

Power requirement: 22.29 V DC

Manufacturer

VekIOr. a division of Denel (Ply) Ud. 368 SelbOme
Avenue.Lyttleton.POeo. 5445. Pretoria 0001.

status
In production.

Service
South AfricanNationalDefenceForce.

20 x 82 mm (the base GA1 caiibre)
12.7 x 99 mm (0.50 Browning)
12.7 x 107 mm
14.5 x 114 mm
20x l02mm
20 x 110mm

The colMINIion ot an exiShng cannon to a new
caiibre involves only the cailbrtHensi1ive componerrts
such as the barret, breech block or boll face. barrel
ateeve. feed pawls and so on. A conversion can be
carried out in the field in as little as 10 minutes without
recourse to special tools or skills. The actual number
and type of cornponents willvary from cahbre to calibre.

Basic details of the caiibfes involved w~h the GAMA
to date include the table.

Manufacturer
Vek'.or.a dIVisionot Dene1(Ply) Ltd. 368 Selbome

Avenue.Lyttleton.PO Box5445. Pretons 0001.

Status

Qualification ot the weapon In 20 x 110 mm.
14.5" 114mm. 20,,82mm and 12.7x99mm
SCI1eduied for the first ha~ ot 1999.

UPDATED

J Vektor Gun Automatic Multiple Ammunition (GAMA) showing fhe ""neus barrel$
available _0063258Tripod-mounf9d Ve/rtor Gun Automatic Multiple Ammunition (GAMA) 20001II063257

Jane's Infantry Weapons 2000-2001

--------
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C8IIbre Weight MV Rate of fire
12.7 x 99 mm 47kg 820 mls oo Ids/min
12.7>< 107 mm 47kg 840 m/s n;sv'
14.S><114mm 50 kg 1,030 m/S 750-850 Ids/min
2Ox82mm 48 kg 720 m/s 800-700 ldS/mln
20" 102mm

(short DarreI) 50 kg 1,030 mls 700800 rdslmin
20" 102 mm

(long ba«el) 55 kg 1.030 m/s 700800 rdS/min
20:<110mm 53 kg 850 m/s 800-700 rds/min

"To be determined



11) Amendments and Additional Notes to "Rapid Fire" 

Updated - 17 April 2005 

AMEN[ 'IENTS AND ADDITIONAL NOTES TO "RAPID FIRE" ... calibres. The gun is known as the GAMA (Gun Automatic Multiple Ammunition) 
and is based on the GA-1 (aka Mauser MG 151120). Calibres ... 
quarry.nildram.co.uk/-autogun/corrections.html - 99k - Supplemental Result - Cached 
- Similar ~ a a e s  

Web Address - 
http //auarr~.nildram.co.uk/-autoaun/corrections.html 

Extraction - 
Page 101 

The South African firm of Vektor is developing a family of weapons based on the same 
design but available in different calibres. The gun is known as the GAMA (Gun 
Autornctic Multiple Ammunition) and is based on the GA-1 (aka Mzuser MG 151120). 
Calibres planned so far are as follows 12.7~99, 12.7~108, 14.5~114, 20x82, 20x102, 
20x110. Weights range from 47 to 55 kg, and RoFs from 500-600 rpm (12.7~99) to 
750-850 rpm (14.5~114). Since the 23x115 is just the 14.5~114 necked-out, i t  makes 
you wonder why they don't offer that as well! This is an interesting reminder of the 
WW2 American T17 project, which consisted of adapting the MG 151 to fire the .60 
anti-tank ammunition (the cartridge case for which was subsequently necked out to 
create the 20x102). 

12) Publication (Foreign Language) GAMA - Kulomet, Nebo Kanon 

[PDF] Sku~ina biblioaraficko-informaEni tinnosti Knihovnv PA CR vvdava ... 
File Format PDFIAdobe Acrobat - View as HTML 
Denel Ltd., piedstavenym v r. 1998. Umoihuje stiilet gesti druhy rnunice tii rfiznych. 
raii, odtud take zkratka GAMA - Gun Automatic Multiple Ammunition. ... 
www.polac.cz/knihovna/dz0506.pdf - Similar Daaes 

Web Address - 
h w f  

Extraction - 
GAMA - kulomet, neb0 k a n h ?  
I n  Stielecka revue. - 37, 2005, t. 3, s. 19. 
25 
Popis zajirnaveho zbrahovkho hybridu GAMA, u ktereho nelze jednoznaEn6 fici, zda 
se jedna o kulomet neb0 kan6n. Uvedena zbrah je vyrobkem jihoafricke zbrojni firmy 
Denel Ltd., piedstavenvm v r. 1998. Umoihuje stiilet 5esti druhy munice tii rfiznych 
raii, odtud take zkratka GAMA - Gun Automatic Multiple Ammunition. 
CZ - cze PA Eel2005 
002024 - ANAL 034268 
HRADECK?, Martin 



13) Vernick Aviation - Land Based Air Defence Glossary 

Venik's Aviation - Land-Based Air Defense Glossarv 
GAMA, Gun Automatic Multiple Ammunition. GCU, Gun Control Unit. GMG, General 
Machine 
Gun. GPMC, General Purpose Machine Gun. GPS, Global Positioning System ... 
www.aeronautics.ru/archive/reference/ Land-Based-Air-Defense-Glossary.htm - 138k 
- Cached - Similar Daaes 

Web Address - 
h t t ~  //www.aeronautics.ru/index.htm http 
//~~~.aeronautics.ru/archive/reference/Land Based Air Defense Glossarv.htm 

Extraction - 
Land-Based Air Defense Glossary 

I Term I Definition. : - . ? *  I 
FRAG 
FTA 
FTT 
FV 

9 
GAMA 
GCU 
GMG 
GPMC 

14) Vernick Aviation - Infantry Weapons Glossary 

Venik's Aviation - Infantry W e a ~ o n s  Glossarv 
GAMA, Gun Automatic Multiple Ammunition. GBAD, Ground Based Air Defence. 
GCU, 
Gun Control Unit. GL, Grenade Launcher. GLDNSM, Grenade Launcher Day-Night ... 
www.aeronautics.ru/archive/ reference/Infantry~Weapons~Glossary.htm - 171k - 
Cached - Similar Daaes 
[ More results from www.aeronautics.ru ] 

Web Address - 
h t t ~  //www.aeronautics.ru/archive/reference/Infantrv Weapons Glossary.htm 

15) ZOmm Ammunition 

ZOmm Ammunition, ZOmm Ammunition soot ... 20mm Vektor GAMA. Notes The GAMA (Gun Automatic Multiple Ammunition) 
is a variant ... 
ht tp //pmulcahy.100megs3.com/autocannons/south~afric ... 22. ... 



www.ammoamniunition.coni/4/20mmammunition/ - 23k - Supplemental Result - 
Cached - Similar ~ a a e s  

Web Address - 
h t t ~  //www.arn~oamunitiori.com/4/20mmammunition/ 

16) South Africa Automatic Cannons 

South African Autocannons 
Notes The GAMA (Gun Automatic Multiple Ammunition) is a variant of the GA1 
that 
employs a series of interchangeable barrels and feed mechanisms to fire a ... 
www.pmulcahy.com/autocannons/ south~african~autocannons.html - 39k - Cached - 
Similar PaaeS 

Web Address - 
h t t ~  / /~~~.~muIcahv.com/ai~tocannons/south african autocannons.htmI 

Extraction - 
2Omm VeMor GAMA 

Notes The GAMA (Gun Automatic Multiple Ammunition) is a variant of the GA1 that 
employs a series of interchangeable barrels and feed mechanisms to fire a large 
amount of ammunition types. The weapon is issued as a kit containing the barrels and 
receiver groups. It was first developed to allow the user to train with cheaper smaller 
caliber ammunition, but was then further developed to give the user greater utility 
with the weapon. 



E. PUBLICATIONS RELATEDTO THE PROCESS

3D Developmentalanalysis has now been introduced using Finite Element
Analysisand MotionAnalysis.The quantum leap in development was so
phenomenal that LIWand DENELengaged in the full scale marketing of this
new innovation. It also contributed to the fact that LIWwas honoured to be
the Company of the Year 1993.

1) LIW Marketing Pamphlet
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"'e ideomaybea product.11maybeonexplorationofa latent

requirementfor a product, It mayevenbe a request10reverse

engineeranexistingproduct.

We endeavourto identify and define the dienls' exact

requiremen~andneeds,usinga methodof SimuhaneousDevelopment

withthefallowingsalientfeolures:. DesignisdevelopedasanalysisisdoneonfundionsIIId interactions,

whichisthenrelatedtophyskolhardware,.WiththeaidofCADthene<es50ryvolumes,mass,physicolinterlaces,

....
N
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SorJ;sfi<o1BdCAD- the backbooeof our design sysIBms,
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MAN U F Ale T U R I N G

MAC H N N G

Highpredsionmachiningis corriedoutonconventioooland/or eHe

mlKhineswhichisfurtherenhancedbythefoilowing:

Processdesignwhichensuresthat the manufacturingproms

fonowedwill resultincomponen~ofconsistenlquatJty.

y 0 h 0 Y eu a

II

Finite element component tmIysis

geometry and inertiosare determined.

· Staticfinhe elementanalysisis done10determineslressdistribution,

deRections,tempero1uredistribution elc,

Dynamic finite element analysis is done to predict natural

frequenciesand modeshapesin componen~or strlKlUres.

Dynamic analysis is done to predict displacements,velocities and

occeleratlonof components

1 .Heprogramming.Toals,gaugesand fixture design is carriedoof far the manufacturing

processchosen. .

Moderntoolroomfadlitiesundertakethemanufactureof the

fixtures and gauges115well 115the sharpeningand retonditioning of

the required cutting toals.

II

.II
~
It

I
n n o Y a Y e d



2) DENELMarketing Pamphlet
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1. Advanced Material Products Page 5. Communication

Gauteng Precious Metals (Eloptro) 7 Video & photography services
Composite material aircraft (Media Makers) 15

components ISimera) 7 Communication support serVIces IOTB) 15

Glass reinforced plastic pipes ISomchem) 7
Brass strip: non-ferrous foundry & 6. Industrial

rolling division IPMP) 8 Dendex management consultants
Composite material products ISomchem) 8 IDendex) 16

Dendex engineering consultants 16
2. Agriculture Environmental testing IDendex) 16

Agricultural weigh bridge (OTB) 9 Ergotech occupational safety and health
Prohatch Incubation products consultants (Dendex) 16
(Somchem) 9 Product engineering IDendex) 17

Humane killer cartridges (Swartklip) 9 Simulation and gaming IDendex] 17
Electrical components -

3. Aviation VOLTCOIEloptro) 17

Attitude and heading referel"ce Automation and engineering [lrenco) 17

systems (AHRS) (Kentron) 10 Scarab 750 multi-purpose ,ndustrial
Avionic systems support [Kentron) 1C machine (LIW) 18

Dynamically tuned gyros IKentron) 10 Hard chroming of steel components
Rate gyro IKentron) 10 (Musgrave) 18

Search radar display systelr Comfy Heat - heated pads INaschem) 18

[SRDIS) (OTB) 11 Pumpall liquid dispensing pump
Airbus passenger.w-freigh'Br (Naschem) 19

conversion (Simera) 11 Turnkey plants (Naschem) 18

Aircraft ground support equipment Light/medium engineering &
manufacturing ISimera) 11 manufacturing (PMP) 18

Aircraft maintenance (Simera) 11 Metrology services (PMP) 20

Apprentice training (Simera) 12 PMP Laboratory services 20
Aviation composite componen. Industrial equipment manufacturing.

manufacturing ISimera) 12 spare parts. refurbishmelY' of
Engines ISimera) 12 machinery. cast/milied/mac/'lined.
Gears and gearbox die forged components & machll'1E!f'"/

manufacture ISimera) 12 upgrading ISimera) 20

Powertool cartridges (Swartklip) 20
4. Chemical Railway warning signals ISwartklip) 21

Industrial nitrocellulose (Somchem) 13 High speed photography services (OTB) 21

Natural tartaric acid (Somchem) 13 Slag buster kiln gun (Swartklip) 21

Nicotinamide/Niacinamide/ Contract production and assembly
Vitamin B3 (Somchem) 13 (Iranco) 21

Pigmented nitrocellulose Manufacturing management system
dispersions ISomchem) 13 (UW) 22

Potassium bitartrate ISomchem) 14
Rochelle salt ISomchem) 14 7. Information Technology
Somcell S soil-suspending and ant Apollo Informatics Training [Informatics) 23

redeposition agent (Somchem) 14 Computer Systems Integrators
Sompac Lovis/Sompac Regular Iinformatics) 23

polyanionic cellulose (Somchem) Denems emergency management
Blasting soluble nitrocellulose ISomchem) '" system [Informatics) 23



Railway warning signals
These detonators have been specially
designed for use by Transnet as warning
signals for trains and railway workers.

High spaed photography
services
DTB provides a skilled high
speed photography service for
slow motion effects in
commercial, feature and
industrial film applications. A
35mm-4E Photosonic high
speed camera with
pin-registration, 360 fps and
full reflex viewing is used.

Standard lenses can be used on the
camera.

Slag buster kiln gun
The slag buster is tough
and rugged and able to
operate in the hottest
kilns to blast away slag
build-up without having
to down the kiln.

Contract production and
assembly
Iranco offers globally
competitive:
- Procurement
- Electronic assembly.SMT and conventional.looms and cables.Mechanical assembly
- Testing and Bum-in

- Plastic injection moulding

- 128 -

Manufacturing mllnllgement
s;ystem
This integrated system provides
for a variety of manufacturing
environments including
configure to order, make to
order, make to forecast, and
make to stock. It can be used
for discrete, process, and
repetitive production. It is

structured to support manufacturing
strategies like Group Technology, Parallel
Engineering (Development), Total Quality
Control. Just-ln-Time, and Computer
Integrated Manufacturing. Management
Information which enables long term
objective development, supporting
strategy implementation. and tactical
operations monitoring, is also provided.



-------
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Innovative adaption the
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II
IW's mainstay over the years has been its
capacity for innovation, adaption and high-
tech product evaluation and there is growing
recognition throughout South African indus-
try that these are the qualities required if it is

to grow and be competitive in the decades to come.
Comments assistant general manager - Vektor Business

Unit Thys Cronje: "Our work in the design and development
of high-tech armaments has been intemationally recognised
and enables us to help our clients turn their innovations into
workable and profitable engineering solutions.

"This may involve the actual design of a new product, the
exploration of a latent requirement of an existing product, or
even the reverse engineering of the latter."

Experience has shown that the eventual success of a
project hinges on its design reflecting the client's exact
requirements and LIW employs the latest trend in product
development, Simultaneous Development (where design is
developed as analysis isdone on functions), to ensure leading
edge solutions.

Continues Cronje: "After identifying a need, the required
functions are analysed by means of a functional breakdown
to determine the lower levels of system functions and their
interaction in product performance."

Once synergy has been achieved, the functions can then
be related to physical hardware and synthesis of the product
volumes, physical interfaces and geometry can be designed
and integrated.

Before the manufacture of a prototype can commence the
critical components and characteristics are identified for
theoretical modelling.

This stage of product development involves the calcula-

tion, in real time. of critical ma~ses, inertias and stresses of

components or assemblies through Computer Aided Engi-
neering which includes:
* Static Finite Element Analysis (FEM) for the determina-

tion of stress distribution, deflections or temperature
distribution.

* Dynamic Finite Element Analysis for the prediction of
natural frequencies and mode shapes in components or
structures.

* Dynamic modelling and analysis for the prediction of
displacement, velocities and acceleration of components
in a mechanism.

Says Cronje: "The results of these analyses enable us to
revise the product's design -if necessary - before beginning
hardware manufacture:

"Once the hardware has been built the important charac-
teristics like masses, inertias, stresses and deflection dis-

placements, frequencies and mode shapes, displacements
and acceleration are confirmed.

"The design is further optimised by assimilating the test
results and implementing modifications to the design, com-
puter models or test procedures where necessary."

To summarise, it can be seen that LIW's Simultaneous

Development design process allows it to revise elements of
design on .the basis of current analyses before proceeding
with the manufacture of the hardware.

Once the modelling iscomplete and the designer assured
that all product or system requirements have been met, the
resultant data pack is then related to physical hardware.

Explains Cronje: "At this stage we have achieved the
elegant design upon which the solution to our client's engi-
neering problem will depend."

ENGINEERING WEEK REPORT - LIW .
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F. TYPICAL FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS LIBRARIES 

1 Nastran Element Library 

Element Element Description 

nt including shear center offset and variable 

Tension-compression-torsion element 

QUAD4 
'QUAD8 
QUADR 

2 D SHEAR 
[TRIA~ 
I TRIA6 
, TRIAR 
I 

Quadrilateral plate with membrane-bending or plane strain 
behavior 
Higher-order quadrilateral shell element 
Quadrilateral membrane or shell 
Shear panel 
Triangular plate with membraine-bending or plain strain behavior 
Higher-order triangular shell element 
Triangular membrane or shell 

' HEXA l ~ i x - s i ded  solid element with 8-20 grid points 
3D ; PENTA Five-sided solid element with 6-15 grid points 

,TETRA Four-sided solid element with 4-10 w id  points 

RBAR 
RBEl 

Rigid ; R B E ~  

I 
RROD 

. RTRPLT 

Rigid bar element 
Rigid body connected to an arbitrary number of grid points 
Rigid body with independent DOFs at  a grid point and dependent 
DOFs at an arbitrary number of grid points 
Pin-ended rigid rod 
Rigid triangular plate 

tion of a reference point as the weighted average 
at a set of other grid points 

% EXA Six-sided solid element with 8-20 grid points 
p-Elements I PENTA Five sided solid element with 6-15 grid points 

TETRA Four-sided solid element with 4-10 grid points 

Axisy mmetric I Conical shell 
Triangular cross section ring 

I 

Crack Tip 
, CRAC2D 
CRAC3D 

General 

'GENEL 

-- - 

Two-dimensional crack tip element 
Three-dimensional crack tip element 

6-by-6 symmetric mass matrix 
Concentrated mass with offsets 
Direct matrix input 
General element 



2) Nastran Load Application Library 

1 ~ o a d  Type /LO; d Name 1 Description 

1 I MOMENT Concentrated moment (several variations) 

FORCE I Concentrated force (several variations) 
Point 

1 Cu rve I GM LOAD I Load distributed along a geometric curve 
PLOADl Concentrated, uniform, or linear load applied to I D  elements 

I GMLOAD Load distributed along a geometric surface 
Suiiace IPLOAD I Pressure load applied to 2D elements or the face of 3D elements 

(several variations) 

Volume 
G RAV Steady-state acceleration vectors 
RFORCE Angular velocity or acceleration 

GM BC Enforced displacements for geometry (curves and surfaces) 
Enforced Motion GMSPC Constraints applied to geometry 

SPC Constraints applied to grid points (several variations) 

1 Thermal 
Temperatures applied to grid points (several variations) 
2D element temperature field 

TEMPRB I D  element tem~erature field 

I FORCEAX I Concentrated force 
MOMAX Concentrated moment 

Axisymmetric IPLoADIX PRESAX I Surface traction 
Pressure loadina 

I I 
- 

SPCAX Constraints 
TEM PAX Applied temperatures 

General IDMI 1 ~ i r e c t  matrix input 

]combination JLOAD [combines load sets 



G. TYPICAL MOTION ANALYSIS LIBRARIES

1) Mechanica Motion Tcolbox - Connectivity Library

Mechanica prior to the use of Adams was used to assemble and analyse the
motional behaviour of the GAl and GAMA.
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COUPLI NG SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

Pin or X Degreesof Freedom:1 Rotation, 0
Revolute Translation

U-Joint Degreesof Freedom:2 Rotation, 0
Translation

A Degreesof Freedom:3 Rotation, 0
Gimball Translation

on a fixed defined axis..

Cylindrical , Degrees of Freedom: 1 Rotation, 1
Translation

Slider Degrees of Freedom: 0 Rotation, 1
Translation

Planar Degrees of Freedom: 1 Rotation, 2
Translation

Degrees of Freedom: 3 Rotation, 0
Ball Translation

on a unreferenced / undefined axis.

Free .Jl Degreesof Freedom:3 Rotation, 3
Translation

6 DOF A Degreesof Freedom:3 Rotation, 3
Translation

Bearing xl
Degreesof Freedom:3 Rotation, 1
Translation

Weld * Degrees of Freedom: 0

Slot 2D Planar open path movement
(Curve path/Follower point)

Cam 2D closed path movement (Driver
Cam/Follower Cam)

Ground Point Fixed point in WCS



2) Mechanica Motion Toolbox - Loading Library
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TYPEOF LOAD SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
Fixed Force / Force in a fix directionaccordingto a

defined axis and point.
Follower Force / Force2ssigned to a point on a moving

component (Linearly&Angularity)
FixedTorque Momentaround a defined axis

FollowerTorque X Momentarounda pointona moving
component(Linearly&Angularity)

Joint Axis A Forcebetween to components along
the definedaxis or coupling
Friction

Pointto Point / Force between two components.

Driver Define a Velocity, Displacement or
Accelerations at axis or joint

Bushing Loads a long the axis of a 6 DOFjoint
that connects two parts

Flexible Beam Force or a Torque along a axis of a 6
DOFjoint that connects two parts.

Gravity Gravity along a any defined axis in the
WCS.

Custom Combination to user requirement



H. AMMUNITION DATA 

PMP a Div of DENEL is one of cur main ammunition manufacturers. PMP 
specialises in the development and manufacturing of small to medium 
calibre ammunition for the local and the export market. Research and 
development in this field assisted the author to obtain data related to 
foreign ammunition. Besides accessibility to Data Sheets, Ammunition 
Development Specifications and Reports at PMP, overseas manufacturer's 
of foreign ammunition were also approached for data that could assist in 
the development of the GAMA. 

Listed below is a summary of publications used:- 

Data Sheet: 12.7~99 mm, Ball; Tracer; IT; API; APIHC Ammunition 
(TP0682-6/1), PMP [078] 

Data Sheet: 20x82 mm, TP; TPT; HEI; HEIT; SAPHEI Ammunition, 
20x82/11 PMP [079] 

Ammunition Interface Control Document 20x82 mm, 03371-01-0002, 
PMP [080] 

Data Sheet: 14.5~114 mm Ammunition and Chamber, Triebe-, 
Waffenwerkzeuge G - ~  [081] 

Data Sheet: 20x102 mm Vulcan TP; TPT; AP; API; HEI; HEIT-SD 
Fa bricaciones Extremefias S.A. [082] 

Data Sheet: Municion Para Cafioness A.A (Ammunition for A.A. 
Cannons) 20/70 (20x110 mm) HEI; HEIT Fabricaciones Extremefias 
S.A. [083] 

Specification 2Omm Hispano Suiza Cartridge Type 804 for Aircraft, Anti 
Aircraft and Infantry Guns, Unknown [ o w ]  

Specification Ammunition and Chamber Data: Standardisation 
Agreement 20 mm Ammunition for Airborne Weapons US M50 Series 
(20x102 mm) STANAG 3585 Ed 2, NATO, July 1973 [oss] 

Army Ammunition Data Sheets - Small Calibre Ammunition FSC 1305, 
TM 43-0001-27, Headquarters of the Army Washington, June 
198 1 [O86] 

10. Ammunisie Spesifikasie vir Hoedruk Rondtes vir 20mm GA1 Geskut, 
376/09001/0082/A/03, LIW, Junie 1984 [OW] 

-' Unknown / Not visible on paper copy 



11. Data Sheet: 12.7~99 mm Ammunition, Small Caliber Ammunition, Olin 
Corp, 1986 [088] 

12. Product and acceptance specification for Round 20mm PRAC M2A1 
Type 151, 03-1305-3502-0-10401 Issue 4, PMP, 22 September 1987 
~0891 

13. Product and acceptance specification for Round ZOmm HE1 MIA3 Type 
151, 03-1305-3503-0-10401 Issue 6, PMP, 22 September 1987 [oso] 

14. Product and acceptance specification for Round 20mm SAPHEI MIA2 
Type 151, 03-1305-3504-0-10401 Issue 5, 14 September 1987 [091] 

15. Small Arms Today - Latest report on the world's Weapon and 
Ammunition, 2nd Edition, Edward C Ezell, Stackpole Books, 1988 [092] 

16. Product and acceptance specification for Round 20mm PRAC-T MIA1 
Type 151, 03-1305-3693-0-10401 Issue 4, PMP, 11 February 1988 
LO931 

17. Product and acceptance specification for Round 20mm HEI-T MIA3 
Type 151, 03-1305-3739-0-10401 Issue 7, 11 February 1988 [ow] 

18. Development Specification for 20x110 mm HS 804 Type TP; TP-T; 
HEI; HEIT, 04649-010001-115001 Issue 1, PMP, July 1991[osr] 

19. Data Sheet: 20x102 mm TP; TPT; SAPHEI Improved 20mm 
Ammunition, Olin Corp 1992 [096] 

20. Report: 14.5 mm Wapentoetse, SVPB/001/92, PMP, 23 January 1992 
LO971 

21. Cannon 20 to 40 mm Calibre - Design Safety Principles and Guidelines 
for the Testing and Assessment of safety and suitability for service 
pillar proceeding, Ordnance Board Proceeding PI05 & P107, Ordnance 
Board London, July 1992 and September 1992 [098] 

22. Data Sheet Facsimile : 20x102 mm, Cartridge Cal ZOmm HEI, M56A3, 
De Kruithoorn N.V. S-Hertogenbosch Holland, 7 September 1995 [oss] 

23. Data Sheet: 20x102 mm TP Ammunition, Companhia Brazilleira de 
Cartuchos, 30 May 1996 [loo] 

24. Condensed Specification for 12.7~99 BALL and Tracer Boxer, 03- 
13x2301-23008, PMP, June 1996 [IOI] 

25. Facsimile - Specification: 20x102 mm TP Ammunition, SS-CBC 
082.309.09A1 Companhia Brazilleira de Cartuchos, 18 February 1997 
[I021 



26. Ammunition Specification for the GAMA Weapon System 12.7~99 High 
Pressure Rounds, 747/00002/0200, Author (Vektor), 1 October 1997 
[lo31 

27. Facsimile Data Confirmation: 12.7~99 mm & 20x82 mm Ammunition 
Performance Data 27 October 1997 [lo41 

28. Facsimile - Drawings: 12.7~99 mm Ammunition, PMP, 13 February 
1998 [lo51 

29. Facsimile: 20x102 mm Ammunition, Raufoss Technology AS, 25 June 
1998 11061 , 

30. Jane's Ammunition Handbook, Ninth Edition 2000-2001, Terry J. 
Gander and Charls Q. Custhaw, Janes Information Group Inc. [lo71 

31. Munitions pour cannon de 20 MG 151, MANURHIN [I081 



1) 20x82 mm MG-151 Ammunition Interface

Measured Pressure Time curve of a typical 20x82 mm Round

PRESSURE CURVE
20 x 82 mm Ammunition

300

250

200
'ii
D..
:!:-
!150=II)
!

D..
100

50

o
0.0000 0.0010 0.0020 0.0030 0.0040 0.0050 0.0060 0.0070 0.0080 0.0090 0.0100

Time [5]

1

Ammunition types used during GAMAdevelopment: PRAC, HEI
be applicable
Piezo pressures through cartridge case
P(Average) = 275 MPa at 210:1: 20 Celsius
P(Average) + 30" = 310 MPa at 210:1: 20 Celsius
P(Tempmaximin) = 296 MPaat 60° Celsius
V(MuzzleAverage) = 720 m/s
Mass: Round = 205 g
Projectile = 110 g
P(HighPressure) = 330 - 350 MPa

t,
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2) 12.7x99 mm Ammunition Interface

Ammunition types used during GAMAdevelopment: Ball, Tracer
Copper crusher pressures in front of cartridge case.
P(Average) = 340 MPa at 210:i: 20 Celsius
P(Average)+ 3cr = 380 MPa at 210:i: 20 Celsius
P(Tempmaximin) = 362 MPa at 52° Celsius
V(MuzzleAverage) = 865 m/s :i: 12 m/s
Mass = 146 g
P(High Pressure) min = 472 MPa (Piezo) / 429 MPa (Copper
crusher) at 21°
P(HighPressure)max = 493 MPa(Piezo) / 448 Mpa(Copper
crusher) at 21°
[P(High Pressure )MIN

[P(High Pressure )MAX
Proof Pressures

> (P(Tempmaximin)+ 3cr)]
> (P(Tempmaximin)+ 4.75cr)]
=550-570 MPa International12.7x99mm

[096]

3) 14.Sxl14mm Ammunition Interface

Ammunition types to be used during GAMAdevelopment: Ball
P(Average) = 409 MPa at 210:i: 20 Celsius
V(MuzzleAverage) = 1030 m/s
Mass = 190 g
P(Hi9hPressure) = 540 MPa

4) 20xl02 mm Ammunition Interface

Ammunitiontypes to be used during GAMAdevelopment: TP
P(Average) = 417 MPaat 210 :i: 20 Celcius
V(MuzzleAverage) = 1030 m/s
Mass = 257 g
P(High Pressure) = 431 - 500 MPa Test Ammunition
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5) 20xll0 mm Ammunition Interface

Ammunition types to be used during GAMAdevelopment: Ball
and HEI
P(Average)
V(MuzzleAverage)
Mass

P(Hi9h Pressure)

-- ------

= 304 MPaat 150 ::I:20 Celsius
= 850 m/s ::I:15 m/s
= 260 g
= 363 MPa
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I. TYPICAL INTERNAL BALLISTIC DATA 

1) Barrel and Ammunition 20x82 mm Input File 

File: IB20x82mm.INP 
*20x82 GUN & AMMUNITION 
0.100 : Projectile mass (kg) 
0.039 : Charge mass (kg) 
0.020 : Bore diameter (m) 
1.027 : Shot travel (m) 
5.9874E-6 : Projectile Izz (kg m2) 
0.16 : Coefficient of friction 
*PRESSURE 
0.00E+00 0.00E+06 
5.00E-04 3.13E+06 
7.50E-04 9.38E+06 
1.00E-03 2.03E+07 
1.25E-03 6.88E+07 
1.50E-03 2.28E+08 
1.75E-03 2.75E+08 
2.00E-03 2.28E+08 
2.25E-03 1.47E+08 
2.50E-03 9.69E+07 
2.75E-03 6.56E+07 
3.00E-03 4.84E+07 
4.00E-03 1.88E+07 
5.00E-03 1.09E+07 
6.00E-03 7.19E+06 
7.00E-03 4.06E+06 
8.00E-03 2.50E+06 
9.00E-03 0.00E+06 
*ALPHA 
0.OE-3 6.5 
1027.0E-3 6.5 



2) Barrel and Ammunition 20x82 mm Output File 

File: IB20x82mm.OUT 

Time 
Cmsl 

0.000E+00 
5.000E-04 
7.500E-04 
1.000E-03 
1.250E-03 
1.500E-03 
1.750E-03 
2.000E-03 
2.250E-03 
2.500E-03 
2.750E-03 
3.000E-03 
4.000E-03 

ResF 
CNI 

0.000E+00 
4.906E+02 
1.470E+03 
3.182E+03 
1.078E+04 
3.574E+04 
4.311E+04 
3.574E +O4 
2.304E+04 
1.519E+04 
1.028E+04 
7.587E+03 
2.947E+03 

Disp 
Cml 

0.000E+00 
1.937E-03 
4.357E-03 
9.917E-03 
2.612E-02 
7.760E-02 
1.716E-01 
3.009E-01 
4.530E-01 
6.200E-01 
7.972E-01 
9.819E-01 
1.027E+00 



J .  STRAIN GAUGE BRIDGE CIRCUIT REFERENCE SHEET 

Thc 'cllowing is an extraction f rom the HBM Strain Gauge booklet: Applying 
the ','heatstone Bridge Circuit by K Hoffmann. 

Vote: A cylindrical shaft is assumed for torque measurement, example 13,14,15. For reosons of 
symmetry bending in X and Y direction is allowed. For the bar with rpuara or rectangular cross 
section the same conditlona ere valld Explanation of symbols: t = temperature, P = normel force,' 
Mb = bending moment, Mbx, M b  - a6 Mb but for X and Y directions, Md torque. Thew influenu 
result in nnins 6r, (n, q,, +x, Cby,& respectively. E is the effective strain at the point of memure- 
ment Zo for P end Mb in normal (axial) direction, for Md under qP + 45'. 

--&- - 8 active strain gauge, 

- gauge for tempereture compensation 

-o- - pussive gauge or re8laor 

Tsble compiled by Mr. J. Bornhardt, fira publishad in ELEKTRONIK 16 (1'967) No. 9, 



K. CORRESPONDENCE RELATED TO THE GAMA PROJECT 

The following are either an extraction from the author's tlectronic mail 
server or copies of documentation that are relevant t o  the GAMA project. 

1) Demonstration: United Kingdom - Harley Valley, South Wales 
From: Dirk Taljaard 
Sent: 05 July 1997 10:32 AM 
To: 'G ES/SAT1 
Cc : Leon Pienaar; Andre van Heerden 
Subject: RE: GAMA CANNON DEMONSTRATION IN JULY 

Dear Rui, thank you for your comments and fax send to  Brain Tucker and Leon Pienaar 
(by Mr.Cardoso.) We will act on your recommendations and reply to you. 
Since we have been unable until now to get confirmation from yourself and BAF on 
your attending the demonstration in 2 weeks, we have decided to send the GAMA 
Cannon to  the UK for a demonstration to  the MOD on there request. It will be back by 
the 25 of July meaning we can give the demo by 30 July. 
Final details to be send later. 

Regards, Dirk 

2) Demonstration: Brazilians-Roodewal Bombing Range Pietersburg 
From: GES/SAT[SMTP:gessat@embraer.com.br] 
Sent: 03 July 1997 12:58 
To: Dirk Taljaard 
Subject: GAMA CANNON DEMONSTRATION I N  JULY 

Dear Mr. Dirk 

We agree with your test program proposal ( Appendix A of your last Fax ) 
for the new demonstration, with the following recornendations below: 

1- To control the systematic deviation, before and after firing; 

2- To measure the dispersion cones ( 80% and 100% ). 

Please confirm the schedule for this test. 

Best Regards 

Rui Dias 

3) Generation of an International Press Release 

I From: Basch , Sam [SamB@denel.co.za] 
Sent: 13 November 1998 10: 14 AM 



To: Andre van Heerden 
Karries Karemaker 

Subject: RE: media release 

Andre 

Dankie hiervoor. Ek het reeds die veranderinge op my afskrif gemaak - inderdaad die 
terme uitgeskryf sodat leke-joernaliste dit ook sal verstaan - en by die skou druk ek 
die vrystelling na behoefte uit. 
Trouens, ek het 'n vouer waarin ek die goed uitgee, waarin ek ook die foto's insit. 

Ek kan jou byna van publisiteit waarborg, want daar is joernaliste van die tegniese 
tydskrifte wat hierin sal belangstel. Dit sal ook gepos word aan ander wat nie by 
DEXSA sal wees nie. 

By die skou sal ek mense na jou toe bring om verder hieroor te gesels. 

Jou hulp word hoog op prys gestel. 

SAM 

From: Andre van Heerden[SMTP:AndreV@liw.denel.co.za] 
Sent: 13 November, 1998 09:54 
To: 'samb@ denel.co.zal 
Cc: Karries Karemaker; Frans Germishuizen; Dirk Taljaard; Eric 
Van Eeden 
Subject: FW: media release 

----- Original Message----- 
From: Basch , Sam [SMTP:SamB@denel.co.za] 
Sent: 12 November 1998 12:OO 

Andre van Heerden 
Karries Karemaker 

Subject: media release 

Andre 
Enclosed is the GAMA media release as I've adapted it. Please check 
for factual accuracy, although I've not changed any technical info. 
I t  ABSOLUTELY VITAL that I get a batch of the photograph showing the 
different barrels. We normally have a supply of around 50 copies on 
hand to give to the journalists. Each photograph must have a caption 
on the back (self-adhesive labels) just to indicate what it is, and 
when the picture was released (1998). Remember, journalists might 
separate the pictures from the media release, with the result that 
they no longer remember what is depicted in the photograph. 
Can you order me the supply of photographs? 
Finally, I believe Karries or Brian Tucker should give approval for 
the release. 
Kind regards 

SAM 3 BASCH 



4) Negotiations: Ammunition Manufacturers Participation in GAMA 

a) Primex Technologies Inc. 

From: Max Waterman JSMTP: MWaterman@email.msn.toml 
Sent: 19 November 1998 05:46 
To: Karries Karemaker 
Subject: 20 x 102 mm Rounds for GAMA 

Dear Adrian, 

It was a pleasure to meet with you at DEXSA 98. I know that you will be extremely 
busy following the show, however I would be grateful if, by return of E-mail, you would 
forward to  me a formal request for quotation for the 20 x 102 mm High Pressure 
rounds you requested, as well as your request for a box of free issue HE ammunition 
for the GAMA. 

I believe that on the basis you would be willing to work with us in the future, allowing 
us to become your exclusive 20 x 102 supplier, we may be in a position to help out. 

Please forward this at your earliest opportunity. 

Many thanks and best regards, 

Max Waterman 
Director International Marketing 
Primex Technologies Inc 

From: Max Waterman[SMTP:MWaterman@email.msn.com] 
Reply To: Max Waterman 
Sent: 27 May 1999 12:35 
To: Eric Van Eeden 
Cc : Gleason, Tom; Fahrney, Gary - Marion 
Subject: Re: Primex 20x102 ammunition for GAMA 

Eric, 

Many thanks for the request. This has been passed to the Marion plant to 
raise a quotation for you. Our minimum order quantities are generally in the 
25 - 50,000 round range for these natures of ammunition, however I am 
hopeful of being able to pull something together for you from inventory. 

I was discussing with Andre the possibility of a longer term relationship 
with Vektor for ammunition supply - would be grateful at some later stage 
for the opportunity to  go through this with you. 

Will revert as soon as information received. 

Many thanks and best regards 

b) Eurodef Ltd. 

From: ordtec[SMTP:ordtec@ordtec.com] 
Sent: 2 1  May 1999 01:50 
To: Eric Van Eeden 
Subject: E90521-LW1 ref. ammo 20x110 20x102 



From: EURODEF LTD
22 LEaF. DIMOKRATIAS
NEO PSYCHIKO15451 - GREECE

e-mail: eurodef@ordtec.com

web: www.ordtec.com

Fax: 30 - 1 - 672-2794 Tel: 674-7534

Subject: Enquiry for ammo 20 mm x 110 and 20 mm x 102

SUBJECT 2
Coming to the ammo enquiry now: there exist millionof rounds
of 20 mm x 110 in all types including TP target practice.
Other types include HE, HEI,AP, API,APIT, Incendiary, etc.
These rounds were manufactured in the 1970sbut
are fully functionableas trials priorto sale to Asianand
South American Customers last year demonstrated.

This ammo was declared as surplus because all three armed
forces use the following calibres: 30 x 173, 20 x 139, 23 x 152
and the 20 x 110 weapons (in AAA roles) are obsolete.

The price is $3.15 USD per round for typical orders of a good few thousands (say
15000 to 20000 rounds). For larger quantities we
can negotiate with the MoD a much better price.

Regarding minimum order quantity: we have not really addressed
this issue so far. All sales were minimum one container load
with empty space, as its maximum capacity of 30000 rounds
was not ordered.

Pressumably we will have to examine the MOQ issue on the following
basis: a] the transportation cost b] whether the MoD will consider
being involved in a small order c] your budget and actual
operational requirements.

Regarding transport, we can safely state that since it is IMCO class,
the cost for one container, half full or full,would cost $9500 USD
or more from Piraeusto Durban.Air transport for smallerquantities,
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say 1000 rounds, would also be possiblc but only on cargo aircraft, e.g LUFTHANSA or 
SWISSAIR via Europe. I n  this case the r cd tape and need for various permits plus the 
high air transport cost itself, would almcst double the value of each round by the time 
it would 
get to Jan Smuts. 

Regardless of the cost, which is an issue to be considered taking 
into account your feedback on [b] and [c] above, there will be 
a requirement for an export license. This should present no problem 
at all for RSA and does not take very long. 

Since RSA is a non NATO country, in addition to MOD and Foreign Affairs Ministry there 
is a need for Cabinet final approval. The latter 
is only a formality once the other two have given the green light. 
The time typically taken is 7 weeks and in extreme cases 9-10 weeks. 

This time counts from receipt of three (3) original EUCs (End 
User Certificates) which can be on MOD, ARMSCOR or S.A.D.F 
letterhead, stating the intented use of the ammo and signature 
of official verified by Hellenic Embassy in Pretoria. (standard practice). 

SUBJECT 3 
Coming to 20 x 102 m m  VULCAN M61 and M39A2 cannons ammo: 
this we can supply also, but there is no surplus stock. 
Our Air Force alone has some 550 guns of the two above types and 
a smaller quantity with Navy Phalanx and Army mobile units. 
We can supply TP, TP-T and HEI, HEI-T rounds the cost of which, 
linked new production is $11.95 for practice and combat rounds 
start from $13.95 to $16.55 depending on the type. 
The designation PGU is not immediately identifiable; could it be 
perhaps multi-purpose or telescopic ? please advise. 

I hope the enclosed information is of some use to you so as to be 
able to make calculations and move the project to its next phase. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you need any additional data 
or to discuss other details. My cellular number is 30 - 932 - 46.29.18 

I look forward to hear from you soon. 

Kind Regards 

Yiannis Kavaratzis 

5) Demonstration: SANDF - GAMA Integrated with OWS Platform. 

From: Dirk Taljaard 
Sent: 07 July 1999 03:05 PM 
To: Andre van Heerden 
Subject: AMS 

Bevestig AMS vir week van 26e, en hou die 29e oop vir 'n klein demo aan SANW van 
die OWS stelsel. 
Dirk 



6) Demonstration: Tanzania - GAMA Integrated with OWS Platform. 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject 

Dirk Taljaard 
11 August 1999 05: 19 PM 
Andre van Heerden; Willie Morrison; Herman Louw 
Frans Germishuizen; David Barnes; Karries Karemaker 

DEMO TANZANIE 20/8/99 

Menere, 
Ons beplan 'n demo aan Tanzanie (Krygkor - Gert Hattingh) op 20 Augustus 99 te 
Paardefontein om 13h00. (Op OWS montasie op bote.) 
Wapens: Gama 82/12,7/14.5/110 op driepoot. 

AGL op driepoot. 
Bevestig asb julle instemming. 

Herman, kan jy asb die baan reel so gou as moontlik - kostes, baanoff. dokumente 
ens. 

Dankie, Dirk. 

7) Show: EUROSATORY 

From: Karries Karema ker 
Sent: 16 February 2000 03:46 PM 
To: Dirk Taljaard; Ken Becker 
Cc: Frans Germishuizen; Andre van Heerden; Eric Van Eeden 
Subject: RE: GAMA EUROSATORY 

Dirk 
As dit die enigste GAMA is dan moet ons asb so reel dat dit gaan. 

Dankie 
Karries 

----- Original Message----- 
From: Dirk Taljaard 
Sent: 16 February 2000 10:08 
To: Ken Becker 
Cc: Karries Karemaker; Frans Germishuizen; Andre van Heerden; Eric Van 
Eeden 
Subject: GAMA EUROSATORY 

Ken, 
Die enigste GAMA wat beskikbaar is, is die een wat in die uitstalarea is. As dit reg is 
met Karries kan ons hom stuur. 
Ek stel voor dat hy vir kortste moontlike tyd gaan, nie maande voor die tyd nie, en so 
gou moontlik terug kom. 

Dirk 
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8) Request GAMAfor Black Hawk UH-60 Helicopter

;..~
,~~

~~""'-"'""''''''' .~w""'.,
. , '. -.> eF'A:X' ,.''':l .

-; ".. ."':~~',. "' ",.' '. '" '.'",
'" , . . , '" ~MAQS1j:jD:ttDA'" ... ,.i!! >IJ... !!!~ i!j' '" F'tt ~ ~.. ~"r"'~

MUNDiAL.rJEAGENc"Wf'('~Vlclos~INDU$TRiALES' 'tomrtir.4DOR:33822'66

_ .,~'. :~'7!>NriAi:25)lS02"," " '" F~.~O:28~093&' t,
-Ii: SAN,,-AFEDE'BOOOTAD.C..,COLOMBIA "'''rd(a}Unpsat,~..:O''

l'~IamfOfU£STINATio:HAX: 0092 126262407 il'E.CHA./DATE:.:.MAY31 2000
" I1&., LEONP!ENAAR. ,ClA./~AN'!:" VEKTOR
~FRDlI:' GERARDO PARDO SOFA.~ I!'A1c~o..~~ fAX: . 650-00

: ~'~c;I).)~€~~J~CP~1IJSTO~!/I,"p~~S)IP,~at(~ ,11'i.oINA~o..il'AaE NO.: ' " t/l
SIUSTEDNO REC!BETODASLAS PAG!NAS DE ES1r.FJJC, POR FAV INF<>RMP.NOS INMIIDIAT.u&;NTE
KINOLY',,\D\1S5 US'}1ltMEDIA1:St..!.Y IF THJS DOC'IJMENT WAS NOTkecEIVED CORRECtLY

URGENT
+ iii';';' _ ~ ~ , >~., f"rl ,

ReF:'2Omm CANNONS.O FIREDAMMUNmONNATO20X 102mm.," .. "" .' '" '" .., , "

" Dear t..eon:
.

Acccniingto yourta~e ccnversatlonwithju:iolalemea, please send LISthe 20mm
canna.,,: Cjuc-tat:O:1 including ir. t'1i> ;;iico:

. .50mm barrel ccnversion kit.
" ~

. A barTel fo(21r.mtinitior:' 20 x 102mm

_ _Ortthe:other::nand.;the-20mrrfcanr.oiisWiifbei/'!s!aI!edort the PbD Ofthe BlackHawk Ur.-60~ ----
. hel!~p.!8rs.~:"PI~se'bit- ~dvisedthat-It is' very important to -delivery a - POa"-for the

~elT.1~Q,O.due toJhe fact.that suer.acquisitionwould-notbe open to other competitors-
fY,stfor us.JMAGSIND-J..mA~~ey 'Ni/l-onJy-declde-the-purchase of-the material
dependir)~cl'f the demonstration resui'r"s.

. The Cck)mblan Slack H.."VJ!(sused French perchas to catch the POD.

. The CAF doesncrlwant an ammunition box (whichit is attached to the POD), they want
an eXieror ~t -:hatcculd store 3 lotmore thatl 250 ~Ot;nds..

Finally,I would app.'1ICiateyour FOmpt quotation3t the latest by toinorrow9:00 a.m.
ColOmbian, in oraertO Present the of!'erto CAF.This buslne$$ seems very good.

"
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9) Request GAMA for Augusta A109 Helicopter 

Programme Manager Weapon Systems 
Mr G.F.S. Hattingh 

ARMAMENT REQUIREMENT FOR PROJECT FLANGE: SAAF AGUSTA A100 

1. Project FLANGE is in the process of investigating the Armament requirement for the 
A109 with the OPO and HSG. 

2. The Agusta A109 URS, version 5, page 16 and par 25.1.9 refen to the Gamma 
GA1 rnutli calibre cannon and automatic grenade launcher as a strapon cannon. This 
requirement is still outstanding and the Systems Group must decide If this requirement sWI 
exists. It has been decided that the canonlmachine gun will be a door mount. The calibre 
size needs to be resolved. The first SAAF A109 airframe is already on the assembly line 
and the possibility of changing the airframe structure will not be cost-effective or feasible. 

3. Any additional information regarding the details and the status of the Armament for 
the A109 will be appreciated. Information can be forwarded to the local Project Office. 

(M.H. CHRISTIE) 
PROJECT FLANGE TECHNICAL OFFICER RSA: LT COL 

nFR-26-2ElX 11: 10 FROM:IY(IISCOR-GrlS 012 4a32323 TO: 06640774 P: 1 

CONFIDENTIAL - - h  &fJfJW A L JAwlCJlO 3139l3016.6 

Telephone: (012) 428-2326 Department of Defence 
Facsimile: (012) 347-0101 Departmental Aquieition and 
Enquiries: Lt Cd M.H.Chr~stis Procurement Division 

Directorate Air Force Acquisition 
Private Bag X9lO 
Pmloria 
mi 
14 February 2002 

26M-2862 11:B 
CONFIDENTIAL 

612 4 m 2 3  96% P.P l  

7 



10) Request GAMA in a Gunpod for Brazilian's Aircraft 

From: Philippe T. Braganca [mailto:~tba!--~b@iis.com.brl 
Sent: 06 May 2004 09:23 PM 
To: Leon Pienaar 
Subject: RE: Embraer 20 mm cannon & pod 

Dear Leon, 
Thank you for your message. Good answer. Will see what Rui's comments are. From 
what I can remember the 20x102 mm ammo was a Brazilian imposition, may be for 
the exported aircraft they can offer the other options. 

Do you have an answer concerning the canopy severance cord? Embraer is very eager 
to import, also they asked me if there are seat ejection charges made in South Africa. 
would you know who makes them? 

Sorry to hear that you have to travel so much. I tried to call you at home yesterday, 
but a lady answered and said you no longer lived there ( I  dialed 997-1376). What is 
your new number? I s  your office number still 620-9111? Please confirm. 

Best regards, 
Philippe 

On 5/6/2004 at 1:38 PM Leon Pienaar wrote: 
Hello Philippe, 

I have been out of country for some time. Before I left I made contact with Graham 
and asked him to contact you if only just to send my regards. I will be out of office 
next week again. 
You will remember that the weapon namely the GAMA could fire different calibres 
namely 12.7mmr 14.5mm, 20 x 82mm, 20 x 1lOmm and 20 x 102mm. Regarding 
Rui's message all I can say is that Vektor has qualified the weapon but not for the 
2Omm x 102mm ammunition ( the calibre used by Brazil). The system can definitely 
handle the 20 x 102mm ammunition but Vektor still had to fire at least a few hundred 
rounds more before the weapon could be qualified with the 20x 102 ammunition. 
Vektor has not done this yet. 
I hope this will clarify the situation. I am sure i t  will not cost very much to finalise and 

qualify the weapon. One of the engineers that used to work on the project is still 
involved with the weapon - he is doing his doctorate on the weapon and therefore I 
can assure you that the weapon has not been moth-balled yet. 
Regards, 
Leon 

From: Philippe T. Braganca [mailto:ptbamb@iis.com.br] 
Sent: 21 April 2004 09:52 PM 
To: Leon Pienaar 
Subject: Embraer 20 mm cannon & pod 

Dear Leon, 
Below is a translation of an email from Rui Dias, where he too insists on some news 
about the development of the 20 mm cannon by LIW, as I have requested you in my 
last email. 
Could you please give me a return on this? 
Best regards, 



Philippe 

*********** BEGIN FORWARDED MESSAGE *********** 

On 4/21/2004 at 9: 18 AM rdias@embraer.com.br wrote: 

D. Philippe, 

Pod do Canh%o de 20 mm. Conversei com o Henrique. NSo existe nada de 
20 mm cannon pod: I spoke with Henrique. There is nothing concrete on this 
concreto nesta eventual aquisi@o. De fato ele andou questionando alguma 
potential acquisition. I n  fact, he asked some questions concerning this subject 
coisa com rela@o a este assunto quando esteve na Africa do Sul. Mas sem 
when he was in South Africa, but without having anything in sight ...... 
nada em vista ... 
Ainda com rela@o ao pod do canhzo da LIW, eu gostaria de saber se houve 
Still with regard to the pod of LIW's cannon, I would like to  know if there was 
alguma evolu@o. Paramos no ponto em que ela estava fazendo um "upgrade" 
any development. We stopped at the point where LIW was doing an "upgrade" 
no canhSo, para emprego da muni@o brasileira. Houve algum progresso? 
on the cannon, for the use of Brazilian ammo. Has there been any progress? 
Recomenda@3es ao Sr. Leon Piennar (grande pessoa). 
My regards to Mr. Leon Pienaar (a great guy). 

Atenciosamente, 
Sincerely, 
Rui 



L. DATA BASES USED DURING THE DEVELOPMENT OF GAMA 

1) Heading Extraction: Test Data Base Log File "GAM-DBT1.XLWw 

Configuration Log Sheet 

CONflGURATlON I DESCRIPTION I WEAWN I CRADLE I AMMUNITION 

Test History Log 

Instrumentation Log 

Snag History Log 

DATE IsERIESIFRACAS #I DESCRlFglON I ACTION I 



2) Heading Extraction: Simulation Log File "GAl&GAMA-DATA.xlsW 

Hardware Information and Static Measurements 

I DESCRIPTION OF MEASUREMENT 1 Qlc? I MEASURI% 1 CALCULATED 1 

Component List and Information 

Load List and Information 

Load and Connectivity Information 

COUPLING 1 PART #I I  PART#^ SUB.IPART #21 PART@ SUB./ JOINT J LOAD TYPE I DESCRIPTION I CONDlllONSl COMMENTS 1 

Layer Control 

LAYER NO. I LAYER DESCRIPTION I LAYER COLORI COMPONENTS I 



- - -- - --- -.---.------

M. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA

1) Breech Buffer Test Data

Various springs (Chapter 3.3; Figure 17) and their combinations were

tested to match the breech buffer requirement dictated by simulation.
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The combination of using the continuous disc spring in combination with

Synthetic material (Alkathan) in series gave the correct response

required to cater for any of the GAMAconfiguration.
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2)  Recoil Spring Simulation Data 

Simulation results requested a cpring with the specification also 

pertained on drawing 747/00129/5000/V/03 

PARAMETER 

Assembled height (L l )  

DESIGN REQUEST 

518 rnrn 

Load at assembled height (Fl)  

Working height (L2) 

Load at working height (F2) 

Outer restriction (Do) 

Inner restriction (Di) 

Working temperature 

Block protection 

Period of compression cycle (N) 

Minimum fatigue life 

170 N 

185 rnrn 

380 N 

27 rnm 

17 rnrn 

-10°C to +60°C 

180 rnrn 

20 msec (0.020sec) 

12 000 cycles 



Rijhrs manufactured the spring and the following certificate was issued 

together with the batch of springs. 

DIN 1 m L - 1  1.4310 

wrechnet n l l  knubavdul G = 7- N/mz 

mister In Erca 1WB. Serle Erco 32'3 
Vin-ricnlmg uxhsel! mnn won 
l inks ouf rcChtS. 



3) Measured Muzzle Brake Blast Profile 

PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AROUND MUZZLE EXIT 
PLAN VIEW 

12.7X99 rnrn AMMUNITION 

- Max Press 3.6 psi 

--- Max Press 2.1 psi 

...... Max Press 1.3 psi 

Max Press 0.9 psi 

-. . - Max Press 0.5 psi 
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II Press Release

Airbus Extends Strategic Partnership
with MSC.Software to Improve Virtual
Product Development Process

Extension of Strategic Partnership Enables Airbus Engineers
to Benefit from Expanded, Flexible, and Cost-Effective Access
to Simulation Software Solutions through the MSC.MasterKey
Licensing System

SANTA ANA, Calif. -November 1,2005 - MSC.SoftwareCorp.
(OTC:MNSC)the leading global provider of Virtual Product
Development (VPD)solutions includingsimulation software and
services, today announced that Airbus, global manufacturer of
commercial and military transport aircraft, extended their strategic
partnership with a multi-milliondollar agreement. This strategic
partnership enables Airbus engineers to utilize a comprehensive
range of products from the MSC.Softwareportfolio under the
MSC.MasterKeysystem.

"We are very pleased and honored that Airbus has chosen
MSC.Softwareas its strategic partner for Virtual Product
Development (VPD)Solutions," said BillWeyand, chairman and CEO,
MSC.Software."MSC'sSimOffice,which is an open standards based
tightly integrated suite of simulation software solutions, coupled with
MSC.MasterKey gives Airbus engineers the best of both worlds - a
unique Aerospace solution along with this industry's best licensing
system. With the new expanded AlliancePartnership, we are
confident that Airbusengineers around the world will realize new
levels of functionality, flexibility,and an integrated suite of solvers.
We look forward to expanding our long term partnership with Airbus."

Since the introduction of the A300 in 1974, Airbus has gained a
worldwide reputation for innovation, today producing 13 aircraft
models, from the lOO-seat A318 jetliner to the 555-seat A380. With
enterprise wide, multi-disciplinary simulation requirements, and the
lifecycle of aircraft extending for decades, engineers at Airbus require
a broad and integrated virtual product development solution capable
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of meeting their needs for years to come. 

MSC.MasterKey is a flexible solution for manufacturing organizations 
requiring single source access to a diverse range of VPD solutions. 
MSC.MasterKey allows customers to replace lndivldual product 
licenses with software tokens, providing access to multiple simulation 
software tools, on demand. The agreement concludes an extensive 
technology and business value evaluation, and Airbus engineers 
across Europe will benefit from a full range of stand-alone and CAD- 
embedded simulation tools from the SimOffice and SimDesigner 
product suites. 

"Strong, close, and long-term partnerships with enterprise level 
organizations such as Airbus are central to our philosophy of 
customer driven product development, and highly targeted service 
delivery. The extension of our relationship with Airbus is a further 
confirmation of the business benefits which MSC.Software products, 
licensed via MSC.MasterKey, bring to the global aerospace market", 
Amir Mobayen, MSC.Software, Senior VP, EMEA (Europe, Middle-East 
& Africa) 

About MSC.Software Corporation 
MSC.Software (0TC:MNSC) is the leading global provider of virtual 
product development (VPD) solutlons including simulation software 
and services that help companies make money, save time, and 
reduce the costs associated with designing and testing manufactured 
products. MSC.Software works with thousands of companies in 
hundreds of industries to develop better products faster by utilizing 
information technology, software, and services. MSC.Software 
employs more than 1400 people in 23 countries. For additional 
information about MSC.Softwarets products and servlces, please visit 
www.m~c~oftware.com. 

The MSC. Software Corporate Logo, SimOtEce, Sim Designer, MSC, 
MSC-ADAMS, MSC. Dytran, MSC. EASY5, MSC. Marc, MSC. MasterKey, 
MSC. Nastran, MSC. Patran, MSCSimManager and MSC.SON are 
trademarks or registered trademarks of MSC.Software Corporation in 
the USA and/or other countries. NASTRAN is a registered trademark 
of NASA. All other trademarks belong to their respective owners. 

Contact: 
Joanne Keates Contact: 
Vice President, Investor Catherine Meek 
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MSC.Software MSC.Software 

323.259.4263 714.445.5647 

joanne. keates@mscsoftware.com catherine.meek@mscsoftware.com 
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